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INTRODUCTION

This World Disarmament Kit is designed to enable an intelligent
lay person understand and help resolve the critical issues which
xonfrent us in 1977 concerning the arms race. The kit begins with
an assessment nf the high stakes involved and with a self-survey.
The survey highlights-different-perspectivem

are-art:vsY..3.6e add-Presents
Alternative vulue choices as well as factual questions, PART II includes
factual data inVcating Where 30 ye:A.1.s of the armsrrace has taken us.

PART III presents contending perspectives on the arms race)
each of which seeks to achieve some form of national security.
PART IV presents a wide variety of proposals for reversing the
arms'race by gaining broader arms control agreements and by taking
steps toward disarmament.

PART V describes the existing hi-lateral and multi-latnral
arms control agreements and provides a table of countries indicating
which treaties they have ratified. PART VI introduces the wealth of
proposals which have been put forward in international organizations
'to reverse the arms race and suggests how such organizations' role
in achieving disarmament could be improved.

PART VII introduces the Peace Initiatives Strategy for moving
toward disarmament. It includes a statement of the related goals
which must be achieved to aid in the disarmament process and presents
over 30 specific peace initiative acts.

Disarmament issues which are likely to be decided in the
.,near future are presented in PART VIII. The kit concludes with a set

of 'resources for action on this problem.

The material selected for inclusion in this kit introduces the
problem of disarmament and how to achieve it. The kit is based on
these assumptions:

1. The trend toward higher and higher levels of armaments in
more and more states threatens everyone and should be reversed.

2. The nuclear and conventional arms rrces are not a product of
anyone state or anyone social, economic or political system.

3. 'There are specific acts which this country could initiate which
it has not yet done, which could gain the agreement of adversary
and allied states; these acts when part of a non-military, security
strategy, are in the best interest of this country; they are not a
threat to it.

4. International organizations have a constructive role to play
in reversing the arms race.

5. Industrial, labor and community economic self-interests are not
the primary reason for the arms race; conversion from military to
qlon-military production is a problem which can be resolved if the
security issue is resolved.

We are grateful to many for their contribution to this kit. Previously
copyrighted material is indicated in the body of the text.

Robert Woito
Editor
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. NI titake
Hie -.take, in a commued MCC, in achiev-

ing pat ity or in disarmament ,tre extremely ltigh.
hus. iii, its ot this country need to reassess their

assumptions :Hid all if tIdcs toward the arms race
and to consider alternative!, It) if. WC need each to
answer these questions:
/. .VI/clear War: urnm I iolic.i-lead 10 or

prevent nuclear
Pubhc concern about the threat of nuclear war

has diminished significantly sim:e the-1950's, but
little has changed to justify current complacency.
ln the 18 years prior to the Partial Test Ban Treaty
( I 9(3), 477 nuclear tests were conducted. 111 the
thirteen years since the treaty, there have been 494
underground tests. The speed of delivery systems,
the number of nuclear Nmers, and access to nu-
clear weapons technology has each increased.

The U.S.'s development of cruise missiles with
pinpoint accuracy, along with the Soviet's -silo-
killing" large missiles, have rekindled acceptance
of the "counterforce" strategie doctrine. .ihe
counterforee strategy targets primarily military in-
stallations, thus making limited nuclear war think-
able.

Recently rke 111.111,, control experts concluded
that, given continued pi oliferm ion of nuclear
possers and weapons And the absence of effective
international authority, nuclear war is -likely by
1999.'"
2. Conventional War: NVill current policy kad to
or prevent coin entional v,ar?

Iliad its last %%eek. World \Var II was a conven-
tional %\ or. Since then, there have been Oyer 113
con% ent kind{ wars. \\ kit ea,atalties averaging Mel'

50,0D0 people per \eat

.1,:ink Hai :ma dthets ii he 1tockholm Internanondl
l'eace 1,1.,,c.ir,h 1 11,rir.it,;. urld rmomeilts and Disonna-

ambintge. Mas,achu.,ett,.. In-
stitute ,t I Prit, 1Np 1(1

tc,11 .if Paul DkIrS. Ri:11.11(1 (no ,dnd
tettit.!e Rd'hi,11-- dial 1 hornas Schell

tie, ' I hit prc. voi 7s, No. 1,
III "( rfW'. , t,tIlii,i t 1,/-6, pp. 32.41.

Tare, f !duo., \ firer. \ \\ m
19'3, .ec 1 he \\ tlf Nar. 1816-19b5: ShilislicalIlmull000k, 1./ litwes and \ 1. Sm.i11. INess You k: JohnWdo 19'')

'11.0 11.11, mlil Sell, ainem, mu1 Dkuirmoujenl, SIVR I Year-
2.1`1 :I.': 1)thot e,Siirr,ites pid.:;* the Lourent
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'the world arms trade has increased from about
S300 nnllion in 1952 to the conservative estimate
of about S4 billion in 1974, with the increase aver-
:wing 150o per year in the 1970's.' In addition, the
domestic manufacture of' weapons in developing
countries and the level of armaments in nearly all
ISO nation-state.s is increasine. rapidly.

Conventional war and nuclear war are inextric-
ably linked. To change one without altering the
other is to transform radically the balance of
power. We cannot realistically expect the nuclear
powers to continue a nuclear disarmament process
unless conventional forces are included. In addi-
tion, eonventional war could escalate into nuclear
war. Thus, a proram aimed at general and com-
plete disarmament which does not address con-
ventional war, cannot hope to achieve its objec-
tive.
3. Nationa/ Security: Does the arms race guar-
antee or threaten national security?

Without attempting to apportion blame, it is
beyond doubt that both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.
are currently committed to use, dik:ctly or in-
directly, military force to retain or advance their
interests. The Soviet Union's level of armament.s
and its actions in world politics are a major threat
to world peace. The increases in Soviet strategic
forces, the build-up of the Soviet fleet, the level of
arms'aid to North Vietnam after the 1973 cease-
fire agreement and aid to Syria, Cuba, and a fac-
tion in Angola clearly indicate the Soviet Union's
intention to use force to ahcieve its ends. For its
part, the United Stales has continued qualitative
refinements of its weapons systems, aided South
Vietnam, Israel, Iran and a faction in Angola, and
continues to sell weapons at levels estimated from
4 to 12 billion per year.

It 'ark/ Community: Is military deterrence be-
Itsven hostile tuitions and ideologies .essential to
global problem solving or does it undermine any
const ruetive effort ?

The industrial revolution has created an econ-
omically interdependent world. The quality of
life, threatened by war, is also threatened by
problems no nation can solve alone: starvation,
environmental deterioration, population growth,
resource depletion lnd a complex of new conomic
problems, including inflation and trade. This gen-
eration has the opportunity to decide whether
that interdependence will promote a world com-
munity capable of confronting these comnion pro-
blems or whether each sectarian interest will _jus-
tify violence to achieve its particular end.

*Ro p 17 int oil r on! Pal S Lu t. emelt L on Arms Con t VOL and Di sa rmamen t
World Without Wnr Issues Center Midwest, 110 S. Dearborn, Suite820, Chicn4o, Ill. 60603. Reprinted with permission.
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I, 'INTRODUCTION: At Stake (continued)

One of the most dramatic changes in world
politics since World War II is the increase in the
number and functions of international organiza-
tions. In addition to the United Nations Security
Council and General Assembly, there is a family
of functional U.N. and other agencies at work on
specific problems like hunger and health. There
are few patches of earth 10 miles square which
have not been touched by their programs. These
efforts have helped bring people of different
nationalities, cultures, ideologies, races, and
religions into cooperative efforts to overcome
common problems. To the extent that such inter-
national organizations succeed, they help create a
sense of world community: a feeling of common-
ality or political identity evident in the expectation
that change in world politics will occur without
violence. But when such institutions' actions and
resolutions produce the expectation that change
can occur only through violence, they destroy a
sense of world community and limit their own
effectiveness.

Both the nuclear and conventional arms races
starkly reveal the pre-eminent role of fear in world
politics.7 If we can reverse those races and reduce
that fear so pervasive that it is a common, un-
stated, presupposition of contemporary culture
we will be creating a climate in which global pro-
blem solving is possible.
5. Resource Waste: Are valuable resources wasted
in armaments or are their costs the price that must
be paid for security?

In 1975 world expenditures for military pur-
poses approached $300 billion dollars." 400,000 of
the world's scientists and engineers are engaged in
military research and development.'

It is tempting to look at the U.S. arms budget,
then think of domestic programs that need fund-
ing, and conclude that cutting the one will finance
the other. But it is misleading because before there
can be much progress toward disarmament a non-
military means of conducting international con-
flict must be created. Such an alternative to war
will entail new costs, such as the cost of new in-
spection and verifications systems; it will clearly
require new risks and new institutions. It will in-
volve planetary bargaining over new terms of
trade, access to markets and access to raw mater-
ials. While reversing the arms race will free many
resources which could be used to improve the
economic circumstances in which we live, it is dif-
ficult to forecast whether the savings will be used
to reduce taxes, fund rlome,."'... nrograms, increase
international assistaucc, iui,i new institutions or
some combination

6

People who disagree about how to spend such
savings should be able to unite on creating the sav-
ings. Our conviction, however, is that resolving
the security question is part of a successful disarm-
ament campaign. Thus we have emphasized what
is required to achieve that goal.
6. Democracy: Are democratic values applicable
to international conflict?

Internally, the U.S. has little to fear and much
to gain from disarmament. There would, of
course, be problems for industry and labor of con-
verting to peacetime production.'o But such
adjustments can be planned. And overall, Ameri-
can democracy and the future of democratic prac-
tices will be enhanced if the arms races can be
reversed. Centralization of authority, the relative
power of the executive branch, the size of military
organization, the role of intelligence agencies will
all be diminished. Dictatorships, however, lose an
important justification for repression when the
threat posed by an external foe is diminished. Mil-
itary power is an appropriate means for bringing
to power and maintaining various forms of dicta-
torship. Work on disarmament by democracies
which takes intelligent account of the war-making
capacities of other powers, is not a threat to the
democratic tradition. It seeks to fulfill a central
value in that tradition: the achievement of institu-
tions capable of nonviolent conflict resolution in
world politics.

'See Albert Camus, Neither Victims Nor Executioners, (Chica-
go World Without War Publications 1971) or Paul Fussell, The.r.
Great War and Modern Memory, (New York: Oxford Univer-
sity Press 1975).
'Ruth Sivard, World Military and Social 'FApendhures, 1976,
(Leesburg, Virginia: WMSC Publication 1976) distributed by
World Without War Bookstore.
'Barnaby, World Armaments and Disarmament, sipri Year-
book, 1975, p. 102.



I. INTR ()DUCT ION : B .

NATIONAL SECURITY AND THE ARMS RACE: A SELFSURVEY
Most people agree about the cost and waste of resources involved in the current nuclear and conventional

arms races. Nearly $300 billion is estimated to have been spent on armaments world-wide in 1975. Yet, we live
in a time of increasing insecurity and fear growing out of the awesome dangers of nuclear war and the grim
reality of conventional war.

But if people agree about the dangers and waste involved, there is little agreement about what alternative
there is to either nuclear or conventional arms races. One point of division concerns the Soviet Union's threat
to the United States and whether Communism is an expansionist ideology; others argue about thc degree of
the United States's responsibility for the arms race and its global purposes. Nothing has proved so effective in
maintaining the arms race, as each side blaming the other for each new round.

Others point out that no one has died from a nuclear weapon explosion during a war since 1945. In the last
30 years over 150,000 people per year have died in nearly 130 conventional wars. These wars have rarely in-
volved the super-powers directly and have often involV/ed national, tribal, religious or social rather -thanideological hostility.

This self-survey is designed to introduce contending perspectives on both the nuclear and conventional
arms races. It should aid those committed to a position to rethink their assumptions and basic choices. It
should help someone uncommitted to a position, to identify the choices between perspectives and between
alternatives to the arms races. In addition, the factual questions help clarify where we are now.
A. Perspective Chokes

I. Who is Responsible?
a. The United States and particularly thc military-
industrial complex, has provided the pressure for
t he arms race.

b. An expansionist Communist movement, with
many centers but one ideology, has sought world
domination and has blocked disarmament agree-
ments.

c. The rich elites in developed countries fear thc
power of the poor in developing countries.

d. The fact of history is that what peace there has
been, is a product of a balance of power. Blame
human nature if you want.

e. The interaction between the two super-powers
provides the basic dynamic which is fueled by
technological innovations and ideological political
differences.

2. Why Have We Been Involved in tire Arms Race?
a. There is no good reason.

b. Because we live in a deeply divided world with
other armed powers and our own armaments arc
essential to our security.

c. Because we have not developed and tricd an al-
ternative to military means for achieving security.

3. What Are the Obstacles to Disarmament?
a. Psychological identification with* the nation-
states now stronger than ever.

b. The inability to negotiate agreements on signi-
ficant disarmament steps despite many years of
efforts.

c. A rapid-pace of technological innovation and a
recognition of how important such innovation was
in deciding the outcome of World War II.
d. The built-in momentum of thc arms race.
e. Societal identification of violence and man-
hood or strength.

f. Peace organizations who seek to disarm one
power in a field of many and who offer no alterna-
tive security strwegy.

5

4. What Are the Realistic Goals the U.S. Should
Seek?

a. Military supi riority at each level from guerilla
warfare to strateLic nuclear.

b. Parizy or equivalence between the nuclear
super-powers.

c. islinimum deterrence a small, invulnerable
force which can destroy say 100 cities.
d. Unilateral disarrnaMent.

e. General and complete disarmament under ef-
fective international controls.

5. If ho Should Decide Such Basic Questions?
a. The President and his top advisors.
b. The Congress and its advisors.
c. The U. S. public.

d. International Organizations,
6. How Should Specific Decisions Be Made? Such as

Whether to Build a Particular Weapons System or
Not.
a. By the President in consultation with the .loint
Chiefs of Staff.
b. By Congress.

c. By popular referendum.
d. By international organizations...

7. Whoever Decides, What Shoidd Be rite Principal
Standard?
a. Our national security.
b. Our domestic needs.

c. World social and economic needs,
d. Whether or not the decision advances us
toward a world without war.
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SeLf-Survey (continued)

11. Factual Questions
1. In fiscal year /976, the U. S. Military Expendi-

turg wen, approximately:
a. $50 billion
b. $70 billion
C. $90 billion
d. $100 billion

2. In /975 world militau ...penditures are estimated
at:
a. $200 billion
b. $300 billion
c. $5(X) billion
d . $600 billion

3. Which of the .following spends the highest per-
centage of its gross national product (GNP) on
military expenditures?
a. the United States
b. the Soviet Union
c. the Developing Countries'
d. the NATO Allies

4. The World .-1rms Trade (sales and orants of arma-
ments between nations) in 19 75 , r-% timated by

the U. N. Secretary-General at about:
a. $1 billion
b. $3 billion
c. $12 billion
d. $20 billion

5. In 1974 the world's per capita income:
a. grew rapidly
b. remained about the same
c. decreased
d. decreased dramatically

6. Between 1960 and 1974, the accumulated total of
world economic aid was about:
a. $14 billion (or $1 billion per year average)
b. $60 billion (or $4.2 billion per year average)
c. $125 billion (or $8.9 billion per year average)
d. $400 billion (or $21.4 billion per year average)

7. In 1 9 76, there are how many countries with nu-
clear weapons?
a. five
b. six
c. seven (if Israel is counted)
ci. ,ten

8. Within two years,' how many additional countries
cmild go nuclear if they so decided?
a. at least 12
b. at least 30
c. at least 60
d. nearly all of them

9. In 1975, the U. S. and the U. S. S. R. possessed
about how many strategic nuclear weapons?
a. about 100 each
b. about 1,000 each
c. U. S. 8,500; U. S. S. R. 2,800
d, U. S. 10,000; U. S. S. R. 10,000

10.In addition to strategic nuclear weapons, the U. S.
possesses about how many tactical nuclear
weapons?
a. 1,000
b. 5,000
c. 10,000
d. 22,000

l.How many of the following multi-lateral disarma-
ment agreements has the U. S. signed?
a. Antarctic Treaty (declares area a
disarmed zone) yes no
b. Partial Test Ban Treaty (on
nuclear explosions) yes no
c. Outer Space Treaty (prohibits orbiting
nuclear weapons and all military
activity in outer space) yes no
d. Treaty for the Prohibition of
Nuclear Weapons in Latin America yes no
e. Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons yes no
f. Treaty Prohibiting Nuclear Weapons
on the Sea-Bed yes no

g. Convention prohibiting biological
warfare yes no

2.Which of the following bilateral treaties have the
U. S. and the U. S. S. R. agreed to?
a. Memorandum establishing the
"hot line" yes no
b. Agreement to Reduce Risk of
Accidental Nuclear War yes no
c. Strategic Arms Limitation
AgreementABM Treaty yes no
d. Interim Agreement on SALT yes no
e. Threshold Test Ban Treaty yes no

13.How is compliance with these various treaties cur-
rently verified?
a. By international inspection
b. By national means of verification (satellite re-
connaissance and espionage) and consultative con-
ferences
c. By on-site inspections
d. By electronic monitoring by international
agencies

14. What international organizations are involved in
arms control and disarmament issues?
a. The U. N. Security Council
b. The U. N. General Assembly
c. The International Atomic Energy Agency
d. The International Red Cross
e. All of the above



Se tf-Survey (cont i rnivd

15.In the bilateral .`rIl I :a/A no It m pon.fress what
agreement is mot.
a. Restrictions on qualitatke vet Motions (i.e.
improved accuracy) of existing %.k capons systems
b. Reduetionf, of die linolher at so aiegic delivery
systems
c. A ceiling on the number 01 sontegic delivery
systems at 2,3o0 fol c:lch powor
d. General and complete dkat mament under ef-
fective international controls

6.Whw does the Non.proro.etarlon ffeary require
ofnations whnll vien it?
a. That those which have onclear weapons tech-
nology not export it to nal 1 iIl Which do 001.
h. That non.nuclear nations nsilN nuclear re-
actors for energy source!, do so under strict inter-
national sa fewtard,. to preent their developing
nuclear weapons.
c. 'Fhat each nation seek generol and complete
disarmament under erre:live international con-
trols.
d. All of the abo\ C.

7.11ow many people ts it estimated that a limited
nuelear attack. on U. .; tuditary tartfets would kill
directly?
a. 100 million peoph!
ID, 21 million people
C. 8 million people
d. everyone

III. To Reverse the Arms Race: What Should We Do?
1. Perspective Choices:

a. The U. S. should immediately and unilaterally
take steps toward a drastic reduction in its military
establishment and should pursue such a course re-
gardless of the response of other major military
powers.

b. We should continue our efforts to achieve
multi-lateral arms reduction through negotiations,
but we should be careful to maintain the stable
balance of military power on which world peace
depends.
c. Reductions in our relative military capability
have already led to a dangerous situation ia which
we can no longer be sure of the adequacy of our
military posture. We should strengthen our de-
fense establishment, before it is too late.
d. The present situation is dangerous. Negotia-
tion alone will not lead us out or it. Someone must
take the initiative to create new pressures for
agreement on arms control and disarmament. The
U. S. should take unilateral steps which offer the
best chance of securing reciprocal action by other
nations, thus moving us toward the international
agreement needed.

2. Which of the following values should influence
your response to the arms race?
a. Loyalty to a fiation-state.
b. Nonviolent conflict resolution now the
accepted standard in family, small group and
national life but not in world politics.
c. Courage to respond creatively to challenges
without turning to hatred and violence or with-
drawing.

,nswers to Part II: I ,c.; 2.b.; 3.c.; 4.d.; 5.b.; 6.c.; 7.c.;
9.c.; 10.d.; I I and 12, all of them; I3.b.; 14.c.; 15.c.;

5.d.; 17.a.

d. Justice seen as gaining acceptance of your
view of justice or as establishing the ground rules
for contesting different conceptions of justice
without war
e. Brotherhood expressed in a concern for
other's human rights wherever they are denied or
only when denied by your enemy
f. Equality of opportunity, of access to parti-
cipation, or of result
g. World Community a sense of political iden-
tification with humankind evident in the expecta-
tion that change should come in world politics
without war
h. Individualism how can the integrity of the
individual be maintained in a field of war
i. Democracy what political processes are
needed to make possible the resolution of conflict
in world politics without war

7



IT. FACTS: A. WORLD MILITARY AND SOCIAL EXPENDITURES, 1976 (continued)

STATISTICAL
ANNEX

9

.1he statistics which follow have heen as SeMbled for the purpose of analy/ing comparative poigress on a
hrilad frinit, primarily for the world as a whole or for groups of countries. It is believed that they are repre-
sentative for this purpose.

Recause of the interest in the national figures which make op these totals, we are showing them in full
detail for 197.1 (Tables Ii md It cannot be emphasi/ed too strongly that caution must be exercised in
drawmg conclusions from individual national figures, and particularly in making comparisons between
nations, Nome of the reasons why this is NO are outlined in the statistical notes following,

Table III shows the country rank order on a per capita basis for the military and social indicators. It is
hoped that the selection is large enough to offset some of the inconsistencies in the individual series and to
convey a general impression of relative standing.

MILITARY AND SOCIAL TRENDS
World, Developed.' and Developing Countries, 1960-1974

TABLE I

1960 1941 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1989 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

GNP
thlhon US S

talnrk1 1 507 1 598 I 095 1 746 1 895 2.149 2.324 2.478 2.680 2.944 3 251 3.587 4.045 4.832 5.472Developed 1 227 1 309 1401 1.421 1 542 1.761 1918 2.049 2,226 2.429 2.671 2.946 3.325 3.976 4.380Developing 280 279 794 325 353 388 408 429 454 515 580 641 720 . 856 3092Nilson 19n lit.; St
Wet kt 7 542 2 627 2 770 2 901 3.085 3.258 3.441 3.572 3.790 3,978 4.159 4.325 4.529 4,832 4.917Devellood 2 109 2 189 2 318 2 417 2 568 2.711 2.B66 2 981 3.172 3.312 3,439 3.562 3.730 3,976 4.014Developing 433 438 452 484 517 545 575 591 818 666 720 763 799 856 903

GNP per capita
S

Nintld 509 526 551 553 590 656 696 729 773 B34 904 979 1.084 1.271 1.414Developed 1 400 1.472 1 557 1 555 1.671 1.897 2 032 2.155 2.318191 2.52007, 2.737 2.991 3.345 3 96B 4,337Developing
1973 US S

134 131 135 145 154 166 170 175 221 229 263 306 382

Workl 857 670 900 920 960 994 1.030 1.050 1.094 1,127 1,157 1.180 1.214 1.271 1.270Itevrdoperl 2 408 2 484 2.578 2.644 7.7B2 2.906 3.039 3.135 3.304 3.418 3 524 3.616 3,753 3.968 3.914Ouvekneng 207 206 209 2 16 226 233 240 241 247 260 275 295 292 306 315
Population

nvilsa.
World 2.969 3.019 3 078 3 155 3.214 3,275 3 339 3,401 3.465 3.531 3,596 3.684 3.732 3.802 3.871Developed 976 569 901) 914 923 933 943 951 960 969 976 985 994 1.002 1.010Developtm 2 089 2.130 2.178 2 241 2.791 2.342 2.396 2 450 2.505 2.562 2.620 2,679 2.738 2.800 2.86 t

Foreign Economic Ald
radon ilS S

WorUt 5 4 6 0 6 2 6 6 6 8 8 7 7 1 7 0 7 7 8 4 8 8 9 8 10 7 11 5 15 2Developed 5 3 5 8 6 0 6 4 6 6 6 5 6 8 7 5 7 5 8 1 8 0 8 B 9 6 10 4 12 301,01oryna
1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 8 1 0 t 1 1 I 2 9

Military Expenditures
Minn US $

World i0? 11.1 125 132 132 138 19$ 173 187 198 202 209 224 244 210Dove Inned 97 104 114 119 118 121 137 154 166 173 175 178 190 207 222Devnlepo9
helion 1973 US 6

10 10 1 t 13 14 17 19 19 21 23 27 31 34 37 4B

Wruki 169 177 192 200 196 197 214 237 247 250 242 238 243 244 242Developed 194 101 I 7 5 180 170 176 191 211 220 221 210 203 206 207 203t)eveSoonly 19 16 17 20 20 21 23 26 27 29 32 35 37 37 39

Armed Forces
Thousands

Wrukt '8 550 9411) 19 5;5 19 441 19 771 19 925 19.683 20 840 21.404 21.618 21.482 21672 21.366 21.555 21,898peveloped 9 s I 10 08 to 400 10 018 9 981 9 711 10 132 10.503 10 600 10 52B 10.139 9.B39 9.553 9,505 9.566Develetunq Ft 699 904 9 175 9 423 q 790 9 814 9.751 10.337 10.804 10.990 11.323 11 B33 11,813 12.050 12,332
Physicians

Thrnatands
WOrki 1 669 1123 I 780 1.836 1.912 1.977 2039. 2.145 2 175 2.253 2.330 2,399 2 504 2.60B 2.700 4DeveIoned 1 227 1.265 1 303 1.342 1 395 1,428 1.473 1.554 1.564 1.610 1670 1 711 1.787 1 862 1.9204Oeseloplug 442 458 .177 494 517 549 566 591 611 643 660 688 717 746 7804

Teachers
Thettsandq

Wrukl 1.1 589 18.139 15917 19.719 17.676 18.614 19.321 20 121 20.999 21.924 22.B08 23.726 24 651 25.790 27,0004Ortvelnhert 6995 6.933 7.176 7.480 7,739 5.029 8,206 8.394 8.683 8.B83 8.999 9,104 9.403 9.624 9.9004Deveksteert 7.374 8205 9.741 9.258 9.9.17 10.586 11.115 11,727 12 316 13.041 13,809 14.562 15.248 16.166 17,100 4

I De vpOped croon( nos. 28 o number suf.. those Oenlated hy el antertsk 0 TAhlox It 91111111' They-Inctinte the eOuntneX Wed in North Amenca, most otEuxope. OCean01.
and .Lapan

2 Dendelopinq countnes. 104 at nernhur. are the counIrten listed trl Latin Arneoca neven m Europe (Mharsa. Greece. Malta. Portuonl. SOao. Turkey and Yugtoslayta). Asra except
Itstisela110 Japan, RC of Moen

3 Vehrnettutenned al 1973 prices and Converted to dollars Al 1973 evchan9e rates.
4 Protected

(-)
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30,000 U.S. NUCLEAR WEAPONS
rhe United States has nearly 30,000 nuclear weapons at

home. at sea, in Europe, and in Asia. 8000 of these weapons
;lie considered strategic weapons. 22,000 are considered tac-
tical %eapons. The main difference between strategic and
tactical nuclear weapons is the difference in range. Tactical
nuclear weapons have a shorter range but arc sometimes
more powerful than strategic weapons.

The 8000* U.S. strategic nuclear weapons are on (I) the
1054 U.S. Minuteman and Titan land-based missiles, (2) the
656 Polaris/Poseidon missiles on the 41 U.S. ballistic mis-
sile Nubinarines, and (3) the nearly 500 U.S. SAC bombers.
'File U.S. has been producing strategic nuclear weapons at
the rate of three per day for the past four years, and the total
promises to grow to about 21,000 U.S. strategic nuclear
weapons under the limits set by the November 1974 U.S.-
Soviet Vladivostok Agreement.

U.S. will have 8,500 strategic weapons by mid-1975.

I.ess puhliyi/ed and understood is the- fact that nearly.
22.000 U.S. lac to nuclear %%capons are in position
WorldA ide. 7000 tactical nuclear %%capons are on land
in Firrope. Approsinlatel:, 1700 are located un land in Asia.
2,500 tactical nuclear %%capons las %%ell rc; 4.500 strategic
nuclear %%capons) arc estimated to he aboard U.S. Navy
combat ships. Ihe remainder. approximately 10.800 tactical
nuclear %veapons. ;Ire :i!NSigned t() forces in
the United States,

U.S. Tactical Nuclear Weapons Witkly Dispersed
Europe 7,000
Atlantic Fleet I U.S. US 1,000
Asia 1,700
Pacific Fleet (1..S. Nal. I 1,500
United States 10,800

Total U.S. Tactical Nuclear Weapons 22,000

DEFENSE MONITOR IN BRIEF
The United States has 30,000 nuclear weapons in Europe. Asia. the United States and at sea.

Eight thousand of those are strategic nuclear weapons: 22,000 are tactical nuclear weapons.
There are 7000 nuclear weapons aboard U.S. Navy ships tiid submarines. 4500 are strategic

weapons on nuclear missile submarines. 2500 are short-range tactical nuclear weapons: 1400 of
these are aboard U.S. aircraft carriers.

There is no coherent doctrine for using land-based tactical nuclear. weapons. Tactical nuclear
weapons create an impossible command and control problem and they invitc pre-emptive nuclear
strikes by an enemy. If tactical nuclear weapons were used in a war ahroad the likek result would
he the destruction of the country in which they were used.

The very presence of tactical nuclear weapons abroad creates a dainNrous situation for the
United States. The likelihood is great that an exchange of tactical n1lir weapon.; would escalate
into a full-scale nuclear war.

The dispersion of so many tactical nuclear weapons around the world greltiv increases the
danger of theft, terrorism, and accidents.

Most land-based U.S.. tactical nuclear weapons-Tn'Europe should be removed. All ktnd-based
tactical nuclear weapons in Asia should be removed. All nuclear bomhs and nuclear air-to-surface
weapons aboard U.S. aircraft carriers should be removed. The safety and security or U.S. citizens
would be enhanced by such a move.

The excessive secrecy surrounding tactical nuclear wcupory, hhidcrs oversight by Congres7; and
k unnecessary to preserve U.S. security. A national dehate on Lictic;11 nth:lc:Ay wcapons is in
the public interest.

Copyright 1975 by the Center for Defense Information. MI rights reserved. The Center for Defense Information eneourages quotation of
any of the material herein without permission, provided the Center is credited. The Center requests .1 copy of any such use.
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7,000 Tactical Nuclear Weapons in Europe
In Europe the U.S. and its NATO allies have 2250 air-

craft. missile launchers. and nuclear cannons that can
deliver 7000 U.S. tactical nuclear weapons. These weapons
carry a combined explosive capability equivalent to an es-
timated 460.000,0011 tons of TNT roughly 35,000 times
greater than the nuclear weapon that destroyed Hiroshima
in 1945. These U.S. tactical nuclear weapons are in all
NATO European states with the exception of Norway, Den-
mark, Luxembourg. and France. France maintains its own
tactical nuclear weapons in France and Germany. U.S.
nuclear forces in Europe are most heavily concentrated in
West Germany where 207.000 U.S. military personnel are
based.

U.S. tactical nuclear weapons in Europe include at least
four different kinds of surface-to-surface missiles (Lance,
Sergeant, Honest John, and Pershing). two sizes of nuclear
artillery shells (155 mm and 203 mm), and over 500 U.S.
nuclear capable fighter-bombers. The aircraft can be loaded
with air-to-surface missiles or four different sizes of bombs
or a combination of missiles and bombs. The largest tactical
nuclear missile has over 400 kilotons in explosive power,
equivalent to over 30 "HiroshimtN". Forward-based
systems such as the Pershing surfaceto-surface missile or
the nuelear-loaded aircraft are capable of attacking targets
inside the Soviet Union from Western Europe.

U.S. Has 2-to-1 Advantage in Europe
The lirst U.S. tactical-nuclear weapons were introduced

in Europe in 1954. three years before the Soviet Union.:'
Since that time the U.S. arsenal ha.s grown dramatically and
has undergone extensive changes -as new U.S. tactical
nuclear weapons replaced older ones. Soviet tactical nuclear
deployment has been later, slower, and shows little weapon
turnover. Soviet weapons in Europe have accumulated
without much retirement of earlier weapons. This resembles
the pattern of their deployment of strategic nuclear

. weapons.

Still, there are two U.S. tactical nuclear weapons for each
Soviet tactical nuclear weapon in Europe. Altogether U.S.
forces in Europe have 7000 tactical nuclear weapons to 3000
to 3500 for Soviet military forces in Europe.

The U.S. armed forces deployed nuclear weapons to
Europe in the early 1950's to offset numericallY superior
Soviet forces in Central Europe. At the time the Eisenhower
administration was seeking to check Soviet manpower ad-
vantages through a strategic policy which threatened

"massive retaliation" and U.S. tactical nuclear weapons in
Europe were part of that policy. When the U.S. first placed
tactical nuclear weapons in Europe the Soviets had no tac-
tical nuclear weapons. By the late 1950's the U.S. monopoly
on tactical nuclear weapons was ended.

1700 U.S. Tactical Nuclear Weapons in Asia
Far less information has been released to the public by the

Pentagon about the estimated 1700 tactical nuclear weapor.s
that the U.S. maintains on land in Asia. U.S. tactical
nuclear weapons are in Korea and the Philippines as well as
at U.S. installations on Guam and Midway. Most of these
weapons are for U.S. fighter-bombers, except in the
Republic of Korea where Army and Air Force tactical
nuclear weapons are based.

Thousands of U.S. Nuclear Weapons at Sea
The U.S. today has approximately 7000 strategic and tac-

tical nuclear weapons at sea. There are 284 ships and sub-
marines in the U.S. Navy that can carry nuclear weapons.
In 1965. only 38 percent of U.S. ships could carry nuclear
4.% capons. Today 56 percent are nuclear capable and the
percentage is increasing each year.

The U.S. Navy is capable of delivering up to 12,000 tac-
tical nuclear weapons in bombs, depth charges, torpedoes,
and missiks. Many of these arc c-apable of carrying hoth
conventional and nuclear explosives. Center for Defense In-
formation estimates place the number of U.S. tactical
nuclear weapons at sea at 2500*. This number of weapons
carries an explosive punch equivalent to 150 million tons of
TNT. more than 75 times the amount of explosives dropped
from 1941 to 1945 on Germany and Japan by U.S.
bombers. Over 90 percent of this nuclear destructive power
is found in the 1400 tactical nuclear weapons aboard 14
U.S. attack aircraft carriers.

*This is a consenative estimate. The maximum loading of
nuclear weapons would result in a number four times larger
than the Center estimate. SUBROC (a rocket propelled
nuclear torpedo) is assumed to be loaded one-third nuclear,
two-thirds conventional. All other U.S. Navy tactical nuclear
weapons are assumed to be one-quarter nuclear loaded and
three-quarters conventional.

AWESOME TACTICAL NUCLEAR ARSENAL IN EUROPE
The significance of our nuclear weapons stockpile in Europe, only in Europe. becomes all too apparent $vhen one

realizes that the destructive force. in TNT equivalent, of the nuclear weapons we have currently stockpiled alone is more
than 20 tinies that (if the combined total force of all the air ordnance expended in World War U. the Korean war and the
war in Vietnam.-

Senator Stuart Symington
March 7, 1974
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12 II. THE FACTS: C. Conventional War, by Jeremiah Norris

CONVENTIONAL WAR

No one has died through the strategic use of mirlear wolpons since August,

1945. During these same years between 38 to 50 ,e have died in llf
violent conflicts by means of conventional w, ently concluded SALT

negotiations may reduce social and political :tout the world, even

though the military threat of nuclear war rf_ are.

Sixty-one countries with 807 of the world's population participated in
World War II. Seventy-four countries with 767 of today's population have been
involved in the 115 conflicts since 1945. The total casualties for World War II
are now less than those for all the violent conflicts since that time.

The territorial
(internal or international)

Region

distribution of
are listed

these conflicts, and the type
as follows:

Number Internal

of conflict

International
_

Asia 37 .26 11

South America & the Caribbean 28 25 3

Africa 26 22 4

Middle East 17 13 4

Europe 7 5 2

115 91 24

The major powers are now the Soviet Union, China and the United States,
They have been directly involved with troops in eleven of these conflicts; the
China Civil War; China and the United States in Korea; China and the offshore
islands of Quemoy and Matsu; the Soviet Union in Hungary; the United States in
Lebanon; China in Tibet; India in China; the United States in Panama; the United
States in the Dominican Republic; the Soviet Union in Czechoslovakia; and the
United States in Indochina. No reliable data was available on the Sino-Soviet
border clashes to be included in this compilation of violent conflicts. This
limitation to the three major powers is subject to some criticism, certainly for
the exclusion of France in Indochina, Algeria and Chad. Yet it was held to the
three powers under the assumption that they will orchestrate the coming Genera-
tion of Peace among the other nations in the world.

Some have found it useful to define war as a more or less continuous process
of fighting which results in at least 1,000 casualties. This criterion was not
used exclusively in this listing, although many of the conflicts would qualify
in that regard. In most of these 115 conflicts over territory, borders, power,
or rights, there existed the danger of involvement by one of the major powers
when they perceived their foreign policy interests to be in jeopardy; i.e.,
Lebanon, the Dominican Republic, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Quemoy and Matsu. In

some cases, casualties were well above 1,000, while in others there were less

than 100. However, in each case the threat of an unsatisfactory outcome to the
major power with interests at stnke could have resulted in a wider war.

1 3



II. THE FACTS: C. Conventional War (continued) 13

But all of these conflicts did have one or both of these factors in operation
at the same time: the presence and engagement of the armed forces of the govern-
ment in power; aad a certain degree of organization on both opposing sides, even
if this organization was simply for defensive purposes.

There was no attempt to impose a minimum time limit on these conflicts.
The Arab-Israel War of 1967, and the numerous coup d'etats in LaLin A
suggest that there is no direct correlation between duration, the degrec of
danger to the government in power, and the ultimate consequences of .

Ninety-one of these conflicts were internal, that is, they were conducted
on the territory of a single country. This does not imply that they were all
fought solely by participants indigenous to a single country. Outside armies do
take part, as in Angola. This war is not being carried on across a frontier,
though it_ is being conducted with troops trained and armed abroad. Still, it
qualifies geographically as an internal war. These types of conflirts comprise
80% of the total since 1945, a marked contrast to a more comprehensive study
covering the 296 conflicts between 1790 - 1960, which indicates that only 25%
of them involved a sovereign nation fighting a group internal to itself.

Of these internal ronflicts, 61 have been conducted with foreign
participation. That is to say, military personnel, troops or advisory contingents
from another country are involved in military operations within the country. The
delivery of arms, either free or through trade channels, political and materiel
support, do not qualify as foreign participation. For example, despite the
massive American military assistance to the Nationalist Government of China
during their civil war, that conflict is treated as one free from foreign
participation.

The major powers could well have their Generation of Peace, but it is not
known what will happen to the other nations of the world caught in the clank and
clamor of these mighty giants striving for advantage in science, technology,
trade, conventional arms competition and power. Violent conflict is certainly
not the sum total of human experience in these past 25 years. But history today,
with all its storm and strife, compels us to say that conflict is one of the
essential dimensions of man. It is a reality. Unless we choose to ignore
reality, we must find our values in it. Is it possible to find a rule of conduct
among nation-states outside the realm of violent conflict? That is the question
which the major powers should face when designing a Generation of Peace. The
answer is not to be found in treaties to limit nuclear weapons among a few
while developing more effective conventional ones, but through the use of
knowledge by governments in a nuclear age to revolutionize the manner by which
:onflicts are to he resolved in the interest of the world community. "...it is
time to forsake our age and its adolescent furies."

Jeremiah Norris
June, 1972
Washington, D.C.
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III. CONTENDING PERSPECTIVES ON THE ARMS
RACE

A. Strategic Equivalence, Henry Kissinger, March 22, 1976
B. Minimum Deterrence Earl Ravenal, Foreign-Policy, Spring 1976

C. Unilateral Disarman!nt:, Homer Jack, 1971

D, Peace Initiative8, Bill Rose, War/Peace Report, 1975

Henry Kissinger is the former Secretary of Sta.te, Earl Ravenal a
Professor of International Relations at John Hopkins University,
Homer Jack the Executive Director of the World Conference 'on Religion
and Peace and Bill Rose has worked ' !:.he World Without War Council
and is currently a graduate stude 'nlitical Science at the
University of California (Berk, /),

STRAU ,ULVALENCE

Commentary

Probably the most commonly held position on arms and disarmament in
this country is that of Strategic Equivalence. Also known as a position of
parity, this has been the official position of the United States government
for at least the last ten years and has widespread support among the American
people. The talk by Secretary of State Kissinger highlights the main points
of this approach.

The cornerstone of Strategic Equivalence is the perception ,of a
genuine threat to our national security and national interests arising from
the military power of adversary nations. The argument made is that it in
necessary to counter this threat through military power. The focus of the
Strategic Equivalence position is almost entirely on the U. S. and the Seviet .

Union and, to a lesser extent, China, and much of the discussion centers on
comparative nuclear power, although the quantity and quality of conventional
forces also enter in. Presupposing that absolute military and/or nuclear
superiority is either impossible or unnecessary, this perspective argues
that it is sufficient for the U. S. to maintain a rough equality with its
adversaries. Equality will insure that no nation could launch aa attack
on another without almost certainly guaranteeing its own destruction, and
thus a kind of peace results through an equal threat to all. This doctrine
is know as Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD) and is the current basis for
relations among the major world powers.

Proponents usually assume with Secretary Kissinger.that "we will live
for as far ahead as we can see in a twilight between tranquility and open
confrontation", and that Strategic Equivalence is the surest hope of
avoiding cataclysm. In this perspective, any change in military power.must
be a mutual one to insure the stability of the relationship. The hope is
expressed that multilateral and especially bilateral (U. S. and Soviet
Union) negotiations will be able to halt the arms race and bring about
reductions in weapons stockpiles. But a major difficulty with this
approach is found in the differing definitions of equivalence; parity for
one nation is perceived as disadvantage by another. History suggests that '

the maintenance of strategic equivalence is a reliable prescription for a
continued arms race. It can also be argued that the logic of nuclear parity
among super powers can only encourage the proliferation of nuclear weapons
to other nations.

Editor's Note: The Commentaries throughout PART III are by Leonard Hoffmanni
Executive Director, United Nations Association of Illinois and Greater Chicago
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Secretary Henry A. Kissinger before the World Af-
fairs Council and Southern Methodist University.

have come here today to talk to you about
the vttal and intimate relationship between Ameri-
ca's foreign policy and our national security. It is
appropriate that I do so in Texas. a State so long
dedicated to a strong and resolute America; a State
that has given our Nation three distinguished
Americans who presently serve in Washington and
whom I am proud to consider friendsBill
Clements, the Deputy Secretary of Defense;
George Mahon, the Chairman of the Appropria-
tions Committee of the House of RepresentailYrs;
and 'John Tower of the Senate Armcd SerYres
Committee. All three of these men have wor;-.ed
long and hard to assure a strong defense for ik-tPrri-
ca. All three deserve the grateful thanks ol
countrymen.

As Secretary of State I am not, of course,
directly involved in the preparation of our defense
budget or in decisions regarding particular weapons
programs. But as the President's principal advisor
on foreign policy, no one knows better than I that
a strong defense is crucial for our role in the world.
For a great and responsible power, diplomacy witi .
out strength would be empty. If we were weak 7,7re
could not negotiate; we could only hope i)r
modate. it is thc confidence of strength that per-
mits tiS. to act with conciliation and responsILLL
to hdp mhige a more peaceful workl.

0th:ea-nations must not he led to doub:,iter
our strewth or our resolution. For how och7
us determines the risks they are prepared t, ; an
and the degree to which they are willing to place
confidence in our policies, If adversaries consider
PR 141

March 22, 1976
Dallas, Texas

Bureau of Public Affairs
Office of Media Services

us weak or irresolute, testing and crises are inevita-
ble. If allies doubt our constancy, retreat and
political shifts are certain.

And so, as Secretary of State, I am inevitably
a partisan of a strong America and a strong defense
as the underpinning of a strong foreign policy. I
have a responsibility to make clear to the American
people and to other nations that our power is
indeed adequate to our cunent challenges, that we
are improving our forces to meet changing eondi-
tions, that America understands its inter<rs and
values and will defend them, and that th .,-neri-
can people will never permit those hostik is to
shape the world in which we live.

I do not accept the propositions th . other
nations have gained military ascendancy ov!r us,
that the Administration has neglected our diei
or that negotiations to reduce the threat oft,: clear
war are unwise. These charges sound rema .ably
like the "missile gap" claims which aroused anxie-
ties in 1960 only to dissolve suddenly a few weeks
after thc election.

We do face serious challenges to our security.
They derive from the unprecedented conditions of
the thermonuclear age, the ambiguities of eimtem-
porary power, and the perpetual revolution in tech-
nology. Our tast, is to understand the mai and
permanent requirements of our security rather
than to be seduced by the outmoded vocabultry of

simpler time.
What arc the national security issues we face?

What is the true condition of our natiomtl defense?

First, the inevitable growth of Soviet eco-
nomic and military power has produced essential
strategic equality. We cannot halt this growth, but

1 (i
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we must counterbalance it and prevent its use for
political expansion.

!:>.!cond America remains the most powerful
nation in the world. ,.'t will rernahi so, if the Con-
gress approves the President's proposed defense
budget. But ev,dving technology and thc m,litary
programs of others impose upon ns the need for
constant vigilance and continuing major effort.

Third, technology has revolutionized the in-
struments of war and introduced an unparalleled
complexity into the perceptions of power and the
choices that we must make to maintain it. The
defense establishment we have today is thc pro-
duct of decisions taken 10 to 15 years ago. Equally
the decisions we make today will determine our
defense posture in thc 1980's and beyond. And thc
kind of forces wc have will determine the kind of
diplomacy we are able to conduct.

Fourth, as nuclear arsenals grow, thc horrors
of nuclear war become ever more apparent while at
the same time the threat of all-out nuclear war td
deter or resist less than all-out aggression becomes
ever less plausible. Under the umbrella 0.- itrategic
equivalence, testing and probing at the .1 inv(t:

regional levels become more likely. Henet- -r
next decade we must increase and modem-i
forces air, land, and sea -for local defense.

Fifth, while a weak defense posture
a weak foreign policy, a strong defense ,doc,
necessarily produce a strong foreign pojy.
role in the world d,:pends as well on ho.realti
cally we perceive tau- nati(mal interests um ,out
unity as a pettph ,Ind on our willingne-., to pr
severe in pursuit of. ,,or national goals.

Finally, for Americans physical str . can
never be an end in itself. So long as we 10

ourselves, every Administration has the :,:e1,ttan
to seek to control the spiral of nuclear iptT:,
and to give mankind hope for a more sc, , 6,
just future.

Let me discuss each of these chance..

Long-Range Challenge of Defense
To cope with the implications ot

power has become a peananent icspunsih)ilit
American defense and foreign pohcy. Sixn ye,,
of Soviet industrial and economic growth,
political system that gives top priority to
buildup. have inevitably brought the
Union to a position of rough equilibrium with a,
United States. No pout, v or decision on our 1,

brought this about. Nothing we could have done
would have prevented it. Nothing wc can do now
will make it disappear

But while we cannot prevent the growth of
Soviet military strength, we can and must maintain
thc strength to balance it and insure that it will not
be used for political expansion. There is no alterna-
tive to a substantial defense budget over the long
tcrm. We have it permanent responsibility and nced
a steady course that docs not change with the fads
of the moment. We cannot afford the oscillation
between assaults on defense spending and cries of
panic, between cuts of $40 billion in Administra-
tion defense budget requests over seven years and
eb i'ges- of neglect of our defenses.

This claim on our perseverance is a new ex-
perience for Americans. Throughout most of our
history we have been able to mobilize urgently in
time of war and thcn to disarm unilaterally when
victory was achieved. After World War II we rapid-
ly demobilized our armies, relying IPrgely on our
nuclear monopoly to preserve the peace. Thus
when thL ;:)rean war broke out we were little
better prepared than we had been 10 summers
previously. Only recently have we begun to under-
stand -and thcn reluctantly-that foreign policy
and military strategy arc inextricably linked, that
we must maintain defense preparedness over the
long-term, and that wc will live for as far ahead as
we can see in a twilight between tranquillity and
open confrontation. We need a defense posture
that is relevant to our dangers, comprehensible
to our friends, credible to our adversaries, and that
we arc prepared to sustain over the long term.

Imperatives of Technology
Technology has transformed the conditions

and calculations of militaty -trength in unpre-
cedented fashion.

The paradox o f cm,,rnporary military
strength is that a momentous Icrease in the ele-
ment of power has eroded thc :raditional relation-
ship of power to policy. Linn the end of World
War 11, it would never have occurred to a leader
that there might bc an upper hmit to useful mili-
tary power. Since the technological choices were
limited, strength was largely defined in quantitative
terms. Today the problem is to insure that our
strength is relevant to our foreign policy objectives.
lInder current conditions no matter how we or our
adversaries improve the size or quality of our



strategic arsenals, one overriding fact remains: An
all-out strategic nuclear exchange would kill hun-
dreds of millions on both sides in a matter of hours
and utterly devastate the nations involved.

Thus the current strategic problem-is virtually
the diametric opposite of the historic one. Planners
used to pursue increased overall power. Today we
have a total strength unimaginable a generation
ago. but we must design. diversify, and refine our
forces so that thcy are relevant to and able to
support rational foreign policy objectives. Histori-
cally military planners could treat the technology
of their time as stable; today technology revolu-
tionizes military capabilities in both strategic and
tactical forces every decade and thus presents
policymakers with an ever increasing spectrum of
choice.

And yet the choices we make now will not, in
most cases, really affect the structure of our forces
for from 5 to 10 years-- the time it takes to design
new weapons, build them, and deploy them. Thus
thc policies Administrations are able to carry out
are largely shaped by decisions in which they took
no part. Decisions made in the 1960's largely deter-
mined our strategic posture for the 1970's. We can
do little to change the impact of those earlier de-
cisions; the Administration in power in the 1980's
will bc able to do little to change the impact of the
decisions we make today. This is a sobering chal-
lenge, and it turns national security policy into a
nonpartisan responsibility.

In choosing among the options that technol.
ogy gives us, we -and every Administration must
keep certain principles in mind.

First, we must not simply duplicate Soviet
choices. The Soviet Union has a different geopoliti-
cal problem, a different force structure, and per-
haps a diffecent strategic doctrine.

Second, because of the costs of modern
forces, we face complex choices. In many areas we
face a trade-off between quantity and quality,
hf:tween numbers and sophistication.

Third, because of ollf higher wage scales
particularly for our volunteer forces, any increase
in our forces will weigh much more heavily on our
cconomy than on that of adversaries whose pay
scales arc only a fraction of ours. For this reason,
and the whir, we place on human life, we have
always had an incentive, indeed an itnperative, to
put a premium on technology where we are
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superior rather than sheer numbers.
Fourth, we must see beyond the numbers

game. Quality confers advantages as much as
quantity and can sometimes subttitute for it. Yet
even we cannot afford every weapon that technol-
ogy makes possible.

Fifth, at some point numbers count..."Tech-
nology cannot substitute indefinitely fOrnumerical
strength. The belief that there is an unlimited
amount of fat to be cut in the defense budget is an
illusion. Reductions almost inevitably translate
into a reduction of effectiveness.

America possesses the economic and techno-
logical foundation to remain militarily preeminent;
we can afford whatever military forces our security
reqnires. The challenge we face is not to our physi.
cal strength -which is unequalled -but to our will
to maintain it in all relevant categories and to use it
when necessary to defend our interests and values.

Strategic Forces and Strategic Arms Limitations
Our Nation's security requires first and fore-

most, strategic forces that can deter attack and
that insurc swift and flexible retalitation if aggres-
sion occurs.

We have such forces today. Our technology
has always been ahead of the U.S.S.R. by at least
five years; with appropriate effort we can insure
that this will continue to be the case.

We arc determined to maintain the strategic
balance at whatever level is required. We will never
allow the balance to be tipped against Its either by
unilateral decision or a buildup of the other side,
by a one-sided agreement of by a vit)lation of an
agreement.

But we must bc clear what maintaining the
balance means. We must not mesmerize ourselves
with fictitious "gaps." Our forces were designed
according to different criteria than those of the
Soviet Union; their adeqnacy must be judged by
our strategic needs not theirs.

lit the middle 1960's we could have continued
the deployment of heavy throwweight rnititilleti,
following the Titan or the Atlas. But the Adroinis.
tration 'then in office decided instead to rely in
addition to OW large bomber force on an arsenal
of 1,000 new, relatively light sophisticated, and
extremely accurate intercontinental ballistic mis-
siles [ICBM] and 656 submarine-launched missiles
on 41 boats. We deployed these systems rapidly,
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halting our buildup of launchers in the 1960's
when it was judged that technological improve-
ments were more important than an increase in
numbers.

The Soviet Union chose a different course.
Because of its more limited technological capabili-
ties, it emphasized missiles whose greater throw-
weight compensated for their substantially poorer
accuracy. But -contrary to the expectations of
American officials in the 1960's---the Soviets also
chose to expand their numbers of launchers
beyond what we had. Thos the Soviets passed our
numerical levels by 1970 and continued to aria an
average of 200 missiles a year-until we succceckd
in halting this buildup in the SALT [Strategic
Arms Limitation Talks] agreement of 1972.

Therefore as a consequence of unilateral
decisions made a decade ago by both sides-Soviet
missile forces today are somewhat larger in number
and considerably heavier in throwweight, while
ours are superior in reliability, accuracy. diversity,
and sophistication. We possess far larger numbers
of warheads 8,500 to their ',500 and we have
several hundred more stratew ombers.

Whether we move in the direction of greater
throwweight will largely depend on recommenda-
tions made by the Department of Defense and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff; it k not essentially a foreign
policy decision. But in making it we will be
governed by our needs not by a compulsion to
duplicate the Soviet force structure. The destruc
tiveness of missiles depends on a combination of
explosive power and accuracy. For most purposes,
as accuracy improves, explosive power becomes
less important -and heavy land-based missiles
become, in fact. more vidnerable. Since we have
stressed accuracy, we may decide that we do not
need to approach the level of throwweight of
Soviet weapons although nothing certainly no
SALT agreement prevents us from substantially
increasing our throwweight if we choose.

Whatever our decision regarding technical
issues no responsible leader should encourage the
illusion that America can ever recapture the
strategic superiority of the early Dostwar period. In
the 1940's we had a nuclear mivnopoly. In the
1950's and early 1960s we had.- vcrwhelming pre-
ponderance. As late as the Car1).in missile crisis of
1962 the Soviet Union posscs.rd less than 100
strategic systems while we had thousands.

Btu tod,iy, when each sichi has thousands of
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launchers and many more warheads, a decisive or
politically significant margin of superioCty is out
of reach. If one side expands or improves its forces
sooner or later the other side will balance the--
effort. The Soviet Union first developed an ICBM;
we matched it. We then added a lead in numbers of
strategic missiles to the lead we already had in
bombers; they caught up and surpassed us in mis-
sile numbers although we still remain far ahead in
'numbers of bombers. When our Trident submarines
are in production by the end of this decade, we
will begin to redress that numerical imbalance as
well as improve the flexibility and survivability of
our forces.

We were the first to put modern ballistic
missiles on submarines and we were the first to put
multiple warheads on missiles. Although we remain
ahead in both categories the Soviets found ways to
narrow the gap. And the same will be true in the
future, whether in missile accuracy or submarine,
aircraft, or cruise missile technology.

The pattern is clear. No net advantage can
long be preserved by either side. A perceived in-
equality cookl shake thc confidence of other coun-
tries, even when its precise military significance is
difficult to define. Therefore, we certainly will not
permit a perceived or actual imbalance to arise
against us and the Soviet Union is likely to follow
similar principles. The probable outcome of each
succeeding round of the strategic arms race will be
the restoration of equilibrium at a higher and
costlier level of forces and probably with less polit-
ical stability. Such temporary advantages as cam be
achieved are not strategically decisive. The long
leadtimes for the deployment or modern weapons
shmdd always permit countermeasures to bc taken.
If both sides remain vigihmt. neither side will be
able to reduce the effects of a counterblow against
it to acceptable levels.

Those who paint dark vistas of a looming U.S.
inferiority in strategic weapons ignore these facts
and the real choices facing modern leadms.

No nuclear weapon has ever been used in
modern wartime conditions or against an opponent
possessing means of retaliation. Indeed neither side
has even tested the launching of more than a few
missiles at a time; neither side has ever fired them
in a North-Sonth direction as they would have to
do in wartime. Yet iritiation of an all-out surprise
dttack would depetti on substantial confidence
that thousands or ret-ntry vehicles Winched in care-



fully coordinated attacks from kind, sea, and air
would knock out .111 their targets thousands of
miles away, with a timing ;mil reliability exactly as
predicted, before the other side launches any

forecsto preempt.- or retaliate and with such
effectiveness that retaliation wcnild not produce
unacceptable darnage. Any miscalculation or tech-
nical failure woukl mean national catastrophe.
Assertions that one side is "ahead" by the margins
now under discussion pall: in significance when an
attack would depend on decisions based on such
massive uncertainties .111d risks.

ror the the strat, .irsclial, of the
tw I(i' iiii WI iucipil purp.se iii matchu.g
and deterring the .orces of the opponent and in
making certain that third countries perceive no
inequality. In ito recent crisis has an Amer-k.an
President conic close to considerim, ihu- use of
strategic nuclear v.rapons. In no crisis since
1962 and perhaps : evll then -has the st rategic
balance been the decisive factor. kern in Korea
when we posses ,ed an overwhelming superiority, it
was not relevant to the out c

It is again-A this background that we have
vigorously neg4,:, i!ed mutual limitations in strate-
gic ;inns. These ompelliug reasons !or pirsuing
such talks.

Since silt( wilds competit k.e pro-
grams %yill almost , clam& yield only oquilibrium,
we have sought to regulate the el impel ition and to
maintain the equivalence that will exist in -nly case
at lo\ver levels.

S tabiliAing the strategic balance frees re-
sources to strengthen our force; in dreas where
they are most needed; it Neill C.INt: the otoblein iii
enhancing our capabilities for regional defense Ind
in sra power the areas %vhere an imbalance
have wrions consequence.-

Agreed linutati els and a moll' CA-111.1Ide
t enegic relationship will facilit itc efforts to

rrilm 1ilitiu 11 unfruuitmtions and crises.
A:ul, I utill. he .\nieriean pciiple expect

their leaders to pursoc -very respoo.-olde pprnadi
to peat c. and stabilitv in the thermonuclear era,only own ,,,n thrun to .01pport the sacri
fires necessary to main On our defensive strength.

tVe have made protiess toward !hese goals. ln
the 1972 sm:r agrermonts %ye froze antiballistic
missile systems in their in faticy and thus avolded
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potentially massive expenditures and instabilities.
We halted the momentum of the Soviet missile
buildup for five years -a period in which, because
of the long leadtimes involved, we had no capacity
for deployment of our own. We intended to use
that five-year interval to negotiate a longer term
and more comprehensive agreement based on
numerical equal it y and, failing that , to closz.. the
numerical gap by our own efforts as our moderni-
zation programs devek Ted.

America's ultimate stren.::'
the conviction and basic unity of its people. And
despite a decade and more of testing --despite assas-
sination, war, and institutional crisiswe still
remain a vital and optimistic dnd confident people.

It is time once again fo: Americans to hold
their heads high. It is important to recall once
again some !undamental truths:

That we arc still the strongest Nation on the
face of the Farth;

That we are the most generous Nation in
historywe have fed the starving, opened our arms
and our hearts to refugees from other lands and
given more of , air substance to the poor and down-
trodden ar mnd the world than any other nationL

That we are needed to maintain the world's
security;

That we ...re essential to any hopes for stabili-
ty and human progress,

That we remain the bulwark of democracy
and thc land o: promise to millions who yearn for
freedom and a better life for themselves and their
children;

That we, therefore, have a responsibility to
hold high the banner of freedom and human digni-
ty for all mankind.

Our record of achievements should be but
prologue to what this generation of Americans has
it within its power to accomplish. For the first
time in history we can work with others to create
an era of peace and prosperity for all mankind. We
shall not fail.

With faith in the goodness :inch the promise of
America we shall master our future. And those
who celebrate .Nmerica's tricentennial will look
back :mil say that this generation of Americans was
worthy of th- ideals and the greatness I our
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MINIMUM DETERRENCE

Commentary

Like the argument for Strategic Equiv,!encu, .Minumum Deterrencc

approach acknowledges the military threat posed by adversary nations, but

pro, '71Ls of Minimum Deterrence insist that U. S. military power is more

than adequate to meet that threat and that, in fact, substantial unilateral

reductions are possible without diminishing U. S. military sec7.Lrity.
Negotiations, in this perspective, are seen to offer little haroe for sub-

stantia: reductions in arms.

Most discussion of Minimum Deterrence concentrates on nualear weapons
and areues that we do not need the awesome "overkill" capacity we presently

posseas. It is suggested that, as long as we have.the invulnerable .capa-

bilit7 (as from missile-equipped submarines) to inflict an unacceptable

level -.)E damage on an opponent, we are secure from military threat. There-

fore, we can - and should - safely reduce our capability to that minimum

level

This approach is perhaps the most commonly held position among arms

control experts out of government. It also has an attractiveness to the

average American: it makes little sense to be able to destroy the same

city thirty-six times, and it is believed that the money saved from

halting the nuclear arms race could be better used elsewhere.

The article by Earl C. Ravenal begins with the economic question and

takes the argument a step further. Little can be saved, he insists, from

halting or cutting back on nuclear weapons, Real reductions in costs can

only come from cuts in conventional military expendftures. This can be

done only if the U.S. is willing to withdraw from some of its international

commitments. Ravenal's Minimum Deterrence proposal is that this car and

should be done.

Sharing much in common with the Minimum.Deterrence approach are
proposals to stop development or production of specific weapons systems.
Opposition to the B-1 Bomber and the Trident submarine often is based on

the arguments that "we don't need them" and that the money could be put to

better use.

The Minimum Deterrence position calls for unilateral reversal oE the

arms race in a way that breaks the "log jam" of negotiations. The potential

reallocation of public funds to non-military purposes represents anot!ler

strength of this approach. Its weakness lies in the absence of mech;raisms

to generate similar actions in other nations, although the hope is oten

expressed that movement by one natio toward minimum deterrence will

encourage others to reciprocate and will stimulate the negotiations process.

Furthermore, even the minimal level of military power advocated in this

approach entails a heavily armed world fully capable of destroying itself.

Continued reliance upon nuclear armamentseven at a lower level--will not

prevent the spr-ad of nuclear weapons to other zountries.
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UNILATF)AT

Commentary

'T'NT

Supporters of Unilateral Disarmament see little hope for reversing the
arms race through negotiated agreements. This view they share with propo-

nents of Minimum Deterrence. But they part company with the latter in their
response tq the threat posed by the military power of other nations. Some

who propose Unilateral Disarmament ignore that threat, others deny its
existence; still others would substitute a non-military defense system as,
for example, a strategy of civilian defense. All supporters of this
approach, however, argue for unilateral action to halt the arms race and
move toward disarmament without regard for the response of other nations.

Unilateral Disarmament was more seriously debated during the 1950's
than today. The article by Dr. Homer Jack summarizes the main lines of
some of these proposals, especially those of Mulford Sibley, a leading
proponent. The article also raises the critical questions prompted by

this approach. Calls for Unilateral Disarmament today arise most fre-
quently from pacitist and/or religious perspectives and are based on moral
considerations rather than political.

The Unlitaral Disarmament approach stresses the need for radical chnnqe

in international systems and challenges customary reliance on national
military power. It also frequently highlights the moral dimensions of the
discussion and proposes a goal of total (if not universal) disarmament.
These are its strengths. The failure to seriously consider ways of bringing
other nations into agreement on similar measures is its greatest weakness.
In addition, the potential risks in such unilateral action cast doubt on
it political feasibility.

UNILATERAL DISARMAMENT*

Unilateral disarmament is often based upon two presuppositions. One is

that traditional modes of negotiations will not produce substantial disarmament.

The second is that the policy of military deterrence has failed - at least over

the long run and involving more than solely military considerations.

Professor Mulford Sibley in arguing the case for unilateral disarmament,

succinctly listed the failures of the policy of deterrence as asszciated with

U. S. foreign policy: "It has not led us to a better negotiating position.

It has not provided security against.the threat of mass annihiliation. Democracy

has not been extended. Communism has not been contained. While deterrence may

have been partially successful here or there in the short-run tactical sense,

its strategic failures have more than counterbalanced its transient gains.

Deterrence has blinded our government to the genuine revolution of 'rising

expectations', made appeasement to colonialist and dictatorial military allies

an important part of policy, obscured the possibilities of international recon-

ciliation, begun to transform the American way of life into a militaristic type

of society and increasingly dulled the moral sensitivity of human beings."

*By Homer Jack, This essay is based on essays by Mulford Sibley and
Gene Sharp.
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There are other kinds -of presuppositions which must be considered before
unilateral disarmament can proceed. Sibley states some of them. First,
the arm§ race itself is one ot the greatest sources of international tensions.
This statement is hardly novel, yet it must be underlined. Second, there must
be "radical innovations" in viewing foreign policy. Third, there is no way to
"avoid pain and suffering" and there would be risks, but "those risks (are) far
less dangerous than the risks involved in a continuation of the arms race".

There is no one scenario for a major state undertaking unilateral disarma-
ment but some of the proposals made in recent years contain a number of steps
which might be combined. While much of the literature is written as if the U. S.
would be the first state to begin, the first more likely might not be a super-
power.

The state adopting unilateral disarmament would first undergo a preparatory
first phase (to use the nomenclature of Sibley). This preliminary process would
last some months or years and would involve at least the following steps:
1) the state would issue a "white paper" telling its people and the world that
it was seriously considerirg a radically different approach to defense; 2) the
state would attempt new efforts for multilateral disarmament negotiations;

state-4would begin to plan to convert its economy to one based entirely
on peace; and 4) the,state would begin to train its citizens in the methods of
non-violent resistance to invasion. Under the program of acquainting its people
and the world, the state preparing for unilateral disarmament would: 1) announce
that a portion of funds heretofore spent on defense would be allocated to devel-
opment through the U. N.; ard 2) alter its relationship with its allies by
offering them economic aid in place of military aid.

The second phase would entail the actual process of unilateral disarmament.
In the words of Sibley, "everything would depend on the boldness of the President
(or chief executive of the state taking the initiative) and his ability to
achieve the kind of leadership which would provide a rallying point". The
following steps would at least be included: 1) halting the manufacture of
nuclear weapons; 2) declaring that nuclear weapons would never be used; 3)
requesting the U. N. to supervise all missile tests to ascertain if they would
be used for peaceful purposes only; 4) dismantling all overseas military bases
and recalling all men and weapons from them; 5) turning any early-warning radar
line around so that it becomes a bilateral safety device; 6) the U. N. would be
invited to establish ground inspection stations on the state's soil to ascertain
that these disarmament steps would actually be carried out; 7) the state would
urge the U. N. to develop a genuine world police system with international courts
to judge individuals; 8) bilateral or multilateral negotiations would be intensi-
fied; and 9) the state would put into effect its plans both to convert its war
industries to peaceful production and to begin a process of civilian defense.

The third phase would bring the state to the end of the disarmament process,
including the following steps: 1) all research in chemical weapons would cease;
2) there would be a regular phased reduction of all categories of military de-
fense (including weapons stockpiles) until the state possessed only a small,
police-type force; 3) the development, testing and production of all weapons
would be terminated; 4) the state would turn over all international waterways
to the U. N. and urge other states to do so; 5) the state would abandon all
military assistance programs; and 6) the state would abolish military conscrip-
tion, but encourage a voluntary youth corps for domestic and overseas development.

Sibley emphasized that at every stage there would be a "skillful pacing of
initiatives to encourage the maximum favorable response and statesmanlike mixing
of bold unilateral steps with patient negotiation so that there could be a bal-
ance of prudence against necessary risk for the sake of the future".

2 3
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The state which disarms unilaterally must face the prospect of aggression
32 and war, even if disarmed. There are several contingencies. First, a nuclear

power could initiate a nuclear war against the disarmed nuclear state, but war
might be more likely between two nuclear armed states. Second, the disarmed
state could be occupied by an armed state. But for what purposes? The occupa-
tion of states in modern times is usually to prevent their rise as a military
threat, but this would not be true for a state which voluntarily and unilaterally
disarmed (and had observers present to witness the process). The only other
reason for occupation would be for the occupying state to acquire and remove its
wealth. This would be a dubious objective for any rational state irk,modern times.
In any case, if the unarmed state were invaded or occupied, the process of non-
violent resistance would begin. This would not be without difficulties, but it
is felt that fewer injuries and deaths would result than with traditional war,
using violence on both sides.

There are, of course, unanswered questions. First, would the possibility
of war be greater between the unarmed state and its opponents under unilateral
disarmament or under an arms race, or even under multilateral disarmament?
Second, even if the unarmed state did not face war, would its voluntary dis-
armament so destabilize the world that its allies might be open to attack even
if it were not? Third, would the abandonment of power politics by the unarmed
state set in motion the abandonment of this system by other states and thus
promote more quickly multilateral or further unilateral disarmament?

Does defense always have to mean military defense? Is there an alternative
to military defense? Are there ways to deter occupation or other attacks on a
state and, if invaded, to end the occupation? These are questions raised - and
answered - by advocates of unilateral disarmament, because they insist that the
road to this kind of disarmament does not automatically lead to invasion and
occupation.

Dr. Gene Sharp, a student of nonviolent techniques, asserted in "Exploring
Nonviolent Alternatives", that the assumptions are not valid that defense capac-
ityand military power are identical and that military occupation of a state
means military control. He wrote: "Military power today often exists without
real capacity to defend in struggle the people and society relying upon it.
Often it only threatens mutual annihilation." He also indicated that "military
occupation does not necessarily give the invader political control of the coun-
try, and the occupation'can be destroyed without military assistance".

Unarmed people as well as armed soldiers - can defend a state. This
approach has been called "civilian defense" and should not be confused with civil
defense! The aim of civilian defense, according to Sharp, is to "defeat military
aggression by using resistance by the civilian population as a whole to make it
impossible for the enemy to establish and maintain political control over the
counlly". Sharp and others showed that there is a long history of nonviolent
political struggle, already having produced "some impressive results, even
against high odds". Scholars have identified about 200 specific methods of
nonviolent action. They can be classified under three broad categories:
1) protest, such as demonstrations and vigils; 2) non-cooperation, including
social non-cooperation, economic boycott and strikes, and political non-cooperation;
and 3) intervention, including fasting, nonviolent occupation, and parallel govern-
ment. Sharp insisted that the use of a considerable number of these methods,
"carefully chosen, on a large scale, persistently, with wise strategy and tactics,
by trained civilians, is likely to cause any illegitimate regime severe problems".

Erich Fromm, writing in 1962, gave reasons for the relevance of unilateral
disarmament, a relevance which is, if anything, greater today than yesterday:
"Thinking through the arguments for a radical - even though practically unaccept-
able - position contributes to breaking through the thought barrier which prevents
us now from getting out of the dangerous circle of seeking peace by means of
threat and counterthreat. Taking seriously the reasoning which supports the un-
popular position of complete unilateral disarmament can open up new approaches
and viewpoints which are important even if our practical aim is that of graduated
unilateral action or even only that of negotiated bilateral disarmament."
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PEACE IN LT IAT E VES STRATEGY

Commentary

The Peace Initiatives Strategy incorporates elements of the three
previously discussed approaches and differs at significant points with
each. It acknowledges the potential threat of military power in adversary
nations and sees the negotiation process as inadequate to reverse the arms
race and initiate disarmament. It calls for unilateral actions to reverse
the arms race, but it insists that these be designed td gain agreement and
reciprocation from other nations. It sets a goal of total disarmament but
proposes that it be achieved in carefully planned stages and that it be
universal.

The article by Bill Rose sketches the main themes of this approach and
offers some specific examples. It is suggested that the dynamic of action-
response which fuels the arms race can be reversed to initiate a "peace race".
In this approach, a government announce& a "low risk" initiative action to
halt or reverse the arms race and calls for a similar reciprocal action from
other nations. If thiq response is forthcoming, a further initiative step
is taken (and reciprocation sought) to maintain the momentum. The article
from To End War provides additional background for this approach and
broadens its application to other possibilities for international change.

This approach suggests the possibility of generating real movement
toward limited disarmament goals while maintaining a vision of a disarmed
world. Some kind of unilateral action seems necessary to break the nego-
tiation deadlock, and the emphasis on initiative action coupled with recip-
rocation is one of the strengths of this approach. Further, as proponents
of Minimum Deterrence point out, there exists in the U. S. a margin of
safety to permit low risk initiatives without endangering national security.
The weakness of this proposal lies mainly in its undeveloped character.
Expert study is required to design a strategy of peace initiatives (as
opposed to isolated action), and careful planning is needed for alternative
forms of pressure to gain reciprocation 'when internal forces and world
opinion prove inadequate.
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The selection from To End. War by Robert Pickus is reprinted on pages
97-101.
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NEW APPROACHES TO ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT

Twenty-fourth Report of the

COMMISSION-TO STUDY-THE ORGANiZATION OF PEACE-

Louis B. Sohn, Chairman

Betty Goetz Lall, Chairman,
Working Group on Disarmament

COMMISSION TO STUDY THE ORGANIZATION OF PEACE
866 United Nations Plaza, New York, NY 10017

September 1976

NOTE

['his document sets forth the 66 Recommendations contained in the 24th Report of the Commis-
gion to Study the Organization of Peace. A limited offset edition of.the Report, 64 pages
,f text plus introductory material, was distributed to the information media on September
O. A larger offset edition, and eventually a printed edition, will be issued later.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

Empact of Arms Production on Economic Resources

1. The United Nations General Assembly should call on the Governments of the principal
irms-manufacturing countries to publish annual reports on the amount of non-renewable re-
murces consumed in the production of arms and the amount of capital and manpower devoted
to producing arms and conducting arms-related research and development.

2. The United Nations Secretariat should publish an annual report showing (a) the
mount of total world production of non-renewable resources--petroleum, iron ore, copper,
lickel, manganese, bauxite, and other key minerals--that are consumed in arms production;
ind (b) the amount of total world capital and manpower, including scientific and technical
cesources, that are devoted to arms production, research, and development.

3. The U.S. Congress should enact a law requiring that every military budget request
:ontain a report by the Council of Economic Advisors and the Council on Environmental
Zuality on the amount of resources--manpower, capital and physicalconsumed in arms pro-
iuction during the previous fiscal year and to be consumed as a result of the proposed
mdget. Analysis of these reports.should be undertaken by the General Accounting Office
ind the Congressional Budget Office.

II. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF CONTROL

L. Controlling the Rate of Research and Development

1: The Congress should exereqse oversight over the Assuance of contracts of research,
Ievelopment, test and evaluation of new weapons systems, especially potentially destablizing
)nes, and should pay special attention to and provide maximum publicity for the arms control
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and disarmament impact statements now required by law.

2. Governmental and non-governmental approaches should be made to officials and
scientists in the Soviet Union and other countries, requesting discussion and negotiations
about how best to treat the control of military research and development in the context of
the Soviet system, as well as in the United States and other countries.

14 Arms Control Through Unilateral Policy Decisions Compared with Bilateral and Multi-
lateral Negotiations

1. The United States, for a period of two or three years, in order to encourage re-
ciprocal reductions by the Soviet Union and other countries, should (a) initiate reductions
in expenditures for both strategic weapons, particularly land-based nuclear missiles, and
conventional forces; (b) postpone decisions on production of new weapons systems, and (c)
propose that states making such reductions devote a substantial part of the amount of the
reductions to economic and social assistance, especially multilateral, to those poor nations
that are not wasting resources on excessive armaments.

2. The United States should forego authorization for development, production and
deployment of weapons for use as "bargaining chips" in future negotiations.

3. In order adequately to inform Congress and the public, the Executive Branch should
report more fully to them on bilateral and multilateral arms control talks, and together
with the Soviet Government should issue frequent joint reports during sessions of SALT and
other bilateral negotiations, and transmit them to the United Nations.

III. CONTROLLING AND REDUCING CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS

A. Control of the International Arms Trade

1. The United Nations should undertake to publish a Yearbook on arms trade, including
licensing agreements, arms production, and military expenditures. One objective of such a
Yearbook should be to develop uniform standards for accounts and categories of military
trade, production, and expenditures. All nations should move as rapidly as possible to
adopt these standards, recognizing their importance for arms control. Sources for the
Yearbook should include official reports from governments and reputable non-governmental
research organizations.

2. The United States should proceed immediately to convene a suppliers' conference
among the NATO nations, with the objective of scheduling a full international conference
in 1977 under United Nations auspices for the purpose of restricting arms sales. The
conference should address the question of the need to provide more security to buyer states
through regional arms control measures.

3. The President, for a limited period of time, should enunciate U.S. arms trade pol-
icy, in the form of a request for a law or by an Executive Order, setting an overall dollar
limit on all licenses for the export of arms, with a view to inducing other arms suppliers
to adopt similar policies.

4. The United States shonld enlist the cooperation of other arms suppliers in a joint
proposal to the United Nation requiring the notification to that body of the nature, amount,
and destination of all arms transfers and the registration with it of all licenses for ex-
ports of arms technology.
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5. All proposed arms transactions by the United States should he accompanied by a
Presidential finding, on the public record, detailing the considerations of the U.S. side
.which make the transfer desirable.

6. Licensing of exports of arms technology should be put under controls as strict
as those for the export of arms.

7. The United States should seek in the United Nations the convening of negotiating
conferences in the various geographic regions, including all interested parties, with a
view to resolving disputes and achieving control of armaments- in the area.

B. Restrictions on Deployment

1. The United Nations resolution, calling on all states to treat the Indian Ocean as
a zone of peace and to prevent a foreign arms race from occurring in the area, should be
accepted and implemented. Specifically, the states outside the Indian Ocean region, esp-
ecially the United States and the Soviet Union, and the littoral states, should agree that
(a) outside powers should not station naval vessels, on a permanent or semi-permanent basis,
in the Indian Ocean, but should.retain all other high seas rights; and (b) outside powers
should not maintain military bases or facilities in the region.

2. The United States should negotiate with the Soviet Union an agreement to restrain
naval deployments in the Indian Ocean; pending attempts to negotiate an agreement, the
Congress should refuse to authorize or appropriate further funds for the improvement of the
existing facilities on Diego Garcia.

3. The UN Security Codncil, acting under Article 34 of the Charter, should send an
Observer Team immediately to the Indian Ocean (a) to visit every port facility being used
by naval forces Erom outside the region, and to report on its status and on any weapons
that have been installed to protect it; and (b) to report periodically on the implementation
of the steps set Eorth in paragraph 1 above.

IV. LIMITATIONS OF MILITARY EXPENDITURES

I. The United States should take an active leadership role in negotiations to curb
military expenditures and allocate resources to non-military programs.

2. TLe President, backed by a Congressional resolution, should at the start of his
term initiate the effort by a formal declaration oE the U.S. intent to move toward a re-
duction of military expenditures. At that time he should invite the Soviet Union and all
other states to join in this objective by making similar public commitments.

3. At the same time, the Executive Branch should undertake an overall review of prior-
ities, including economic and social assistance to developing countries. Before the next
budget is prepared, the President should recommend specific program alternatives for the
use of labor and Industrial resources to be released from military uses, including imag-
inative and far-reaching projects in the Eield of energy technology. The President's
budget for Fiscal Year 1978 should reflect these program recommendations.

4. In his budget presentation, the President should encourage reciprocal actions by
other states by identifying the specific military program elements which account for the
reduction oE expenditures.

5. The United States should seek agreement with the USSR to standardize their budget .

categories and accounting procedures and to adopt common definitions, so that the two mil-
itary budgets will be comparable for purposes of analysis. Other states should be invited
to join the agreement.

2 c3
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6. As a first goal of the United Nations program on standardization of budgets
(see Tfl. A. 1, page 3), agreement should be reached on standardization of budget accounts
and the identification of the components oE the military budget. All states should proceed
quickly to put their accounts on a standard basis.

7. The United Nations skonld continue Its study of tho technical issues and differ-
ences associated with a reduction of military expenditures, increasing the emphasis on
means of simplifying the verification process. The. objective should be graduated dis-
closure with which all states could comply.

8. The contributions of private groups to the study and solution of verification
questions should be encouraged both hy the United 'at:ions and by national governments.
Private organizations should he invited to participate in United Nations studies..

9. International agreements for the reduction of forces or arms should in general
incorporate provisions for a comensurate reduction of expenditures. A simplified re-
duction Formula in the treaty should make savings explicit and public.

V. CONTROLLING WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION

A. Control of Strategic Nuclear WeaTons Delivery Systems

1. A SALT II agreement based on the Vladivostok Accords should be speedily negotiated;
negotiations should begin immediately thereafter on a SALT III agreement embodying reductions
of strategic delivery vehicles on the following basis:

(a) Both sides agree to eliminate each year over a five-year period 20 percent of their
existing intercontinental ballistic missiles, submarine-launched ballistic missile launchers,
and intercontinental bombers.

(b) The 20 percent oE each class of weapons delivery system should be selected from a
mix of the most recently deployed and older weapons systems.

(c) At the end of five years both parties shall review the progress of the agreement,
including an assessment of relative strengths of forces of other nations, and work to con-
tinue the reduction process on a year-to-year basis thereafter.

(d) Both sides agree to halt all flight testing of new types of intercontinental
ballistic missiles, submarine-launched ballistic missiles, intercontinental bombers, and
cruise missiles over 600 kilometers range.

(e) Both sides agree to conduct no more than 10 flight tests per year, over agreed
test ranges, of those types of intercontinental ballistic missiles, and submarine-launched
ballistic missiles which are still in their operational inventory at that time.

(f) Definition of weapon types, and prescribed means of verification, including the
resotuvion of ambiguities, should be consistent with the definitions and procedures worked
out in the SALT I negotiations and in subsequent negotiations of the Standing Consultative
Commission.

B. Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons Through the Spread of Nuclear Energy Plants Providing
the Capability for Making Nuclear Weapons and Nuclear Weapons Testing

1. The United States and the Soviet Union should agree to an immediate moratprium
suspending all underground nuclear weapons tests for five years and should commence more
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inen :e negoLLIttons to achieve a=7:--nt on a permanent ban of such tests. . proposed
trea- anning u:Iderground nuclear Is and peaceful tests down to a level of 150 kilo-
toT, :reed upon hy the United Sta: id the Soviet Union, should not he accep,-d. Instead,

it:AN 1 be returned to the Presid -t T renegotiat'on so t..hat A compr.hensiveT
wea -.est ban can be negotiated.

Che Uni ,tates and ;tc?.

pEcr,s: 'ub" as Jssible, shocA a
to an. ,ut-nuclear c..unt

-lion, toget,tc . many m-mbers ot
to provide any r. mater al, equiv.:en: 01
the latter undc,,

:0 acc..?p: Internationi. lergy Agency safegliards over all its nuc
nd fa( t 1 i t les;

uot to conduct any nuclear ,sions of anv kind, whether for peaceful HJit-
ar ,u)

not to build or operate any . nium enrighment or .utonium processing {

und,n s national control.

3. The United States, the Soviet nion and the other ,:upplier states should indicate
their willingness to build regional, mu-id-national or international plants for uranium
enrichment and plutonium reprocessing which would be under LUA supervision and control
and jointly ftnanced by two or more countries with help from the supplier states.

4. The United States and the Soviet Union should proclaim their willingness to conduct
underground nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes, either for themselves or for non-
nuclear states, only when authorized to do so by some competent international authority to
be established for that purpose, and that they would begin immediate consultations to con-
vene a conference for the creation of a non-discriminatory and equitable special international
regime for peaceful nuclear explosions.

C. Danger of Theft of Nuclear Weapons and Materials

.1. The United States should meet periodically with other nuclear states to consider
the best means for assuring the physical security of, and to review safeguard measures for,
nuclear materials, plants and weapons, and should institute research programs in this field.

2. The nuclear powers should take special precautions, such as (a) making the fission-
able material in reactors less suitable for explosives by mixing it with non-fissionable
substances; (b) mixing radioactive material high in gamra rays with the enriched uranium
or plutonium to make it dangerous to handle; (c) storing the highly dangerous spent fuel
rods instead of reprocessing them; and (d) reducing the quantities in transit to a minimum
and putting all transit of fissionable material under government control.

3. The nuclear powers should establish national and international command and com-
munications centers for monitoring the movement of nuclear material and for responding to
any thefts or seizure; and create special national and international agencies to deal with
actual or suspected thefts and seizures.

4. The United States should press the International Atomic Energy Agency to set by
treaty international standards for adequate national measures of physical security; to
establish international or regional nuclear fuel cycle centers; and to prepare an inter-
national convention to cooperate in preventing theft, and in pursuing stolen material, and
to refuse asylum to nuclear thieves and terrorists.

0
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D. Restrictions on Use and :leplvr.n,

1. The Congress, by pal=sing
a declaration of policy by tne Pre .

weapons against any state which dc
stationing of any foreign-owned we_

zar Weapor.L:

olutions, should indica:, cs support of
-e United States will not e. nuclear

nuclear weapons of its c or allows the
erritory.

2. The United States should pre 'or -r-eaty by the states posseseIng nuclear
weapons by which they would agree to 7720''qin -.111 the use of such weapons against states
which do not possess nuclear weapons che,r12rszi, nor allow the stationin of foreign-
owned weapons on their territories.

3. Male the general treaty
above, is being negotiated, the state
a series of regional treaties by whic
against states in these regions which
allow the stationing of foreign-owned

4. All nuclear weapons states sl'r,

(a) undertake actively to support
zones.

(b) Issue a joint or separate decl
nuclear weapon-free zone and that they
against any such zone that is created.

0, oi nuclear weapons, proposed in paragraph 2
nuclear weapons should _articipate in
refrain from the use of such weapons

o:sess nuclear weapons of t:leir own. nor
0.: their territories.

:,mote the establishment of nuclear weapon-free

.ns that they will respect the status of any
7:at use or threaten to use nuclear weapons

(c) Undertake to become a party to -retol II of the Treaty of Tlatelolco creating
a nuclear weapon-free zone in Latin Amer--- this would apply only to the Soviet Union).

(d) Undertake to become a party to Protzol I of the Treaty of Tlatelolco (this would
apply only to the United States and Franc.

E. Chemical and Biological Weapons

1. The Congress should pass the resciT=r,s before it proposing that the Congress
state that it would support the President ;eclaratizn of policy against any further
U.S. manufacture or possession of lethal :1 weapons (such as nerve gas, mustard
gases, etc.).

2. The Executive Branch should undertake a phased program to destroy lethal chemical
weapons and to convert or destroy their production facilities, with invited witnesses for
verification; the USSR and other nations should be urged to do likewise.

3. The United States should promptly -life= the Conference of the Committee on Dis-
armament of its support of a draft treaty imposilng such constraints on all states party
to the treaty.

4. The United Nations should undertake studies of appropriate and effective means to
monitor compliance by nations with the --emic!al -warfare treaty proposed above.

VI. STRENGTHENING INSTITUTION:- 0 HEEVE ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT

A. International Institutions

1. The United States should propose 1:7-ms control and disarmament measures for study
and negotiation by the Conference of the a:,,,uLlttee on Disarmament; and the Congress should

3 I
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call upon the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency to rrepare an agenda of such meazzl:-_.

wlth an indication of priorities.

2. The United Nations General Assembly should (a) request the Conferenee of te
Committee on Disarmament to report directly to the Disarmament Commission; and (b)_requst

the aisarmament Commission to mieet annually, preferably in January.

3. The UN General Assembly, evo2ry other year, should hold a special session, t719.

±zreign minister level, to review pregress toward disarmament. To initiate these s2tac:.1.-

sessions, a World Disarmament Conference should be convened.

4. The, United States and other countries should work to obtain the full partial.pon
China and France in disarmament negotiations, either through a restructured CCD cr a

replacement of this body.

5. The United Nations University should make arms control and disarmament one
lxriorities of its curriculum and should undertake and promote research, training and
educational programs concerning all aspects of arms control and disarmament in regiemil
-.a-ad national institutions throughout-the world.

6. The UN General Assembly should encourage regional negotiations an arms control
and disarmament and request that the results be reported to the Disarmament Commission,
for consideration at its annual meeting, and to the biennial special session of the

General Assembly.

7. The UN General Assembly should establish procedures by which appropriate inter-
national and national non-governmental organizations could offer their views and the
results of their research to any UN organ that is considering disarmament.

8. The UN General Assembly should establish the post of Under-Secretary-General for

Disarmament and a Research and Analysis Center for arms control and disarmament, and
authorize the Secretary-General to convene groups of experts to present reports to the
General Assembly and to provide technical advice to the Center.

9. The UN General Assembly should authorize the Secretariat to provide services
upon request to all international conferences concerning arms control and disarmament,
whether bilateral or multilateral, and to assist in preparing proposals, resolutions and
conventions; and should authorize the Center to undertake research work in this field
on its own initiative or upon the request of any group of states.

B. Re ional Institutions

The Organization ._;-f American States, the Organization of African Unity, the Arab
League, the various European and Asian regional organizations and other regional bodies

should devote continundng attention to all aspects of arms control and disarmament, and

should establish special units in their-respective secretariats to undertake research
in this field.

C. National Institutions

1. The U.S. Executive Branch

(a) The President should have the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency play

a major role in all arms control and disarmament negotiations.

3 2
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(b) More informa hould be provided to
and disarmament policy

(c) The Director of
the powers he has under th.F:

and arrangements should be
President. The Director o:'
the National Security Counc

:rogramf-,.
ublic cciTce,ning U.S. arms control.

e U.S. Arms Control and sarma77 ;Tency should use mr-z.
axistiag legislation as THe PresicenC5 Disarmament

f-r.- more fr?!..quent t-Lr! Jirector with thr::
should particie as ,7 fu:: and active member

Ll.

(d) In order to carry rut :DA's mandate from Congres:, zo Trepare for and corHurt
negotiations, to advise the ?resident, to construct impact atatements concerning pro-
posed weapons systems, and 70 provide the Congress and the Fublic with the information
necessary to make sound judtments, the Executive Branch should request substantially
increased funds from CongreLs for personnel and researz:h.

(e) The General Advisory Committee of ACDA should, at the request of appropriate
Congressional Committees, present to them (and hence to the public) its viewpoint and
conclusions on specific arms control and disarmament policies. Terms of members of the
Advisory Committee should be limited, and the Committee should consist of knowledgeable
persons who have demonstrated a real interest in the subject.

2. The U.S. Congress

(a) Congress should cmrefully evai-uaze the implementation of legislation directiqg
ACDA to prepare arms contrc7_ impact statements on proposed new weapons systems. Congressu
should effective]y exercise its powers in decisions on arms sales abroad. Impact state-
ments should become available to the public to the greatest entent possible.

(b) Congress should be represented by observers at all international arms control
and disarmament negotiations.

(c) Congress should establish goals for disarmament and arms control progress,
and the actions taken should be evaluated in terms of the extent to which these goalsare being realized.

D. Private Institutions

1. Non-governmental organizations should intensify their interest, expandtheir
expertise and increase their acti-7-ities aimed az shaping public opinion and influencing
decision-making on arms contrel and disarmament matters.

2. Governments, foundations and non-govp,--mental organizations in as =any countries
as possible should encourage and support pri=a, resarch in all aspects of arms control
and disarmament.

3. National governments shoulE improve the channels for non-governmental organiza-
tion input and consultation, and i=ternational govermnental organizations shoul& provide
ways by which non-governmental organizations can infLuence deric,ions made at this lewd-

4. Non-governmental organizations should monitor governmental disarmament-negotia-
tions. This should maximize their impact on the deliberations and encourage positive
results.

VII. TOWARD A DISARMED WORLD

1. The U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency should undertake in-house and

3 3
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contract resea-nh progrz7:; on C
venting nuclea: war and --,:7omoti:

the governm?nt and the lic rf

2. The
contract res,
policies, inch

3. The
take in-how-e

/(Y--7erm utility of a polIcy of deterrence in pre-
thr:, lfare of Ameriams with the objective of giving

evaluations of the future.

'. Arms ( E-Irnament Agency sho=.0(1, through in-house and

-7h, propc plans for Erarl means to move i alternative security
gene:-al and !.r.rAe: disarmament.

Igress shy7u1d req=, Office of Techncy Assessment to under-
id contract studis. =1:-.L.ar to (1) and 2)

4. The r ;. Congress shouL
ing to suppor7 effort:1 to

devise the st-, necessarv to ac':.

tionally.

a basic polic77 cf providing specific fund-
the goal of general id complete disarmament, to

and to promote nn nationally and interna-

5. The pposed UN iesearc: .A:aalysis Center for =no Control and Disarmament
should undertake a reexamination the Zo-rin-McClory "Agrt.1-_-d Principles of Disarmament

Negotiations", unanimously endors-ed by Cr_e General Assembl: in 1961, and the U.S. and
USSR draft treaties of 1962 on diarmament, with the view to proposing a new draft
treaty for general and complete disarmament, for consideration by the General Assembly.

6. Interested groups of states shculd present their proposals to the Research and
Analysis Center. Institutions such as The United Nations University, and Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute and the Pugyash Conference should also 5e encour-
aged to present proposal.s.
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IV.B. AMENI :NG THE NT:LEAR NON- PROLIFERAT ()N 'eTY (NPT),

by Vi_liam Epstein

11 order to help implement their obligatior,; under Article VI of the NPT
and in order to strengthen the Treaty, the nucletIr ,wers might undertake to
carry out the following measures.

1 To enter into a normal and binding way of amendment to ttle
Treaty or otherwise, not to use or j)r.tLer co use nucleac..-r weapon;
against any non-nuclear party that as 1-1-2 -ualear we4pams on its
territory. (A possib1 e. less compr(-' en_yc Tod less favored alter-
native to this pedge would be one ,:om=i':-tag the nuclear powers a:It
to use or threaten to use nuclear weapona against any non-nuclear
party unless it was engaged in an aamed attack, in which it was
assisted by a nLy:lear-weapon state, agatt any other party to the
Treaty.)

2. To begin immediate negotiations to draft a treaty banning all under-
ground nuclear weapon tests for miltary J.-2-rposes wit :. a view to
completing the treaty within one year.

3. To end the production of fissionable mate=lal for miLittary uses and
transfer stocks to civilian uses.

4. To begin immediate negotiations to reduce and phase out all land-
based ICBMs with a view to their elimination within six years, with
the proviso that if China and Fratte do not likewise agree, each
party be entitled to retain un tc J land-:nased ICBMs.

5. To begin immediate ne, otiations L reduce their submarine-launched
nuclear missiles to 2) percent of w numbers permitted under the
Interim Agreement Between the U. .rld USSR with 'Respect to the
Limitation of Strategic Offensive .:Tm7, and the Protocal theret

6. To begin immediate negotiation to SEL;n ill Eaght testing of tirlea=
weapon missiles.

7. To begin immediate negotla=7-73- to an the testing, manufacture and
deployment of new-nuclear 1.7 nns.

8. To undertake to respect and o 3erve all relonal treaties creatfte a
nuclear-free zone or a peace 2_Jne.

9. To undertake to present new draft treaties for general and complete
disarmament under effeccive international control with a 2eriod of
one or two years.



Possible Amendments to the NPT or for Inclusion in a Declaration jesigned to
Strengthen the NPT

Artic e I No transfer of nuclear weapons, etc. from a 7luilear-
weapon State to any other nucle-ar-weapon

Article II

Article III (1)

No transfer of technology or assistance in rz.,ard to
nuclear weapons or nuclear ex7Jaive devices 'rom a
non-nuclear-weapon State to a7.-.ther non-nuclear-weapon
State.

The nuclear-weapon States t: a:ccept IAEA safegl_ards on
their power reactors and otr-= Lnstallations and facilities
Cor the peaceful uses of nufL,ar energy, on the same basis
as non-nuclear-weapon States.

'(2) The nuclear-weapon States wcrk out mor e. up-:-:date
national and international saCe:ruares relatiiv, la the
production, utilization and transport of fis,Lo'mable
material, to be approved by the IAEA and to be subject
to IAEA safeguards.

(3) Strengthen paragraph 3 of Artf_le 1T as ±n-ci.-Lcad for

Aarticles IV and V.

Article IV (1). No exchange of infermation or t. :hnalogy been prtLes
to the Treaty and non-parties_

Article V

(2) No supply of equipment or fis:L_ y part-Lls

to the Treaty to non-parties.

(3) No construction of power or rerth reactors LIT: the
territory of non-parties to the Treaty.

(1) As interim measure no undergrind tests ot. nuclear
devices for peaceful purposes urjess (a) zc--lance author-
ization is given by the Secti=t777 Council of --Jpe UN or by
the Board of Governors of 7.i.T7A., or oy sc.= -Lew com-

mittee of the General ASS:2.77- purpos,
and (b) the nucJear exploslv, deva:.ce is insred in adva-,,:LE,

by a committee of nuclear' p.::ers..

As a permanent measure establish an internatonal regine
by treaty whereby
(a) PNEs would be carried out by nuclear powel7:-. for non-

nuclear powers cheaply and without 'discrir2Lnation.
(b) Pledges by non-nuclear powers not to condur7t PNEs.
(c) Ptcdges by all nuclear- powers, both nucle--weapon

Stftes and non-nuclear-weapon States, not use
PNEs for military purposes or to mann-cture bombs.

3 6
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Article vI

Article VII

(1) The nuclear powers to enter into a formal and binding
pledge, by way of amendment to the Treaty or otherwise,
not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against
any non-nuclear party that has no nuclear weapons on
its territory.

(A possible less comprehensive and less favored alterna-
tive to this pledge would be one committing the nuclear
powers not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons
against any non-nuclear party unless it was engaged in
an armed attack, in which it was assisted by a nuclear-
weapon state, against any other.party to the Treaty.)

(2) The nuclear powers to begin immediate negotiations to
draft a treaty banning all underground nuclear weapon
tests for military purposes with a view to completing
the treaty within one year.

(3) Me nuclear powers to end the production of fissionable
raterial for military uses and transfer stocks to
L:ivilian uses.

(4) the nuclear parties to begin immediate negotiations to
reduce and phase out all land-based ICBMs with a view
-=0 their elimination within six years, with the proviso
Ehat if China and France do not likewise agree, each
party be entitled to retain up to 50 land-based ICBMs.

(5) The nuclear powers begin immediate negotiations to

reduce their submarine-launched nuclear missiles to
20 percent of the numbers permitted under the Interim
Agreement Between the U. S. and USSR with Respect to
the Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms, and the
Protocol thereto.

(6) The nuclear powers to begin immediate negotiations to
ban all flight testing of nuclear weapon missiles.

(7) The nuclear powers to begin immediate negotiations to
ban the testing, manufacture and deployment of new
nuclear weapons.

(8) The USSR and U. S. to undertake to present new-draft
treaties, within one or two years, for general and
complete disarmament under effective international
control.

The nuclear parties undertake to respect and subscribe'
to any regional treaties for the creation of a nuclear-
free zone or a peace zone.

3 7
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The parties to the NPT hegin immediate negotiations
to amend Article VII, paragraph 3, to provide that the
next Review Conference should take place in 3 years and
at intervals of 3 years thereafter.

(2) The parties to the Treaty create a Committee of Consul-
tation consisting of the nuclear powers plus 10 members
(2 each from Africa, Asia, Latin America, Eastern
Europe, and Western Europe.and others) to be elected
at each Review.Conference, in order to consult on the
implementation and operation of the Treaty, to make
recommendations, and to submit an annual report to the
Parties and to the General Assembly of the United Nations.

3 8
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DETENTE OR DISASTER?
A Proposal for Ending the Arms Race

by
John B. Massen, Director, Northern California Division, UNA-USA

December 1, 1975*

The U. S. Government (should) unilaterally adopt the following
disarmament policies and announce them publically to the world:

1. The U. S. will reduce its nuclear weapons stockpiles by 20
percent during each of the next five years beginning July
1, 1976.

2. The U. S. will completely cease all nuclear weapons tests
and will sign a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.

3. The U. S. will stop production of nuclear weapons and the
materials from which such weapons are made.

4. The U. S. will stop production of new weapons systems,
including but not limited to the B-1 Bomber and the
Trident submarine.

5. The U. S. will stop research and development programs for
new weapons systems.

The U. S. challenges the U. S. S. R. to match the U. S. unilateral
disarmament actions described above with equivalent actions by the
U. S. S. R., in a continuous mutual disarmament policy. It is recog-
nized that the U. S. S. R. necessarily will begin its disarmament
actions after the U. S. The U. S. will review its unilateral disarma-
ment policies periodically and will determine whether there has been
sufficient progress in U. S. S. R. disarmament to warrant continuation
of its disarmament policies during the year.

The U. S. Government should propose to the U. N. Security Council
and General Assembly the convening of a United Nations Disarmament
Conference no later than July1,1976.

The U. S. Government promptly adopts comprehensive and effective
legislation to ease and facilitate the conversion of production and
employment from military purposes to peaceful purposes that meet the
enormous accumulated needs of the American people.

* Excerpts from the author's paper; available for $1.00 from 152
St. Francis Blvd., Daly City, California 94015
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GRIT for MEFR in Europe

by Charles Osgood

Editor's note: Below is an edited version of testimony presented by Charles
Osgood to the Subcomwittee on Europe of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs,
June 26, 1973.

Osgood is a professor of Psychology at the Uniwersity of Illinois (Champaign)
and develops his Graduated and Reciprocated EnLriatives in Tension-Reduction
(GRIT) strategy in An Alternative to War aad ..=ender (Urbana: University of
Illinois Press; 1962). MBFR is the acronym Mutual Balanced Force Reductions,
the subject of ta-r-:s concerning Europe in 1371 and again in 1976.

Application of GRIT to =FR in Europe

Here I can only offer suggestions, mnt a_ full-blown step-by-step program.
The reasons for this are several: For ora GRIT is a very complex process;
it involves not just military considerationE, ur just political considerations,
but rather military, political, cultural 7svchologica1 considerations all at
the same time. One therefore must envisara 'the combined planning efforts of
people in government representing all of the:se aspects of strategy, and more.
For another thing, by the very nature of the GRIT process partimlarly its
dependence at each point in time upon ths otcurence and the bonafideness of
reciprocations - this strategy must be 'pla.d by ear", so to speak. One's
own moves must be flexibly adapted to the cast history of the process and the
present context; However, ten general "rules" ray provide guidelines for adapting
GRIT to the European problem.

1. Retaining the Capacity for Nuclear Retaliation

Nuclear retaliatory capacity can serve =I.-I-lona1 foreign policy (a) if it is
viewed not only as a deterrent but also as a security base from which to take
limited risks in the direction of reduciaa tarsions, (b) if the retaliatory,
second-strike nature of the capacity is made explicit, and (c) if only the
minimum capacity required for effective deterrence is maintained and the arms
race damped. Needless to say, none of these "il" conditions have been met to
date by the two nuclear super-powers. In the European theater both strategic
and tactical weapons are redundantly deploved - the former mainly in the Air
Force (SAC) and the Navy (Polaris submarines), but the latter implanted in the
soils of both East and West: Europe. The tactical nuclear weapons pose a partic-
ular threat to civilians, are typically "soft" targets (and hence an invitation
to surprise attack under high-tension condi-I-ions), and are in over-supply as far
as capacity for graded response to aggression is concerned. Therefore, at some
stage in the GRIT process gieduated and reciprocated reductions in these weapons,
along with the men that are assigned to them, should be initiated....
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2. Retaining Capability for Graded Conventional Response to Conventional
Aggression

Since :The Berlin Crisis of the early 1960's - the U. S. and the U. S. S. R.
have developed a set of "rules" for controlling the process of confrontation.

However, given even present levels of tension, the general rule would be to
initiate unilateral moves in the regions of least tension and gradually extendthem to what were originally the most tense regions. The "thin blue line"
separating NATO and Warsaw Pact nations has its Northern (Norway and Denmark),Central (the German/Benelux heartland), and Southern (Italy, Greece and Turkey)
regions (cf., Stanley in U. S. Troops in Europe, pp. 65 - 69). Soviet combat
manpower in the Northern region is estimated to outnumber locally available
NATO manpower by about five to one, but, given neutral Sweden and Finland as
buffers, the main threats would be air or naval. It is doubtful if initiatives
in this region would be considered significant by the Soviets. The Southern
region is more balanced between NATO and Warsaw Pact total forces, but iC is
also much more unstr.ble, particularly in the East (Greece and Turkey) because ofproximity to the Middle Eastern tinderbox and the build-up of the kussian Medi-terranean fleet. So the Central region appears to be the best locus for initiating
GRIT.

In the heartland of Europe, especially in Germany, the balance between
forces is in rough parity, but with the Pact gcound fortes closer at hand and
the NATO forces more mobile (e. g., the Allied Canmind Europe Mobile Force (AMF)which has been actively exorcising since 1962). lf, in the early stages of a
GRIT process, U. S. ground troops were withdrawn to this country but not deactivated,
then not only would they be much further away than withdrawn Russian troops but
there would be an increase in support cost, if anything.

This suggests a two-stagc witlidrawal process for the U. S. (and perhaps also
the S. U.), with troops first removed to a location away from the heartland of
Europe but near enough for quick return if required. The loci of such first-
stage bases should not be in the Southern NATO region for obvious reasons, but
either the Northern (Norway, but not Denmark) or most Western (the British Isles)
regions would be feasible ii acceptable to these allies. Such a two-stage with-
drawal process would also have the advantage of providing high visibility (i. e.,
verifiability) of both first-stage (arrivals from Central Europe) and second-
stage (departures for the U. S.) initiatives. A similar procedure by the Soviet
Union would offer like advantages.

3. Graduation of Unilateral initiatives as a Function of Reciprocation

This is the self-regulating characteristic of GRIT that keeps the process
within reasonable limits of security. If bona fide reciprocations of appropriate
magnitude are obtained, the magnitude of our subsequent steps can be increased;
if not, then the process continues with a diversity of steps of about the same
magnitude of risk. In this connection, both sides have to be alert for evaluating
and responding to reciprocations that are not of the same kind and/or not of
apparently uttching magnitude. This is primarily because neither side can be
confident that its perceptions of the significance of stops are the same as those
of the other. The Russians may not give as much weight to one of our unilateral
acts as we do, or they may give more - and vice versa. The critical diing Ls that
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all actions represent bona fide intentions to reduce tensions and even this Ls

susceptibLe to misinterpretation and must be carefully monitored,

(Such)....patterns suggest the following basic design for GRIT moves in Cle

force-reduction sphere: (a) they should begin with graduated withdrawal of U. S.
forces (of alL conventional types, not merely ground troops); (b) it should be

clearly indicated that if the Soviets reciprocate appropriately, there will be
no,NATO replacements of these forces (i. e., an over-all reduction in opposing
forces will have been accomplished); (c) it should also be clearly indicated that
it no appropriate reciprocation is torthcoming in a reasonable period, then the
equivalent of the withdrawn U. S. forces will be supplied by our. NATO allies.

Such substitution of NATO forces for U. S. forces should not extend to tactical

nuclear weapons; even turning control of such weapons over to, e. g., West German
forces would he extraordinarily threatening to the U. S. S. R. and to other

European states as well. Graduated and reciprocated reductions in nuclear
capabilities of the superpowers could be included in the process, but would
remain strictly on a bilateral basis.

4. Diversification of Spheres, Loci, and initiators of GRIT

By "sphere of action" is meant the substance of the initiatives
whther in cultural, scientific, economic, political, military, etc. areas of
inter-nation relations. By "geographical locus" is meant the nations primarily
affected by our initiatives and involved in the reciprocation process - in the
present case, which NATO countries, which Soviet forces, and which satellite

countries. The reason for diversification of spheres and loci of unilateral
moves is really two-fold: first, in maintaining security, diversification
minimizes weakening one's position in any one sphere (e. g., combat troops) or
any one geographical locus (e. g., Greek and Turkish Thrace) ; second, in inducing
reciprocation, diversification keeps applying the pressure of initiatives having
a common tension-reducing intent and (hopefully) effect, but does not "threaten"
the opponent by pushing steadilx in the same sphere of locus and thereby limiting
his number of options in reciprocating.

5. Designing and Communicating GRIT So As To Emphasize Sincerity of Intent

The purpose of GRIT is to de-escalate inter-nation tensions and create an
atmosphere in lkich politicat, rather than military, resolution of conflict

becomes feasible. Rut the dynamics of this strategy are essentially psychological.
Its success depends upon creating the conviction, on both sides, that the moves

being made are motivated by n incere intent to reduce tensions. Adoption of
the GRTT strategy therefore must involve a complete rejection of the more famiLiar,
traditional policy of deterrence by mutual threats; it substitutes an entirely
different kind of "mutual deterrence" - self-determined rather than other-
determined - hut it can be even more effective, and much less costly. This is

why escalation and de-escaiation ntrategies cannot be "mixed" in the sense that
military men Lift about the "optimum mix" of weapon systems. The reason is again

psychological: reactions to threats (aggressive impulses) are incompatible with
reactions to promises (conciliatory hnpuises); each strategy thus destroys the

credibility of the other.
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It is dterefore essential that the complete shift in basic policy be clearly
signaled at the beginning. The President of the United States, in effect the
leader of: the NATO forces, must establish the right atmosphere - by stating the
over-all nature of the new policy, by emphasizing its tension-reducing intent,
and by announcing the first U, S. initiative.

c). Prior Announcements of Intended Actions and Identification with
Over-all Policy

Prior announcements minimize the unstabilizing potential of unilateral acts
and their identification with total GRIT strategy helps shape the opponent's
interpretation of them. In general, the tempo of unilateral initiatives (regard-
less of reciprocations) should be fairly constant; this is because initiators
need time to evaluate and select actions which are appropriate to the context of
the moment and, equivalently, potential reciprocators need time to evaluate the
communicative actions received and plan their own return actions. On the other
hand, the magnitude of unilateral initiatives is variable (and, as I have
indicated, dependent upon the prior reciprocative behavior of the opponent).
The opponent may, in fact, over-reciprocate, thereby assuming the role of
"initiator".

7, Explicit Invitation to Reciprocate

The purpose of this "rule" is to increase pressure on an opponent, by making
it clear that reciprocation of appropriate form and magnitude is essential to
the momentum of GRIT, and to bring to bear pressures of world opinion. However,
ce:actly specifying the form or magnitude of reciprocation has several drawbacks:
having the tone of a demand rather than an invitation, it carries an implied
threat of retaliation if the demand is not met; furthermore, the specific
reciprocation requested may be based on faulty perceptions of the other's
situation, and this may be the reason for failure to get reciprocation. But
specificity is certainly a variable that itself can be manipulated.

8, Executing Announced Unilateral Actions on Schedule

This is the hest indication of the firmness and bonafideness of our own
intent to reduce tensions, and it again involves the crucial distinction between
negotiations, requiring prior commitment, and GRIT, which substitutes post commit-
ment. In Otis case the "negotiation" is informal, but the difference between
promises and commissions, between words and deeds, also applies. The control
over what and how much is committed is the graduated nature of the process
03 ahove): at the time-point when each initio.tive is announced, the calculation
has been made in terms of prior reciprocation history that this step can be
tahyn within reasonahle limits of security. Failure to execute an announced
step, however, would he a clear signal of ambivalence in intent.

Continuing Unilateral Steps in the Face of Lack of Adequate Reciprocation

It is Otis characteristic of GRIT which at once justifies the use of the
acronym and raises the hackle5 of most military men. No doubt this was what led
one early critic to dub my proposal "surrender on the installment plan"! My
reply was that both graduation and diversification of initiatives prevents
unacceptable weakening of our position in any one sphere or locus of security.
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10. naximizing Unambiguity and Verifiability of Both Initiatives and
Reciprocations

Positive sanctions (like "we will cut forces if you will") arc really a
form of negotiation, requiring prior commitment from the opponent, and negative
sanctions (like "we will cease all spy flights over your territory") can only be
tested in their violation. Unilateral actions, initiating or reciprocating,
should be unambiguous as to their tension-reducing effect, and this depends upon
their verifiability as well as their intent. Thus public deactivation of a
specific overseas base has higher face validity than announcement of a budget
shift from "soft" manned bombers to "hard" second-strike missiles. Inviting
opponent verification via direct, on-the-spot observation or via indirect media
observation (e. g., televising the act in question), along with requested
reciprocation in the verification of his actions, is ideal - and what little
might be lost in the way of secrecy by us or the Russians might be more than
made up in a reduced need for secrecy on both sides. Prompt and clear verifi-
cation is most important in the early phases of GRIT, when mutual distrust is
high, and becomes less critical as mutual trust builds up.
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6° Putting the brakes
on the arms traffic
by Edward C Luck

'The United States, which ac-
counts tor almost one half of
glohal ;anis transfers, is un-
questionahly the workrs leading
arms merchant. Foreign orders
for US arnis sales. under Sli
billion in 1970. are expected to
exceed $10 billion this year for
the third year in succession,

Alarmed hy the rapid escala-
tion of hoth the quantity and
quality of US arms exports.
Congress is considering legisla-
titm which would considerably
increase its oversight of arms
sales (The Inter Dependent.
ApriD. Introduced hy Senator
Humphrey last November, this
bill (S2662) greatly expands
arms sales reporting procedures
and establishes an overall $0 bil-
lion annual ceiling On US anis
sales, suhject to a ease-hy-case
Presidential waiver. These pro-
visions, if they become Uos, will
no doubt dampen the growth of
US arms sales, Yet the question
remains of how best to translate

unilateral US restraint into ef-
fective international controls.

Several possible approaches
to this problem are suggested
in the interim report of the
United Nations Association
Conventional Arms Control
Policy Panel entitled "Control-

ling the International Arms
Trade,- released Aril 12. The
report recommends in series of
unilateral and multilateral ac-
tions for curbing the flourishing
global :inns traffic.

The report expresses particu-
lar concern over the shipment
of sonic of the most siiphisti-
cated and deadly weapons in
the CS arsenal to third world
countries. The transfer of laige
numbers of \cry adv,inced
weapons to potentially explosive
regions earl introduce imeertain-
ties into the lue.d military bal-
ance and increase the likelihood
of armed conflict Therefore,

Economic rationales,

such as aiding the US

balance of payments Or

supporting our domestic

zirms industry, imply

open-ended arms sales

programs which may be

inconsistent with foreign

policy or arms

control objectives.

the report urges the US to re-
strict its shipment of high-tech-
nology weapons with primarily
offensive capabilities to devel-
oping countries. \slide encour-
aging other suppliers to adopt
similar restraints.

The shipoient of lighter-
bombers and surface-to-surfiice
missiles with city-busting capa-
bilities to conflict-prone Ofird
world areas has dangerous im-
plications. 'f'he widespread
bombing of cities in a local
conflict would greatly multiply
civilian casualties and increase
the threat of direct superpower
involvement. With the growing
danger or nuclear proliferation,
the export of nuclear-capable
delivery systems could raise
dangerous ambiguities regarding
the intentions and capabilities
of the recipient countries. The
panel recommends that the US
declare a mot atorium m the
export of these weapons to third
WoUld ,.ountries and encourage
offier soppliers to follow suit.

As the emphasis in US :inns
exports has shifted from aid tc
sales, which now make up more
than 05 percent of US arno
orders, cCullnumie inotb, ations
have gained prominence Yet
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in the long run, dependence
on II uct uating foreign markets
could be detrimental to the
health of US defense industries.
Perhaps more importantly, the
current scarcity of global re-
sources underlines the urgency
of curbing arms expenditures in
the developing world, which
have been increasing- more rap-
idly than those in the developed
countries.

Economic rationales, such as
aiding the US balance of pay-
ments or supporting our domes-
tic- arms industry, imply open-
ended arms sales programs
which may he inconsistent with
foreign policy, national security
or arms control objectives.
Thus, the panel suggests that
economic motivations should be
subordinated to these more im-
portant considerations. More-
over, the report urges that com-
mercial sales he phased out
gradually and that congressional
efforts to open arms sales trans-
actions to public scrutiny he
pursued vigorously.

According to the report,
arms transfers have proven to
be an ineffd'etive means of gain-
ing lasting influence over the
domestic and foreign policies of
recipient countries. Through the
transfer of armaments and con-.
cornitant support programs, the
US can inadvertently become
identified or involved with po-
tentially unstable and often un-
attractive regimes. Therefore, it
is essential that arms transfers
he more carefully coordinated
with US foreign policy interests.

Given the dominant US posi-
tion in the arms trade, greater
US restraint is a prerequisite
for the development of effective
international control measures.
While the US should take the
initiative by adopting certain
unilateral restraints on its arms
exports, in the long run limiting
the global arms traffic will re-
quire international cooperation
and multilateral agreements
:union both arms suppliers and
recipients.

Edward C. Luch is project di-
rector til 11NA's Conventhmal
,Irmt Control Policy Panel.
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS ON CONVENTIONAL ARMS,

Policy Panel of the United Nations Association of the U.S.A.

A. The -United States should exercise greater restraint in its arms
export policies. The long-range implications of arms sales for
U.S. foreign polh:y and national security interests must he given
greater weight.

1. Arms transfers should be more carefully coordinated with
U.S. foreign policy interests. The United States should no
ommit itself to major arms sales to nations toward which

it has only marginal foreign policy commitments, particularly
if there is a risk that such arms transfers could have harm-
ul consequene for U.S. foreign policy interests in the long

run.

2. Economic motivations, such as aiding the U.S. balance-of-
payments or sUpporting our domestic arms industry, should
be subordinatc to foreign policy, national security and arms
control consbhcations in determining U. . arms export
policies.

3. Future U.S. arn:7; e:tport decisions should pay more attention
to their effect on U. military capabilities. The export of
arms and suppor: personnel to friendly nations may help pro-
tect U.S. oversea interests, but this potential benefit must
be weighed on a case-by-case basis against any possible
reduction of the readiness or reinforcement capability of the
U.S. armed forces.

B. The United States should place certain unilateral restraints on
both the quality and quantity of its arrns exports, particularly
to conflict-prone regions, and should encourage other suppliers
to adopt similar restraints.

1. The United States should declare a moratorium on the trans-
fer of weapons with city-busting caug_t2ilities, such as stra-
tegic bombers and surface-to-surface missiles, to Third
World countries and should encourage other suppliers to
follow suit. The prineiple of city avoidance should be stressed
in Soviet-American understandings regarding the Middle East
and reflected in their arms trade policies towards the area.
The shipment of !'ershing and Seud missiles to the Middle
East is inconsistent with this principle.

2. The United States should declare a nwratorium on the export
to Third World countries of weapons whose primary or exclu-

The full text of this Policy Report is available for $2.00 from
World Without War Bookstore, 110 S. Dearborn, Chicago, Il. 60603
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sive function is to deliver nuclear warheads and should
encourage other potential suppliers to adopt similar
restraints.

3. The United States should restrict its shipment of high tech-
nology weapons with primarily offensive capabilities to
developing countries and should encourage other suppliers
to adopt similar restraints.

4. Th- United States should place greater restrictions on the
export of arms manufacturing equipment and technology to
developing countries and should encourage other suppliers
to adopt similar restraints.

ti The United.States should app7oach the Soviet Union regard-
ing a f-e.eze on the shipment -Df very advanced arms to the
Arab -5:ates and Israel. The Jbjective would be to maintain
a milit ry balance with the minimum influx of advanced
weapon -zvstems.

6. The United States and the Soviet Union should agree to con-
sult with each ol.her before undertaking major shipments of
arms to the Middle East. This system would involve prior
notification and consultation, but would not give either
country a veto powerover the actions of the other.

7. The United States should discuss with its European allies the
possibility of developing a coordinated and equitable arms
sales policy, which would allow some specialization in arms
production and export consistent with the goal of NATO arms
standardization.

IL The U.N. Security Council, which includes the major arms-
supplying nations, should be cmcouraged to formulate general
guidelines concerning the shipment of armaments to conflict-
prone areas. These might include limitations on the quantity
and quality of arms exports, a discussion of their effect on
regional stability and means of verifying limitation agreements.
Once established, these guidelines could he implemented on
a region-by-region basis.

C. The United States, in line with our stated position in the Confer-
ence of the Committee on Disarmament (CCD), should put it ;-! full
weight behin(I regional hiitiatives towards controlling the arms
trade.
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1. U.S. arms trade policies should be designed to support
regional agreements to reduce arms imports or military
expenditures. In order to reinforce local initiatives
which only include a portion of the states in a particular
region, the U.S. should place the same, or stronger,
restrictions on arms exports to regional countries which
are not parties to the agreement as on those which are
parties. Other major arms suppliers should be encouraged
to foll-w the C S. example.

2. At international discussions of ecorromic development, the
U.S. should emphasize the economic costs of arms races,
especially for developing countries. Additionally, as an
inducement tc individual states or Lroups of states to
reduce their arms acquisitions, the, U.S. and other devel-
oped countri.E-s should take account of the reasonableness
of local military expenditures as one factor in determining
the level of bilateral economic aid programs. A decrease
in local military outlays should, where appropriate, be
rewarded by increased economic assistance.

3. Administrators of multilateral aid programs should be
encouraged by U.S. representatives to include the reason-
ableness of local arms expenditures as a criterion in deter-
mining levels of aid to specific countries or regions. Thus,
economic development could be stimulated both by an
increase in economic assistance and by a decrease in the
defense burden.

Congress and the executive branch should work together to insure
the formulation and implementation of a coherent overall arms
export policy based on the principles outlined above. Recent
initiatives by Congress to increase its oversight of U.S. arms
sales reflects a growing recognition of the long-term implications
of these transactions.

1. Congress should pass legislation to phase out commercial
sales gradually. Arms sales have important foreign policy,
national security and arms control implications and should
be handled solely on a government-to-government basis.
This would allow for more streamlined decision-making
procedures and would lessen the possibility of improper
agents' fees and political contributions abroad..

2. Congress should retain its case-by-case veto power over
large arms sales as an ultimate check on executive arms
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sale.s policy. Though rarely ,:'.Inployed, this control mea-sure may exercise a constrairdng influence on administra-
tion policy.

3. Recent Congressional efforts to open arms sales transac-
tions to public scrutiny should be pursued, since increasecpublicity will inhibit the widespread use of agents' fees andbribery of foreign officials to obtain arms sales contracts.The U.S. government should discuss with other major armssupplying nations, particularly in Western Europe, measuresto discourage such improper payments.

4. The important foreign policy and arms control implicationsof U.S. arms exports require that the locus of decision-
making remain at the highest levels of the State Department
and White House. The currently large number of transactionsshould not lead to a demotion of these decisions to lower
levels of the State Department bureaucracy or to shifting
them to the Department of Defense.
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V. INTERNATIONAL ARMS CONTROL AGREEMENTS

MULTILATERAL ARMS CONTROL AGREEMENTS

Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or
Other Cases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed June 17, 1925,
entered into force February 8, 1928.

Prohibits the use of the named items in war. The U. S. ratified the
Protocol and a separate Convention January 22, 1975, but reserved the right
to use nonpoisonous gases to save lives in non-combat situations.

The Antartic Treaty, signed December 1, 1959, entered into force June 23, 1961.
Declares the Antartic to be for peaceful purposes only and bans any measure

of a military nature. In addtion, the treaty internationalizes the area,
encourages scientific cooperation and provides for inspection with disputes
arbitrated by the International Court of Justice.

Partial Test Ban Treaty, signed August 5, 1963, entered into force October 10, 1963.
This nuclear test ban treaty prohibits nuclear weapons tests in the atmo-

shere, in outer space and under water and anywhere else if the results of such
explosions cause radioactive debris to be present outside the territorial limits
of the state under whose jurisdiction or control the explosion is conducted. As

of June t, L976, France and China have not signed the treaty. 103 ottycr mItions

have signed.

Outer Space Treaty, signed January 27, 1967, entered into force October 10, 1967.
Prohibits the orbiting of lwelear or other weapons of mass destruction and

the installation of military bases or fortifications or the testing of weapons
on celestial bodies.

Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin Amerdca (Treaty of
Tlatelolco), signed February 14, 1967, entered into force April 22, 1968.

Prohibits the testing, use, manufacture, production or acquistion by any
means of any nuclear weapons by Latin American countries. The parties agree
to accept International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards for nuclear
power facilities. Under Protocol I, powers which are internationally respon-
sible Cor territories lying within the limits of the geographical zone, are
required to accept the same prohibitions for such territories.

Under Protocol II, those signing agree not to contribute to acts violating
the treaty or to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against the parties to
the treaty. The U. S. has signed Protocol II, but not Protocol I as of June

1, 1976.

TreatyLon the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, signed July 1, 1968,
entered into force March 5, 1970.

The basic provisions of the treaty are designed to prevent the spread of
nuclear weapons, provide assurance, through international safeguards, that the
peaceful nuclear activities of states which have not already developed nuclear
weapons will not be diverted to making such weapons; promote the peaceful uses
of-melt:say energy including the sharing of technical data on peaceful nuclear
explosions and commits the nuclear powers to reduce their armaments and make
further progress toward general and complete disarmament under effective
international controls.
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Tr(.atv, signed February 11, 1971, entered into force May 18, 1972.
Prohibits nuclear or other weapons of mass destruction on the sea-bed

or the snh-soll thereof beyond the outer Limit of a sea-bed zone (12 miles).

No1m;1.ca1 Warfart. Convention, signed April 10, 1972, entered into force
March 26, 1074.

Prohibits the dove: :ment, production and stockpiling of bacteriological
:Ind toxin weapons and ca Is for the destruction of existing stocks.

Status of Multilateral Arms Control Agreements as of July 1976

:
Treaty Pro-:

Malting
Nuclear Seabeds

Limited Outer
Nuclear

481,
Antarctic Test Ban Space in Latin oration

Treaty Treaty Treaty America Treaty
CT enat I Geneva Weapons

Protocol Convention

BiologicalWeapons Nonprolif- Arms

Agreement Opened for Signature
12:159 85 63 1 2767 2/14,67 7.1.68 2:11,71 617,25 4,10 72_

Agr OcIrlorlt Entered
Into Force 6.23 61 t 0 1067 4122/68 3,5,70 5:18/72 2,8.'28 3 26,78

(OUN'f PY
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Askjeritina P S P S S P SAUStrAli,t P P P P P P SAw;trid P P P P P PThe Bahama.;

P
Hal bddos P P S P PBelgium P P P P P P SBilnm P P S PBolivia p S P P S P
Botswana P S P P P SBrazil P p P S(3) S P P
Buigaria p P P P P P
Burma P P S P S
Bur undr S S P S SCameroon S S P S
Canada P P P P P P
Central African P S P S P SRepublic
Cnad P P
Chile P P S S(3) P SChina (Republic of) P P P P P P
China. People's 0111 P

Republic of
Columbia S S P S S SCosta Rica P P P S P
Cuba

P SCyprus P P P P P P
Czecnoslovitioa P P P P P P P
Deorndo< P P P P P P P
Dommican Reptitiiic P P P P P P PEcuador P P P P P P
E tly or P P S P SEl Sahiddor P P P P S SEquaton.li Ge.renit

P Patty
S

(1) A(100011,11 Poluco. 11
(21 A(100101101 Protou:fl
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reprinted from Arms Control Report.
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Status of Multilateral Arms Control Agreements as of July 1976 (Continued)

Treaty Pro.
hibiting
Nuclear Nuclear Seabeds

Limited Outer Weapons Nonprohf- Arms Biological

Antarctic Test Ban Space in Latin eration Control Geneva Weapons

Treaty Treaty Treaty Amenca Treaty Treaty Protocol Convention

Agreement Opened for Signature
12, 159 85163 1/2767 2/14/67 7:1,68 2!11;71 6/17125 4/10/72

Agreement Entered
Into Force

COUNTRY

Mauritania
Mauritius
Mexico
Monaco
Mongolia
Morocco
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Norway
Pakistan
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Rwanda
San Marino
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Somalia
South Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka (Ceylon)
Sudan
Surinam
Swaziland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Republic
Tanzania
Thailand
TOgo
Tonga
Trinidad & Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda
United Arab Emirates

6,23,61 10:10/63 10!10/67 4/22/68 3 5i70 5'18;72 2/8/28 3/26/75

PParly
SSignatory
(2) Additional Protocol I

P P P P

P P P P

P

P P P P P P

P P P P P s

P P P P P s

P P P(2) P P P s

P P P P P P

P s P P P s P

P P P P P

P P P P P

P P P P P P

s P P P

P s P s P P P

P

s P P s P

P s P P s

P s P P P

P P P P P P

P P P P

P P

P P P P P s

P S P P P P

P P P P

P P P

P P s P

P P P s P s

P P s P P

s s P s

P P P P P

P P P s

P S S P S

P P s
s P P

P P P P

P P P P P P

P P S S P s

P P P P s

P S P S

P P P P P

P S P P P S

P P P P

P S P s P

P P P P P P

P P s P P P

P P P
s
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Status of Multilateral Arms Control Agreements as of July 1976 (Continued)

Treaty Pro-
hibiting
Nuclear Nuclear Seabeds

Limited Outer.. , . Weapons. Nonprolif- Arms BiolOgicalAntarctic Test Ban Space in Latin oration Control Geneva WeaponsTreaty Treaty Treaty America Treaty Treaty Protocol Convention

Agreement Opened for Signature
12;1,59 8 5(63 127I67 204167 7/1168 2/11/71 6/17/25 4/10/72

Agreement Entered
Into Force 6,23:61 10110163 10/10/67 4/22/68 3/5/70 5/18/72 2/8/28 3/26/75

. ......... ------COUNTRY

Ethiopia S P S P PFill P P P P PFinland P P P P P PFrance P P P(1) PG,ibon P P SGambia P S P S P SGorman Democratic P P P P P P PRepublic
Germany. Federal P P P P P SRepublic of
Ghana P S P P P PGreece P P P S P PGrenada P P PGuatemala P P P S PGi linea

SGuyana S P SHaiti S . S P P SHoly See S P PHonduras P S P P S SHungary P P P P P PIceland P P P P P PIndia P S P P PIndonesia P S S P SIran P S P P P P
INIC1 P P P P P SIreland P P P P P PIsrael P S PItaly P P P P P PIvory Coast P P P P SJamaica S P P P S P PJapan P P P P P P SJordan P S P P PKenya P P PKhmer Republic P S S(Cambodia)
Korea, Republic of P P P S SKuwait P P S P PLaos P P P P PLebanon P P P S P PLesotho S P P P SLiberia P P S P SLibya P P P PLiitembourg P S P S P PMidagascar P P P S P SM,ilawi P P SM,ilaysia P S P P P SM.ildive Islands

P PVili S P P S SM,ilta P P P P P, ... ....__ ..

PParty
SSignatory

(1) Additional Proiocol II
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Status of Multilateral Arms Control Agreements as of July 1976 (Continued)

Treaty Pro-
hibiting
Nuclear ...;ear Seabeds

Limited Outer Weapons Nonprolir Arms Biological
Antarctic Test Ban Space in Lati:1 eration Control Genc..a Weapons

Treaty Treaty Treaty America Treaty Treaty Protocol Convention
.,

,itigreernent Opened for Signature
12/1/59 8/5/63 1 27167 2/14.,67 7 -iE 2/11,71 6/1725. 4/10/72

Agreement Entered
Into Force

COUNTRY

6/23/61 10/10/63 10;10/67 4/22/68 35 TC., 5/18 2/8:28

_
Upper Volta s
Uruguay P P
Venezuela P P
Viet.Nam, Republic of s s
Western Samoa P

Yemen (Aden)
Yemen (San'a) s
Yugoslavia P s
Zaire P s
Zambia .p

Total (4)

3,26/75

P P
P s s
P P 0
P s s
P

P s s
s s P s
P P P P
F P

19P 104P 69 99P 57P 104P (5) 65P
16S 35S 126 36S 3S 48S

PParty
SSignatory

(1) Additional Protocol II.
(2) Additional Protocol I.
(3) Also ratified subject to preconditions not yet met.
(4) Byelorussian S.S.R. and Ukrainian S.S.R., are exckided from totals
(5) Latvia. Estonia, and Lithuania have also ratified

Bilateral Arms Control Agreements Between the United States
and the Soviet Union as of July 1976

Entered
Signed Into Force

"Hot Line" Agreement 6/20/63 6/20/63

Improved "Hot Line" Agreement 9/30/71 9/30/71

Nuclear Accidents Agreement 9/30/71 9/30/71

ABM Treaty 5/26/72 10/ 3/72

Interim Agreement on Offensive Strategic Arms 5/26/72 10/ 3/72

Standing Consultative Commission for SALT 12/21/72 12/21/72

Basic Principles of Negotiations on the Further Limitation of Strategic 6/21/73 6/21/73
Offensive Arms

Threshold Test Ban Treaty with Protocol 7/ 3/74

Protocol to the ABM Treaty 7/ 3/74 5/24/76

Treaty on the Limitation of Underground Explosions for Peaceful Purposes 5/28/76

5 1.
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MATERAL ARMS CONTROL AGREEMENTS BETWEEN THE U. S. AND THE U. S. S. R.

Hot-Line Agreement, June 20, 1963.

Establishes a direct communications link betw,..en the two countries in
times of an emergency. A second hot-line agreement (providing additional
terminals and including satellite cmmnunications systems) was signed September
30, 1971.

Nuclear Accidents Agreement, signed September 30, 1971.
Provides a number of safeguards against accidental detonation of a nuclear

weapon or unintended launching of a strategic delivery system or against mal-
functions of communication facilities designed to provide advance warning of
strategic attack.

Agreement on the Prevention of incidents On and Over the High Seas, signed
May 25, 1972.

Provides measures to assure safety of navigation of the ships and planes
of the armed forces of the two countries.

SALT ABM Treaty, signed May 26, 1972.
Limits the deployment of Anti-Ballistic Missiles to two areas in each

country one for the defense of the national capital and the other for the
defense of some inter-continental ballistic missiles (ICBMs).. National tech-
nical means of verification are authorized to provide assurance of compliance.

SALT Interim Agreement, May 26, 1972.
Provides a ceiling for five years on the aggregate number of fixed land-

based ICBMs and SLBMs (submarine launched ballistic missiles).

Agreement on the Prevention of Nuclear War, June 22, 1973.

Each country agrees not to act in a way which threatens the other
or the other's allies; moreover, if relations between them appear at
any time to involve the risk of nuclear conflict, both parties shall
immediately begin urgent consultations and make every effort to
avert the crisis.

SALT ABM Treaty, July 3, 1974.
This protocol reduces the number of ABM sites from two to one and provides

for selection of a different area than either of the two previously chosen.

Threshold Test Ban Treaty, signed July 3, 1974.

Prohibits any underground nuclear weL,pon test having a yield exceeding
150 kilotons. National technical means of verification are accepted, but
the data so gathered is to be exchanged between tin.; parties.

Peaceful Nuclear Explosions Treaty, signed May 30, 1976.
Limits the size of Peaceful Nuclear Explosions to under 150 kilotons

(10 times the size of the Hiroshima atomic bomb) and provides for on-site
inspections on a limited basis.



VL INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND
DISARMAMENT

TWENTY-FIVE DISARMAMENT ISSUES
at toe 30th U. N. General Asembly

by

Homer Jaek

For too many years the action, or rather inaction, of the U. S. at the

U. N. and related disarmament discussions and forums has been obscured by "more

important events". For LOU long the negative, truculent posture of the U. S.
in the field of disannament has been masked at the U. N. only because it has
only been duplicated by similar actions by the U. S. S. R....

The 30th Session of the General Assembly adopted 25 resolutions on disarma-
ment. All were acceptable resolutions - and a number of member states (such as
Mexico, Nigeria and Romania) voted for all 25. Some resolutions were better and

more important than othrs. None received less than 82 votes and eight were
.adopted by consensus. However, of these 25 resolutions, the U. S. voted in

favor of only 12 or 52 percent. U. S. Ambassador Joseph Martin also admitted

that, if the U. S. liad a choice and there was no agreement for certain consensus
votes, the U. S. would have abstained on another three resolutions.

The U. S. S. R. at least voted for 15 or 60 percent of these resolutions.
China, which allegedly "is not yet ready for disarmament", also voted for 60
percent. And such allies of the U. S. as Canada and Japan voted for 20 and 21
resolutions respectively,...The world is marching toward nuclear war and the
U. S. voting record is about as constructive as that of Albania.

Summary of the Twenty-five Resolutions

I. Nuclear Disarmament Issues

L. SALT II: Resolution "regretting" the absence of "positive results during
the last two years" or the SALT II bilateral negotiations. Further it
expressed "concern for the very high ceilings of nuclear arms set for
themselves by both States for the total absence of qualitative limita-
tions of such arms and for the protracted timetable contemplated for

negotiations of further limitations and possible reductions of the

nuclear arsenals",

2. Comprehensive Test-Ran Agreement: Introduced by the Soviet Union,
this resolution called for negotiations to reach agreement on the
complete and general prohibition of nuclear weapons tests. Chinn

opposed this as did the U. S. in part on the grounds tialt national
means of verification are inadequate and peaceful nuclear explos/ons

were excluded.

3. Suspension of Nuclear jests: Called for a sdspension of tests to
encourage negotiations on a comprehensive treaty banning nuclear tests.

5 (i
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4. Peaceful Nuclear Explosions (PNE)
: This resolution asks for implementationof Article V of the Non-Proliferation Treaty calling for a special

agreement on PNEs. This resolution sought to ensure that peaceful
nuclear explosions not contribute to the development or refinement ofnuclear weapoim.

El. Nuclear Free Zones

5. Comprehensive Study: The preceding (29th) U. N. General Assemblyordered a comprehensive study of nuclear-weapon-free zones. Finlandurged that all Governments study this report and report by June 30,
1976 their views of this study.

6. Concept: Six states outlined the concept of a nuclear free zone and
defined the principal obligations of nuclear weapons states to it in
this 'resolution.

7. Indian Ocean: Th..! U. N. General Assembly declared the Indian Ocean
a Zone of Peace. This resolution sought to gain the cooperation of
the great powers with an ad hoc committee set up by the U. N. to
realize this concept.

8. South Pacific: Favors making the South Pacific a nuclear weaponsfree zone.

9. South Asia: Separate resolutions by Pakistan and India were adopted
by consensus. Their aim is to establish a nuclear free zone in
South Asis.

10. The Middle Easn Seeks the establishment of a nuclear free zone in
the Middle East.

11. Africa: Seeks the establishment of a nuclear free zone in Africa.

12. Latin America: Urges the U. S. and France to sign and ratify Protocol
I to the Treaty of Tlatelolco (declaring Latin America a Nuclear FreeZone). Protocol I would include treaties within the zone of the treaty
such as the Canal Zone and Guantanamo.

13. Treaty of Tlatelolco, Protocol II: Urges the Soviet Union to sign and
ratify this protocol which pledges a nuclear weapons state not to use
or threaten to se nuclear weapons against any member of the zone.

III. Conventional Disarmament Issues

14. indiscriminate Weapons: This resolution urges the third session of
the Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation and Development of
International Humanitarian Law Applicable in Armed Conflicts (meetingin Geneva) to consider outlawing conventional weapons which are
"excessively injurious or (which) have indiscriminate effects".

57
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15. Chemical Weapons: Urges a treaty prohibiting the development, pro-
duction and stocking of all chemical weapons and on their elimination

from the arsenals of all States.

16. Mass Destruction Weapons: Calls for a treaty to be developed banning

new types of weapons of mass destruction.

17. Climate and Environment: The U. S. and the U. S. S. R. have submitted
identical draft conventions forbidding any hostile use of climatic or

environmental modification. This resolution noted "with satisfaction"

this circumstance.

IV. Procedural Issues

18.. World Disarmament Conference: An Ad Hoc Committee on the World
Disarmament Conference, has been meeting at New York. It has not

agreed to convene a Preparatory Committee for a World Disarmament

Conference. This resolution kept the Ad Hoc Committee alive and
asked it to report to the next General Assembly.

19. Military Expenditures: In 1973, the Soviet Union asked the five

permanent members of the Security Council - China, France, U. S. S. R.,

U. S. and U. K. to make a reduction of the ten percent in their

annual military expenditures. This 1975 resolution urged the U. S.

ana rhe U. S. S. R. to carry out reductions of their military budgets,
pending agreement among the other U. N. Security Council members.

20 Economic and Social Consequences of the Arms Race: Calls for an

updating of the 1971 report on this subject, by consultant-experts.

21 Role of the United Nations: Called for a review of the U. N.'s role

to be made by an Ad Hoc Committee. This report will be submitted

in July, 1976.

22. The Disarmathent Decade: The 1970's were named a decade of disarmament.

This resolution called on all member states to intensify their efforts

on behalf of this decade which links development and disarmament.

23. Disarmament Affairs Division of the U. N.: This resolution called for

strengthening this office within the U. S. Secretary-General's Office.

24. Sea-Bed Treaty: The Treaty prohibiting weapons of mass destruction

on the sea-bed is to be reviewed in May, 1977. This resolution

assures preparation for the review conference.

* Edited from and based on a paper by Homer Jack entitled, "Thirteen Out of

Twenty-Five: The U. S. Disarmament Record at the 30th U. N. General

Assembly". The complete papter is available from the World Conference

on Religion and Peace, 777 United Nations Plaza, New York, N. Y. 10017,

5 8
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THE \MING RO2OHD F 3,'111D STA;!E3.

TaLle 1. The Votini; Pattern ,..)f 12 Selected 3tates on 5 Disarmament Resolutions AdoptedbY tne 30tn 3esf;lin oV the U.N. General Asueml.ly, December 1)75.
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SALT II nv IC Ab Ab Y Au y 102 10 12 (3484c)Five-Power
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Y

Y IC At,
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106 2
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24
(3478)
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*The U.3.S.R. announced trlat it uad intended tG

@ If put ti a vote would not have participated.

#If put ti a vote would have abstained.
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'Table 2. The Voting Record of 15 NATO States on the 25 Disarmament Resolutions.

B CDFGGIILNNPTUUE AERERCTUEO OUNNL NNAREEAXTRBRIIG AMNMELLEHWTKTTIDACACAYMEAUEEEU ARENEN BRYGYDD
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D E
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Nuclear Dia.
SALT II Ab Y Y Ab Ab Ab Y Ab Ab Y .Y Y Ab Ab N

CTB: 5-Power Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab 1* Ab Ab Ab -Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab

CTB: Suspen. AbIYAb Ab AbYAb AbYYYYAb Ab
PNEs YYYAb AbYYYYYYYYY Ab
N-Free ZonesComp. Study YIYIYAbVYYYYYYYYY

Concept N Ab N N N Ab Ab N N N Ab Ab Ab N N

Indian Oc. Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Y Ab Ab Ab Ab Y Y Ab Ab

S. Pacific AbYYAb Ab AbIAb AbIYIYAb Ab
South Asia Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc

Yc Ic Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc

Mid-East YYYYYYYYYYYYYYY
Africa YYYYYYYYYYYYYYY
TT, I. YYYAbYYYYYYYYYY Ab
TT, II. YYYYYYYYYYYYYYY

Convent. Dis.
India. Wea. Yc Yc Ye Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc

Chemical Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc

Mass Destr Ab Y Ab Ab Ab Y Y Ab Ab Ab Y Y Y Ab Ab

Climate Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc
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World Dis. Con. Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Ye Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc Yc

Military Bud. Ab Ab Y Ab Ab Y Y Ab Ab Ab Y Y Y Ab Ab
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Role U.N. vYYYAbYYYAbYYYYAb Ab
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Sea-bed YYYAbYYYYYYYYYYY
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:
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nv re Not voting - - -
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* - Notified Secretariat vote should have been to abstain.
# - Notified Secretariat vote should have been in affirmative.
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Ways and Means for Strengthening the International
Nuclear Weapon Non-Proliferation Regime

Report of a Policy Panel
Established by the Association

Eor the United Nations in the U. S. S. R.

eodyn

turn from conCrontation to detente is becoming to an ever greater
:.:he dominating trend in international relations. This is of paramount

:1-1:Limc for the all-round strengthening of international security, for more
rk.tly curbing the arms race and, in the final analysis, for achieving
gen,;17:11 and complete disarmament.

AL the same time, however, the detente process has not attained the
desired rate of development in all spheres. One of the main reasons hampering
this pcocess is the danger of a possible proliferation of nuclear weapons. The
rellity of such a danger is above all due to the fact that reactionary, militarist
and other Forces exist in the world, which come out against the non-proliferation

. of nuclear weapoas. It is also necessary to take into account that there is a
steady growth of economic, scientific and technological opportunities for states
to develop their own nuclear weapons and there is a growing need for nuclear
sources of energy, capable of becoming the material basis for setting up a
nuclear potential.

These factors, under certain internationational-political conditions, may
lead to the further spread of nuclear,weapons. The development of events in
this dangerous direction would run counter not only to the i:rend of strengthening
international security and cooperation, but also against the existing non-
proliferation structure, elaborated with the participation of the majority of
U. N. member-states, as well as against the efforts being exerted to limit the
existing nuclear weapon arsenals.

Today the strengthening Of the nuclear weapon non-proliferation regime has
become one of the important problems in the sphere of international relations.
There is a need for greater control so that assistance received by non-nuclear
states, both through the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) or as a
result of bilateral agreements, should not be used for developing nuclear arms.
The Soviet U. N. Association is of the opinion that the enhancement of the
effectiveness in the practical implementation of IAEA guarantees should be
Further developed at the forthcoming 1975 NPT Treaty Review Conference.
Serious efforts in this sphere can result in greater stability to the detente
process, in the relaxation and elimination of tensions existing in a number
of regions, in the strengthening of international security, removing everything
which gives rise to additional political and strategic uncertainties which
threaten world peace.

6 1
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The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons the MPT), which

was the result of taking into account the opinions of a large number of states

and which came into force in 1970, has shown its vital importance and necessity.

Its significance is today being still further enhanced under the changing inter-
national situation; in addition the Treaty is an important link in the system of

measures aimed at reducing the danger of a nuclear war. We consider it a most

urgent task to expand the number of Treaty participants, that countries which

have signed the Treaty.become parties to the NPT, and that they conclude cor-
responding control agreements with the LAEA. In other words, there is the urgent

need for new efforts aimed at a more effective and universal implementation of

the NPT. One can expect :. that all countries interested in preserving peace and

the forthcoming NPT Review Conference will exert such efforts in order to still
further strengthen the Treaty and thus make an important contribution to the
consolidation of peace and international security, to rule out nuclear war.

As we see it, the main ways and means in solving this task are closely
connected with making the process of detente irreversible. To achieve the

irreversibility of detente, to supplement politicat detente with a military
detente, means to provide each country with firm confidence in its security.
The active participation.of all states, hig and small, nuclear and non-nuclear,
in the solution of this paramount task will ensure a stable peace and inter-
national security, will eliminate the incentives themselves both for increasing
existing nuclear arsenals as well as their buildup by new countries. We consider

it possible here to limit ourselves to merely stating the obvious importance of

detente for the non-proliferation problem, inasmuch as detente covers an exceed-

ingly wide sphere. It is necessary to concentrate main attention on those ways
and means for strengthening the non-proliferation regime directly linked with

the NPT.

Safeguards System and LAEA Role.

The Soviet U. N. Association is of the opinion that the system of safe-
guards set forth in Article III of the Treaty provides for ensuring reliable

control that nuclear energy be used only for peaceful purposes. The Interna-

tional Atomic Energy Agency is successfully carrying out its control functions.

The achievement of an agreement among the depository countries, in accordance
with which these countries would constantly inform the IAEA on envisaged supplies

of nuclear materials to non-nuclear countries, would be of great importance. This

would ensure that the LAEA has more favourable conditions for conducting its

control functions. Considerable work has been carried out on standardization in
applying safeguards, the modification of model complementary stipulations and

supplements as regards installations, as well as in elaborating technical
manuals on safeguards and a code of practical rules on their implementation.

The existing system of safeguard's could be further perfected with an eye
to enhancing the effectiveness of non-proliferation. We consider it expedient

'in the technical sphere to improve the system of processing information on safe-

guards, including the setting up of an automated system for processing data.

Apparently, what is known as the "old" system of safeguards could be perfected

and unified in order that it become more effective and economical. Tt is

necessary to ensure the receipt of absolutely reliable data on the expenditure

nuclear materials, irrespective of the design of a particular plant.

' 2
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The political aspects of perfecting the system of safeguards, and first mld
foremost the speeding up of the conclusion of negotiations on the signing of
control agreements between the IAEA and a number of states, are of undeniable
importance. It is at present most urgent to expedite the Treaty ratification
process on the part of Euratom non-nuclear countries, and in the first ploce hy
th, Federal Republic of Germany and Italy, as well. as by Japan, and the speediest
cowing into force of the agreement between the IAEA and Euratom.

The Soviet UN Association attaches great importance to the agreement reached
in 1974 between 'countries exporting fissionable materials and special equipment
on the coming Into force of the control mechanism in implementing Article III,
Paragraph 2 of the Non-Proliferation Treaty. We highly appreciate the fact that
not only parties to the NPT but also such countries as the FRG, Japan and Swit-
zerland are participating in this agreement. This objectively facilitates the
strengthenhIg of the Treaty and the expansion of the sphere of its activities.
The participation in diis agreement of all the main exporting countries, both
signatories to the Treaty and those which are not party to the Treaty, could facil-
itate the strengthening of the non-proliferation regime.

An important problem is the physical protection of nuclear materials. The
possibility of the theft of nuclear material by diverse terrorist organizations,
international gangster groups or even individuals, and their use of this material
for political blackmail, extortion or other such purposes, should not be excluded.
Subversive acts at nuclear r eactors should also not be ruled out.

IAEA research in diis sphere made it possible to elaborate special provisions
for the physical protection of nuclear materials and to provide corresponding
recommendations at the request of countries. The IAEA provision on the physical
protection of nuclear materials is as yet, however, not of an obligatory nature.
Wo consider that it is necessary to provide it with the strength of law by .i ntro-
doe tog eoriesponding amendments to the national legislation of states or by
concluding a special international convention. It is important that corresponding
research be continued in order that the system of safeguards be as reliable as
possible and, simultaneously, not violate the sovereign rights of states. Takinginto account the lotter point, one can hardly consider realistic the proposalsadvanced hy certain states on setting up a special, international organ which wouldhe in charge of all nnclear materials and would dispose of their USQ, as this would
he contrary to the principle. of respecting the sovereign rights of states.

As an incentive to increase the number of states party to the Treaty, we con-sider it important to step up IAEA activities in those spheres which are connected
with the implementotion of Article IV of the Treaty, which envisages the widest
cooperation of countries in the development of the application of nuclear energyfor peaceful purposes. During the past five-year period, a number of states have
on a wider scale placed Financial means, information, materials, equipment and
divcrse services at the disposal of the IAEA. This should play a positive role
in facilitating the development of peaceful nuclear power engineering, especiallyon the territories of non-nuclear weapon Treaty participants. The USSR, taLing
inte accowa the importanec C his aspect, is rendering economic, scientific and
technological assistance to 1, loping countries, both on a bpp.tral.basis.as well

.as through the IAEA. in 1974 the Soviet Union increased its Voluntary contrihution
to the FAFA technical assistance fund, in order that this contribution be used for
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the purehztse of nicerials and equipment as well as for providing grants to scien-
tists and specialists, in the first place to those developing countries which are
members of the IAEA and parties to the NPT. As has already been pointed out, the
problem of the accelerated development of nuclear power engineering is today of

special urg,eocy. The task arises of elaborating safety norms and rules in huildlrl
and operating atomic electric power stations. We consider that this task should
be solved wIchill the IAEA framework with the participation of all interested

countries.

The Soviet UN Association favors that Article IV of the Treaty be fully used.
nits would he oF great importance for international cooperation in the peaceful
uses of nuclear energy.

Peaceful ::uclear Explosions

The problem of peaceful nuclear explosions (PNEs) has lately become the subject
of discussions, as this is part of the problem of the non-proliferation of nuclear
weapons and has been included in the Treaty. On the one hand, a nuclear explosive
device designated for peaceful purposes, from the technical point of view, does
not differ in principle from the explosive device of a nuclear bomb. The Treaty,

on the other hand, while categorically banningthe development of nuclear weapons
and other nuclear explosive devices in non-nuclear weapons states Tarty to the
Treaty, establishes, in accordance with Article V of the Treaty, that these states
have the right to potential benefits from any peaceful application of nuclear
explosions. The above-mentioned article envisages that services in conducting
peaceful nuclear explosions in non-nuclear countries should be provided through
an appropriate international body or pursuant to bilateral agreements, with the

observation of necessary procedures.

Considerable work has already been carried out in implementing the stipulations
of the above-mentioned NPT article concerning the oract.ical rendering of services
in the sphere of peaceful nuclear explosions. In 1971 the UN General Assembly
adopted a resolution which provided the IAEA with the role of that competent inter-
national body capable of fulfilling the functions of an international agency in
using nucloar explosions for peaceful purposes. In accordance with this and other
UN resolutions, as well as the stipulations of NPT Article V, the IAEA has drawn

up provisions for the international inspection of peaceful nuclear explosions,

as- well as the procedures by which the Agency shall fulfill the functions of a

corresponding international organ. In September,1974, the Board of Directors
adopted a decision to set up within the LNEA framework a special department on
peaceful nuclear explosions. All this shows that the IAEA is already today actu-
ally that international body which is prepared to discharge responsible functions

in orgni.4in4 ;Hid conducting peaceful nuclear explosions.

At the Same time, the problem of defining the corresponding international body

has as yet not been fully resolved. The Soviet UN Association is Of the opinion

that the :,TT Tri,aLy Review Conference should in a positive manner consider this
question in favor of the IAEA. It also considers it important to continue the

,study. .of ,.technol.ogical. .e6.onomic aspects of peacef10...,nycjPr.Px1).1.07

sions, including security norms and criteria when conducting such explosions, to

complete the elaboration of documents determining the procedure for providing non-

nuclear countries with services for nuclear explosions and the conditions for

conducting FNEs.

6 I
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Endine, the Arms Race Disarmament and Security Guarantees

The curbing and cessation ot the nuclear arms race is of exceedingly great
imporlance in solving the problem of the non-proliferation of nuclear arms. The
corresponding undertakings of states parties to the NPT are contained in Article
VL.

It is quite unden;tandable that the nuclear-weapon states party to the
Treaty hear the main responsibility in carrying out the stipulations of the
above article. This, however, does not remove the responsibility of other
countries. It should he recalled that the Soviet Union's proposal on convenin
a World Disarmament Conference was aimed at drawing all countries into activities
concerning the solution of d7 lr!:lament problems. This proposal has as yet not
been carried out due to H ic,;Istance of a number of states.

lt is to he regretted that as yet necessary support is lacking as far as a
number of other Soviet initiatives are concerned which, in the final analysis,
would also considerably facilitate the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons.
The ten per cent.reduction in the military budgets of the permanent members of
the U. N. Security Council, proposed by .the Soviet Union, could also play an
important role. On the one hand, it would be a real step towards ending the
arms race, including the nuclear arms race, which would be in accord with the
interests of not only the great powers but of the small powers as well. On
the other hand, the allocation of part of the savings for rendering assistance
to developing countries would stimulate their peaceful and not military develop-
ment and would facilitate the strengthening of the peace policy of these countries,
When considering matters from this point of view, the doubts raised by a number
of Security Council members have a negative effect on disarmament, including the
prevention of the spread of nuclear weapons. The Soviet U. N. Association is
of the opinion that a wider political approach is necessary in appraising the
importance of reducing military budgets, also having in mind its influence on
preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons.

The solution of the non-proliferation problem may to a considerable degree
also facilitate the attainment of positive results in the discussion in the
United Nations of the Soviet proposal to prohibit actions influencing the
environment and climate for military and other purposes as being incompatible
with the interests of ensuring international security and the well-being and
health of people. The setting up of nuclear-free zones in different regions
of the world could be of groat importance.

The U. S. S. R. and the U. S. A., fulfilling obligations proceeding from
the stipulations of Article VI of the Treaty, have in recent years exerted con-
siderable efforts in the sphere of restricting nuclear arms. The Soviet-
American 1972-1974 treaties in the sphere of the limitation of strategic arms,
the Agreement on the Prevention of Nuclear War, and the Treaty on the Limitation
of Underground Nuclear Weapon Tests are in accord with the general policy of
strengthening peace and international security. An important initiative was
Oso, the.Soviet-Americangreement,to considerin"teConference of the Committee
on bis'armAhE 'WCW-the possibility of concluding an'international convention

with the most dangerous, lethal means of chemical warfare. It stands to
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reason that these are only the first steps towards general and complete disarma-

ment, that further efforts of the two largest nuclear powers are necessary, but

that they should be supplemented by the efforts of the other nuclear countries

as well.

It is our opinion that a quick agreement between the U. S. S. R. and the

U. S. A. on the next two problems on the agenda - on the problem under dis-

cussion within the framework of SALT II, and that of the complete ending of

nuclear weapon tests - would be of great importance in ensuring the success of

the NPT Review Conference, as well as for non-proliferation in general. The

Soviet U. N. Association highly appraises the agreement reached in Vladivostok

between the U. S. S. R. and the U. S. A. on the principles on which a new
agreement on the limitation of strategic offensive arms will be elaborated.

The Association fully supports the idea of a general and a complete ending of

nuclear weapon tests.

Finally, the problem of security guarantees. The interest of non-nuclear
countries in guarantees in case of a nuclear attack or threat of such an attack

is quite understandable.

The Non-Proliferation Treaty tacilitates a higher level of security for all

states, the non-nuclear countries included. Security guarantees are further

supplemented by the well-known U. S. Security Council Resolution 255, under which

the Security Council and in the first place its permanent members possessing

nuclear weapons are to act immediately in accordance with their commitments under

the U. N. Charter in case of an aggression in which nuclear weapons are employed

or there is a threat of such an aggression against a non-nuclear weapon state.

New steps were taken after 1968 within the U. N. framework on strengthening

international security, including the security of non-nuclear countries. In

1972, on the initiative of the Soviet Union, the XXVII Session of the U. N.

General Assembly adopted a resolution in which, on behalf of U. N. member

countries, "the renunciation of the threat or the use of force in all its forms

and manifestations in international relations in accordance with the U. N.

Charter and the permanent prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons," was

solemnly declared. The resolution also contained recommendations that "the

Security Council most speedily take measures for the full realization of the

General Assembly's statement." The Soviet U. N. Association considers it
necessary to call attention to the fact that these measures have as yet not

been taken by the Security Council.

The Soviet-American Agreement on the Prevention of Nuclear War is a

weighty contribution in providing security safeguards. This agreement played

a major role in strengthening international security. This agreement should

not be undermined by unilateral actions, contradicting its spirit and letter,

such as the conception of a "limited strategic war", which is being advocated

by certain political figures in the U. S. A. All countries should have full

confidence in the resolution of the two great powers not to allow any nuclear

wars - big or small.

The Soviet U. N. Association considers it most important that other nuclear

states also undertake such commitments as regards the prevention oE nuclear war.
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In this case, the guarentee of international security would be considerably
strengthened. The relaxation of international tensions taking place, the energetic
efforts by the majority of U. N. member countries on strengthening the non-
proliferation regime, the concentration.of U. N. efforts on upholding ale aims
and principles of the United Nations - all this should create the necessary
prerequisites for a reliable solution of the non-proliferation problem. The
coordinated approach of the U. S. S. R. and the U. S. A. in solving this problem,
including at the forthcoming review conference, is viewed as being of great
importance. The agreement reached in Vladivostok at the working meeting of the
leaders of the U. S. S. R. and the U. S. A. on the importance and need for
serious efforts in averting the spread of nuclear weapons creates the necessary
basis for the joint actions of the great powers in further strengthening the non-
proliferation regime.

We are glad to see detente progressing. But we know that its further
progress is impossible without the stubborn and tireless struggle of all peace-
loving forces and different non-governmental organizations against those whose
activities undermine peace and are fraught with danger of war. The Soviet and
American U. N. Associations can and must make their contribution and encourage
the struggle for non-proliferation. -It seems expedient in this connection to
prepare and publish a joint memorandum on feasible ways of solving this problem
and make it possible for all the participants of the forthcoming review confer-
ence in Geneva and for the United Nations Organization to study the memorandum.
It might be also expedient to discuss a possibility of making the question of
ways and means to strengthen the NPT an item on the agenda of the XXV Plenary
Assembly of the World Federation of United Nations Associations to be convened
in Moscow in the Fall of 1975.

It is clear that non-proliferation of nuclear weapons is a long-term
problem which cannot be solved without urgent and active common efforts of all
states and all progressive people of the world. It is necessary to make pos-
sible a continuing exchange of opinions on the ways and means to solve the
problem taking into consideration the results of the pending conference and
probable changes in international relations. This decade, designated by the
United"Nations as the Decade of Disarmament, should be marked with intense
public activities and actions of all peace-loving forces with the aim of
stopping the arms race and establishing lasting peace on our planet.

To ensure progress in disarmament and peaceful uses of atomic energy, to
raise the role of the United Nations in ensuring peace and international security -
such are the immediate tasks of progressive peoples of the world. To carry out
these tasks means to create conditions for strengthening the Non-Proliferation
Treaty and for the further development of international relations in the spirit
of mutual understanding and universal peace.
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COMPREHENSIVE ACTION STRATEGY FOR THE SECOND HALF OF THE DISARMAMENT DECADE

Introduction

1. The General Assembly in declaring the Disarmament Decade (2602(XXIV))
requested the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to work out a Compre-

hensive Program of Disarmament. A draft submitted by six States was considered
by the General Assembly (2661(XXV)) and referred to th_. Conference of the Com-
mittee on Disarmament for its further work. This Program remains the most
inclusive agenda for disarmament and constitutes one basis of the following
Comprehensive Action Stra:egy.

2. This Strategy should embrace not only the work of the Conference of the
Committee on Disarmament, but all negotiations and other discussions on this
issue in whatever forum and form they may take place.

3. This Strategy should include effective procedures in order to facilitate
the coordination of such negotiations and other discussions and ensure that the
U. N. General Assembly be kept informed of their progress so as to permit the
proper performance of its functions, including constant review and reappraisal

of progress.

4. The term, disarmament, in this Strategy is used as a generic term which
encompasses and may designate any type of measures relating to the matter, whether
they are measures for the prevention, the limitation, the reduction, or the
elimination of armaments, or the reduction of military forces and expenditures.

Objective

The aim of the Action Agenda is to achieve tangible progress in order that
the goal of General and Complete Disarmament under effective international control
may become a reality in a world in which international control may become a
reality in a world in which international peace and security prevail, and economic
and social justice are attained.

Principles

A. The measures in this Strategy should be carried out in accordance with the
Joint Statement of Agreed Principles for Disarmament Negotiaeions of September,
1961 (1722(XVI)), taking into account all new elements and possibilities in this
area, including obligations undertaken in various treaties on disarmament and
relevant U. N. resolutions.

1. The goal is General and Complete Disarmament, with war no longer an
instrument for settling international problems. Such disarmament must be
accompanied by the establishment of reliable procedures for the peaceful settle-
ment of disputes according to the principles of'the Charter of the U. N.

2. All measures should be balanced so that at no time could any State or
group of States gain military advantage and that security is ensured equally for
all.
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3. All measures should be lmplkillented under such strict and eEfective
international control as would provide adequate assurance that all parties are
honoring their obligations.

4. Progress in disarmament should be accompanied by measures to strengthen
institutions for maintaining peace and the settlement of international disputes
by peaceful means. An international peace force should ensure that the U. N.
can eEfectively deter or suppress any threat or use of arms in -iolation of the
purposes and principles of the U. N.

5. The widest possible agreement should be achieved and implemented at the
earliest possible date. Agreement on interim measures should be undertaken with-
out prejudicing progress on agreement on the total program and in such a way that
these measures would facilitate and form part of that program.

B. Recent experience has led to general agreement on the following additional
principles:

1. While both conventionaL and nuclear disarmament must proceed in
balanced fashion, first priority should be given to the elimination of nuclear,
chemical, biological and other weapons of mass destruction.

2. Politic.11 settlements and disarmament agreements are closely inter-
ruiaLed and both must be pursuud concurrently.

3. Security and disarmament are closely interrelated and both must be
pursued concurrently.

4. Every effort should be made in concluding disarmament agreements not
to prejudge or prejudice juridical or other unresolved issues in any outside
field.

5. Every effort should be made in concluding disarmament agreements not
to affect adversely the scientific, technological or economic future of States.

Elements of the_Agenda

A. General and Complete Disarmament

I. The goal of General and Complete Disarmament is that all States will
have at their disposal only such non-nuclear armaments, forces, facilities and
establishments as are agreed to be necessary to maintain internal order and
protect the personal security of citizens. States shall support and provide
agreed manpower for a !J. N. peace force.

2. The program for General and Complete Disarmament shall contain the
necessary provisions, with respect to the military establishment of every
nations, for

a. The disbanding of armed forces, the dismantling of military
establishments, including bases, the cessation of the production of armaments
as well as their liquidation or conversion to peaceful uses;

b. The elimination of all stockpiles of nuclear, chemical, biological
and other weapons of mass destruction, and the cessation of the production of
such weapons;
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C. The elimination of all means of delivery of weapons of mass

destruction;
d. The abolition of organizations and institutions designed to

organize the military efforts of States, the cessation of military training and

the closing of all military institutions; and
e. The discontinuance of military expenditures.

3. The program for General and Complete Disarmament should be implemented

in an agreed sequence, by stages, until it Is completed, with each measure and

stage carried out within specified time-limits. Transition to a subsequent stage

in the process should take place upon a review of the implementation of measures

included in the preceeding stage and upon a decision that all such measures have

been implemented and verified and that any additional verification arrangements
required for measures in the -ext stage are, when appropriate, ready to operate.

4. All measures of General and Complete Disarmament should be balanced so

that at no stage of the implementation of the treaty could any State or groups
of Ftates gain military advantage and that security is ensured equally for all.

5. During and after the implerr 'ton of General and Complete Disarmament,

the most thorough control should be ciscd, the nature and extent of such

control depending on the requiremc , verification of the disarmament measures

being carried out in each stage. implement inspection and control, an inter-
national disarmament organization i',.luding all parties to the agreement -hould

be created within the framework of the U. N. This organization and its inspectors

should be assured unrestricted access without veto to all places, as necessary

for the purpose of effective verification.

B. Elimination of Nuclear, Chemical and Biological Weapons

The following measures, and others, have been proposed in various disarma-

ment forums and discussions. They are not listed in the order of their priority

or importance and they are not of equal importance. The achievement of one or

more measnres should be a stimulus to agrec on further measures.

1. The banning of all underground nuclear weapon tests.

2. The prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons against non-nuclear-

weapon States.

3. The prohibition of the first ust of nuclear weapons.

4. The prohibition of the use, or the threat to use, nuclear weapons.

5. The drastic, balanced reduction of nuclear strategic weapons in the

stockpiles of the U. S. and the U. S. S. R.

6. The cessation of production of fissionable material for military

purposes and the transfer of existing stocks to civilian uses.
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7. The extension and improvement of the safeguards on the sale or use ofnuclear materials in peaceful nuclear reactors and of entire nuclear systems.

8. A freeze or limitation on the deployment of all types of nuclear weapons.

9. The conclusion of regional agreements for the establishment of additionalnuclear-weapon free zones.

10. A moratorium on peaceful nuclear explosions.

11. The prohibition oE the development and manufacture of new types ofweapons of mass destruction.

12. The prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of allchemical weapons.

13. The prohibition of the use of napalm and other incendiary weapons.

14. The prohibition of the use of other weapons which are indiscriminateor inflict unnecessary suffering.

S. The p,.ohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of allnucl, x weapons in the stockpiles of all States and the destruction of allexistlng nuclear weapons.

16. The flight testing of all new or improved means of delivering nuclearand othex weapons of mass destruction should he halted by agreement.

C. Conventional Weapons

The following measures, and others, have been proposed in various disarma--ment forums and discussions. They are not listed in the order of their priorityor importance and they are not of equal importance. The achievement of one ormore measures should be a stimulus to agree on further measures.

I, The further prohibition of the use for military purposes of the sea-bedand the ocean floor.

2. The establishment of ceilings on the level and types of conventional
armaments and the number of armed forces.

3. The convening of regional conferences at the initiative of the Statesor the region for the prevention and limitation of armamer.cs.

4. A freeze of military expenditures at: existing levels, followed byprogressive reductions.

5. Withdrawal of troops and bases from foreign territories.

6. Prohibition of military and any other hostile use of environmental
modification techniques.
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7. An interna:-..!ottal agreement which in phases would eliminate the sale

and gift of arms.

D. Adherence to and Implementation of Existing Instruments

1. The multilateral treaties so far agreed in disarmament can be listed

as follows:
a. The Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating,

Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Whrfare of 1925.

b. The Antarctic Treaty of 1959.

c. The Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in

Outer Space and Under Water of 1963.
d. The Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in

the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and other Celestial

Bodies of 1967.
e. The Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America

and its two additional Protocols of 1967.
f. The Meaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons of 1968.

g. The Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons

and other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the Sea-bed and the Ocean Floor and in

Subsoil Thereof of 1971.
h. Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and

Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and their

Destruction of 1972.

2. States which have not yet adhered to any or all of the above treaties

are urged to do so without further delay. Particular attention should be paid

by all States to the fulfillment of the obligations contained in and arising

from these treaties, to the review conferences provided for in some of them, and,

where appropriate, to the adoption of measures intended to complete them. The

entry into force,of a treaty is the beginning rather than the end of an effective

effort.
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90 A SPECIAL SESSION OF THE UN GENERALASSEMBLY DEVOTED TO DISARMAMENT?

Homer A. JACK*
). What is a .s.pecial session of the UN General

Assembly and how can it be convened?
Article 20 (A the UN Charter provides for theconvening of special sessions Of the General As.senibl. It indicates that such a session can beconvened by the Secretary-General at the requestof the Security Council or of a majority of Member

States. The Rules of Procedure of the General As.sembly make a distinctioa between an emergency
special session, which can be convened within 24hours by the Secretary-General under certain con .ditions. and a regular special session. The latter can
also be convened upon the request of a single
Member State with the concurrence of a majority
of Member States. Since convening a special session
is a procedural matter, the vote of any nine members
of the Security Council is sufficient or indeed it
can be convened by the request of a single Member
State without reference to the Security Council,but with agreement by a majority of States
members of the General Assembly.

2. How many special sessions of the General
Assembly have been held?
In addition to several emergency special sessions,

there have been seven (regular) special sessionsbetween 1947 and 1975. The first was in April/May
1947 on Palestine and the second was in April/May
1948 on the same subject. The third was in August
1961 on Tunisia. The fourth was in May/June 1963
un the financial situation facing the world organiza.
don. The tit th in April/June 1967 was un peace .

keeping operations. The sixth in April/May 1974 was
devoted to the establishment uf new international
economic order. The seventh in Septemher 1975
.disaiged develiipment and in ternatidnal ,economic
cooperation.

3. Is a special session generally preferableto a world conference?

ln recent years the UN system has sponsored
successful world conferences on environment
(Stockholm in 1972), population (Bucharest in 1974),
food (Rome in 1974), women (Mexico City in 1975),
and habitat (Vancouver in 1976). While these havr
served to focus world attention on these global
problems, they often entailed new modalities which
already existed within the Secretariat anti the tradi
lions of ;he Genoa! Assembly. Thus in recent years
there have been proposal.; to schedule future world

Dr. Jack 15 Secrelary.General of the WorldConference of Religion and Peace, an international
non.government al organization in consultative statuswith ECOSOC, 1W was an ohserver to the FirstMeeting of the Heads of Non Aligned States at Bel.grade in 1961 which first proposed a Special Sessiondevoted to disarmament.

conferences on major global issues %%Rhin the UN
system as special sessions of the General Assembly.
4. What has been the history of convening

a World Disarmament Conference?

The first Summit meeting of the heads of non.
aligned States at Belgrade in 1961 called for a Special
Session ur a World Disarmament Conference. The
Second Summit at Cairo in 1964 Urged a World
Disarmament Conference. The 1965 General Assembly
adopted a resolution to this end, but it was not
implemented. The Soviet Union resurrected the ideain 1971 and in 1972 a Special Commmittee wasestablished to try to make the idea acceptable to
the two States opposed, China and the U.S.A. This
Committee never met, for political reasons, but anAd Hoc Committee on a World Disarmament Con.
ference was established by the 27th General Assembly
in 1973. This has continued meeting and will makeits third report to the 31st General Assembly inSeptember, 1976. Ho Weyer, China and the U.S.A.remain steadfastly opposed to the early convening
of a World Disarmament Conference and so far it
has been agreed that even a preparatory committee
will not be established unless or until all nuclear
Powers agree.

5. How did the proposal for a Special Session
devo.fcd 10 disarmament originate?
Yugoslavia initiated a discussion of the desirab-

ilit:; of a Special Session at a meeting of foreign
mioisters of Non-aligned States at Peru in August
1975. This meeting in its statement, Political Declara.
tion, and Stratetry unanimously approved this para-
graph (number 114): "If it becomes evident that itwill not be possible to convene a World Disarma-
ment Conference, the Foreign Ministcrs consider
that a Special Session of the General Assembly of
the U.N. devoted to disarmament issues should be
convened as proposed in the Declaration of the
First Summit Conference of Non.Aligned Countries."
The proposal for a Special Session was echoed
during the 30th General Assembly, both in the general
debate and in the First Committee. 11 was further
reflected in the Ad Hoc Committee on the Review
of the Role of the U.N. in the Field of Disarmament.

6. What are the advantages of a Special Se.ssion
devoted to discinfinmem?

Most pm sons concerned with disarmanwnt toda%
would Prefer the early convening uf a World Dis-
armament Conference. However, if the impasse isto cmitinue, interim measures and alternatives are
being considered, Of the sev,tral interim measures,a Special Session appears attractive lor at leastthe following reasons?



a. A Special Session would result in the presence,
although this cannot absolutely be guaranteed, of
an nuclear Powers, including China and the U.S.A.
They are unlikely to boycott a Special Session.

b. A Special Session could serve to give world
focus to disarmament, almost in the way a World
Disarmament Conference is conceived.

c. If a Special Session is "successful", it could

serve as a stimulus for convening a World Disarma-

ment Conference.
Thus Member States need not be in the position

of favoring either a World Disarmament Conference

or a Special Session. They could favor a Special

Session of the General Assembly devoted to disarma.

ment, held soon, as a step toward the convening

of a World Disarmament Conference, held soon

thereafter.

7. What would be some of the purposes of a
Special Session?

a. To focus world attention and world public
opinion on the necessity of disarmament to meet

the continuing threat of the arms race. A result

would be to create greater political will fur dis-
armament in all States.

b. To stimulate international action to make
disarmament more likely, especially the creation

of better world security, including permanent U.N.

peace-keeping amchinery.
c. To develop a comprehensive program on

diurmament, reaffirming the goal of general and
complete disarmament and indicating the collateral
steps necessary to reach its first stage.

d. To adopt steps for a major strengthening of
the U.N. in the field of disarmament, beyond any
initial measures recommended by the Ad Hoc Com-

mittee to Review the Rola of the U.N. in the Field

of Disarmament and adopted by the 3Ist General
Assembly.

e. To recommend thc organization of a pre-

paratory committee for a World Disarmament Con-

ference.

S. What would a Special Session not do?

The objective of a Special Session is not to

convene a World Disarmament Conference by another

name. It is to constitute a bridge to convening a

World Disarmament Conference. However, some of

the objectives of a World Disarmament Conference

could be fulfilled by holding a successful Special

Session. It is not initially expected that a Special
Session would accomplish the following:

a. To announce agreement on at least one col.

lateral disarmament item.
b. To create a new, multilateral negotiating

forum for disarmament in which all nuclear States
and other militarily.significant Powers would par-

ticipate.

9. How would a Special Session he organized?

It is much too early to suggest any but the
broadest parameters of such a session. A Preparatory
Committee would be established by the General
Assembly and meet for perhaps 18 months, giving
an interim report to the 32nd General Assembly
in 1977. The Special Session would probably be

held at Headquarters in New York, but not neces-
sarily so if a host country would provide the
extra costs to the U.N. (Belgrade might conceivably
be a venue if not New York). The duration would
1-e three or. at most, four weeks. The time might
oe between February and August 1978. There would
be pressures for the Special Session to act- by
unanimity. There would be a request that it be

convened on a Ministerial level.

10. What are likely next steps in cont.ening
a Special Session?

The Summit Meeting of Heads of State of
Non-Aligned Countries at Sri Lanka in August 1976
will discuss the proposal for a Special Session, and
it appears likely to be endorsed unless there is
progress toward creating at least a preparatory com-
mittee for a World Disarmament Conference
which appears very unlikely.

During the 31st General Assembly especially
if the Non.Aligned Summit endorses a Special

Session and if the third report of the Ad Hoc
Committee on the World Disarmament Conference
registers no progress there will be increasing
support to set up machinery to convene a Special

Session.
The Soviet Union is now very critical of efforts

to convene a Special Session, asserting that a World
Disarmament Conference should be convened instead
and a Special Session would only detract from it.
Some of the Western States, but especially the
U.S.A., at present ,appear to have "no position" on
a Specicl Session but give the same reasons for
opposing it as they do for opposing a World
Disarmament Conference. The position of China is
not yet clear.

At this writing, it appears that the 3Ist General
Assembly will overwhelmingly endorse the convening
of a Special Session. The General Assembly might
set up a Preparatory Committee. It is felt that the
date of a Special Session will not be until 1978.
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VII. B.: ARMS CONTROL AND THE REDUCTION OF TENSIONS,

U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.

Arms Control and the Reduction of Tensions

In addition to the beneficial effects mentioned
above, arms control efforts may also contribute to
reducing international political tensions. By encour-
aging countries to abandon military postures which
appear threatening to their neighbors, arms control
efforts can encourage the resolution of underlying
political differer7.es. By facilitating agreement on the
fundamentals uf an equitable military balance, arms
control can ease or even eliminate the tensions that
result from efforts to achieve small and transitory
advantages. Finally, the process of negotiation itself
can stimulate more intense attention to basic politi-
cal problems and improve communication between
adversaries.

None of these results are certain, however. Relax-
ation of tension can be deceptive if fundamental
sources of conflict are only temporarily concealed.
Agreements can lead to mistrust if mutual confi-
dence cannot be established. And communication
can be used to mislead as well as to inform. But true
dialogue, understanding and the trust that a long
experience of faithful compliance with agreements
can create are important products as well as ingredi-
ents of the arms control process.

Still, arms limitation alone is not enough to reduce
the principal causes of antagonism in the world.
These antagonisms are typically the cause of arms
competition rather than its result. Arms control must
therefore be a part of an overall strategy which
seeks to resolve underlying causes of tension where
possible, and at least to reduce the frequency and
severity of confrontations in situations where ten-
sions persist. As Secretary of State Kissinger has
declared, "an equilibrium based on constant con-

frontations and mortal antagonisms will ultimately

end in cataclysm.''

Unilateral vs. Cooperative Arms Control

Although the term "unilateral disarmament"
arouses justifiable skepticism, some unilateral arms
control measures can promote both national and
global security. They may be unilateral actions by
which we reduce the risks of accidental use of our
own weapons or reduce the possibility that another
country might be tempted to attack us. For this
reason we have introduced a wide range of techni-
cal devices designed to eliminate the possibility that
one of our nuclear weapons could be fired by
accident or without authorization. For this reason,
too, we have invested enormous sums of money ,o
foreclose the pmsibility that a surprise attack might
cripple our niiclear deterrent forces, in order to
discourage the leaders of other countries from think-
ing, even in a severe crisis, that war is preferable to
negotiation roprintt,d frool Arms Conirot

Beyond these unilateral measures, the U.S. Gov-
ernment sees other steps that could reduce the risks
of war, but these require the active cooperation of
potential adversaries and thus require arms control
agreements. Large-scale reduction of forces is an
important step that cannot be simply unilateral, but
must be reciprocated by potential adversarie5. The
ABM question had to be resolved by an explicit
agreement or not at all. Simply giving up our own
ABM system and permitting the Soviet Union to
continue with its program would have been harmful
to our national security. Agreed and equivalent
limitations on American and Soviet ABM programs
made it possible to avoid large investments in
missile defenses (and countervailing of fensive
forces) whose effect might have been solely to
neutralize one another.

If cooperative arms control of this kind is to
succeed in maintaining and improving U.S. security,
it is essential that we have confidence that other
countries are living up to their commitments. Such
arms control requires adequate means of verifica-
tion. Unless we can establish confidence that agree-
ments are being respected, arms control generates
mistrust and fear, ultimately worsening tensions.

Negotiations vs. Unilateral initiatives

Cooperative arms control is more complicated
and difficult than unilateral measures, not only be-
cause of _the requirement_ for.; .yenfication but also

because of the difficulty of negotiation. International
arms control negotiation is frequently a protracted,
even painful, process. Persuasion and discussion
are helpful, but rarely sufficient by themselves to
achieve agreement on complex and controversial
matters involving supreme national interests.

Effective negotiations require that the United
States maintains sufficient str.)ngth and momelturn
in its arms programs to impress its barrTh.ning
opponents that the benefits of cooperation outweigh
the risks of competition This means that decisions
-tout our own force posture sometimes must be
aken with a view to the likely effect on the negotia-
ions, more spcifically that we make dem what we
vill negotiations fail It ni000c, olso, that we
nusr oe prepared to resist pressinos by other
:ountries designed to extract unwairoilted concos.
,ions from the United States. evon if this resist,Thc.e

¶.0metimes makes nogolialions piotracted ond con,
tontions.
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Thus it seems worth asking whether another way
might not achieve results more quickly, avoiding the
undesired secondary effects of prolonged negotia-
tions. Could more be accomplished by having the
United States take the lead unilaterally in reducing
or limiting our military forces, and thereby encourag-
ing other countries to follow our -good example"? In
fact, this technique has been tried in the past. How
well does it work?

On November 25, 1969 the United States took an
important unilateral initiative when President Nixon
announced that the United States was abandoning
any use of biological or bacteriological weapons.
This American initiative was followed by the signing,
on April 10,1972, of the Biological. Weapons Con-
vention, a treaty banning development, production
and stockpiling of such weapons.

In announcing its intention to refrain from basing
weapons in outer space, the United States also
opened the way for an eventual treaty on thiS
subject. On September 5, 1962, Deputy Secretary of
Defense Gilpatric announced that we did not intend
"to place any weapons of mass destruction in outer
space" and expressed hope that the Soviet Union
would similarly refrain. Although there was no Soviet
response for more than a year, the Soviet Union did
later join in supporting the "no orbiting" resolution in
the U.N. General Assembly and ultimately signed
the Treaty on the Use of Outer Space on January
27, 1967. By limiting military competition in outer
space, this treaty should help to forestall the devel-
opment of weapons which might reduce warning of

nuclear attack while being highly vulnerable tti,..?m-
selves.

One successful unilateral initiative actually oc-
curred di iring wartime. During World War II, al-
though neither the United States nor Japan were
parties to the Geneva Protocol prohibiting the use of
poison gas, President Roosevelt declared that we
would not be the first to use chemical weapons.
(Only in January 1975 did the United States ratify
the Geneva Protocol.) Except for isolated uses by
Japan against China, chemical weapons were not
used in the war, even in situations where they might
have had some marginal military utility.'

While some unilateral initiatives to restrain arms
competition have been successful, there have been
noteworthy failures as well. On April 26, 1965; U.S.
Ambassador to the United Nations Adlai Stevenson
observed that:

by mid. 1 966 the United States will have inactivated or
destroyed over 2,000 0.47 bomberlype aircraft In add.
lion. the United Slates will make a reduction dunng 1965 in
the number of 052 heavy bomber aircraft in the eiosting
onerational forces These reductions also will be accom
Wished by the destruc;ion of aircraft Moreover. the United
States now olan to forgo the construction of some Minuteman
missiles which were included in our plans, as well as further
increments of such misgiles tot tho loture

rj

Ambassador Stevenson called on other nations to
reciprocate, declaring that these were "examples of
restraint on the part of a nation which is capable, as
I am sure everyone here knows, of far greater
military production." In an interview that same
month, Secretary of Defense McNamara asserted
that "the Soviet rate of expanSion today is not suc'-i
as to allow them even to equal, much less exceed,
our own 1970 force .. . the Soviets have decided
that they have lost the quantitative race, and they
are not seeking to engage us in that contest
there is no indication that the Soviets are seeking to
develop a strategic nuclear force as large as ours."

Unfortunately, the Soviet Union failed to show the
restraint for which Ambassador Stevenson had
hoped and which Secretary McNamara had pre-
dicted. Ambassador Tsarapkin instead attacked the
American step-by-step approach and asserted that
"the question can be solved only in the context of
the total destruction of all delivery vehicles and the
total destruction of nuclear weapons." It is only now,
a decade later, after difficult negotiations and an
unrelenting Soviet strategic buildup, that long term
limits on strategic offensive forces finally seem in
sight .

Experience suggests that unilateral initiatives are
not effective in changing positions on issues where
there is basic disagreement. For several years in the
1960's, American officials publicly urged the benefits
of mutual restraint in ABM deployment. In an inter-
view on February 15, 1967, then Secretary of De-
fense McNarnara stated his belief that the introduc-
tion of ABM systems "would be wasteful" and ihat
"it would actually increase the risk to both of the
parties were they to deploy anti-ballistic missile
systems."

The Soviet view at that time was quite different. In
response to whether a moratorium on ABM develop-
ment was possible, Premier Kosygin stated rather
emphatically at a London news conference on Feb-
ruary 9, 1967:

i think that a defensive system which preventS attack,
is not a cause of the arms race but represents a factor
preventing the death of people Al present the theory is
current in some plaCes that one should develop whichever
system is Cheaper. An antimissile system may cost more
than an offensive one, but it is intended not tor killing people
but for saving human lives I understand that I am not
answering the question that was put to rno. but you can draw
appropriate conclusions yourselves

Only after the United States abandoned its earlier
restraint and began vigorous pursuit of an ABM
system did Soviet views about the value of ballistic
missile defense begn ,o change. Without this U.S.
military effort, it is doubtful that we would have been
able to negotiate the ABM Treaty.

Ait of the other malor belligerents wore partieS to the 1925
Geneva protocol The only uses of poison gas alter World War I
wore of Italy. a party to the Geneva Protocol. in its 1936 attack
,,n Ethiopia, by Japan 111 China, and during Egypt s intenrint.on
in the civil war in Yemen in the 1960 S



During the decade 1965 through 1975, the level-
ing off and subsequent decline in the U.S. military
budget was accompanied by growing strategic initia-
tive by the Soviet Union. Even though the nominal
defense budget increased during that period, the
value of the dollar dechned rapidly due to inflation,
so that the actual cost of U.S. defense programs
decreased until 1973 when it was below the 1965
level..As the cornparative trend lines in the charts
(Figure 1) show graphically, this unilateral restraint
enabled Soviet._milj.tary programs to outpace their
American counterparts during the eady 1970s. To
realize these advances the Soviet Union had to
spend up to twice as great a share of its national
output because its economic production remained
substantiaHy smaller than that of the United States.

The Soviet Union has evidently been willing to
bear heavy costs to maintain the momentum of its
military programs. As long as this momentum contin-
ues, and the Soviet Union continues to value its
growing military strength so highly, the prospects for
reciprocal restraint are unpromisingeven though it
has approached, and in certain respects even ex-
ceeded, a position of military equivalence to the
United States. Fortunately, we have temporarily
benefited directly and indirectly from the strength of
other nations. However, the United States will have
to arrest, and in some cases reverse, adverse

,nds in the balance of Soviet and American
s:'ength to reinforce Soviet incentives for more
mofilally binding restraints on their arms programs in
the fu;,.re.

The Need for Agreed Limitations

If negotiations sometimes have unsatisfactory
mnsequences, so, too, do "informal" arr ;ngernents
that attempt to paper over a negotiating impasse.
For a period of almost ,3 years, from 1958 to 1961,
the United States, the United Kingdom, and the
Soviet Union suspended nuclear testing in an effort
to facilitate negotiation of a nuclear test ban treaty.
That experience offers useful lessons in the pitfalls
of informal restraint.

Unilateral initiatives designed to promote progress
in arms control are sometimes difficult to distinguish
from efforts to gain propaganda advantages. There
had been unilateral offers, first by the Soviet Union
and later by Me United States and the United
Kingdom, to suspend nuclear testing, but these
offers came after the parties had lust completed
extensive test series. Nol too surprisingly, the self-
serving offers were not reciprocated Then. (In No
vember 7. 1958, President Eisenhower announced
that the United States would continue its suspension
of testing despite tho inost wont Soviets to'l<i .ind
a selfunposed test inoratorium be.jan
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Uncierstandably, the parties to the informal mora- -95

toriurn had sharply conflicting views about the terms
on which it should continue.. The United States was
concerned about the possible consequences of a
prolonged and unverifiable suspension of testing.
Accordingly, President Eisenhower's initial proposal
carried a time limit of 1 year. Toward the end of
1959, he announced that the U.S. moratorium on
testing would expire on December 31st, but he
pledged that the United States would continue to
negotiate and would not resume nuclear weapons
tests "without announcing our intention in advance
of any resumption.** There were in fact no tests by
the United States, nor any substantial preparations
for tests, prior to the Soviet Union's resumption of
testing in August 1961.

On August 28, 1959, the Council of Ministers of
the U.S.S.R. had announced that the Soviet Union
would not resume testing except "in case of resump-
tion [by the Western Powers] of nuclear weapons
tests." There was no time limit contained in this
pledge. France had begun testing, however, and
there were frequent Soviet warnings that the conse-
quences of French testing would be the responsibil-
ity of "the Western Powers." On May 15, 1961,
following a French test 2 weeks earlier, Soviet
Ambassador Tsarapkin told the Geneva disarma-
ment talks:

The continuance of nuclear weapon tests by France places
the Soyiel Union in situation which may compel it to resume
atomic and hydrogen bomb tests ...

The commitment of both sides to the testing
moratorium was thus hedged and tentative. Tension
was heightened enormously when the Soviet Union
resumed testing on August 30, 1961 with an exten-
sively prepared and highly publicized test series.
There had not been any further French testing to
provide even an excuse for this action, which was
clearly intended to demonstrate Soviet power and
influence the crisis over Berlin. The political impact
probably was worse than if there had been no
moratorium. American public opinion was shocked
and embittered. When the Soviet Union completed
its test series and proposed a new moratorium,
President Kennedy, in an address on March 2, 1962
declared:

We know enough now about broken iiegoliations,
secret OrOparatenns. afid the advilotaqus gained from a long
teit senOs never to offer again an uninspected moratorium
Some inay urge us to try it again, keeping our preparations to
iest Jc 1 constant state 0/ readiness But lo actual putctice.
oaiiicukuly in society of free choice. we cannot keep
ic,i)tkght qCten!ISIS concentrating on the preparation of an
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or r!.1, f,)! plaCe on tfl uncertain

berm,ally. Ole negotiating deadlock on a test ban
tredly wa.> finally broken by another U.S. unilateral
initialive Speaking at American University on June
10. 1963. President Kennedy pledged that the
United States would refrain from conducting nuclear
tests in the atmosphere as long as other states also
refrained He indicated that a ban limited to atmos-
[Mem testing could be adequately verified by means
acceptable to the Soviet Union. There was an
almost immediate Soviet expression of interest and
the Limited Test Ban Treaty was initialed 6 weeks
later in Moscow

If the 1963 proposal is an example of a successful
unilateral initiative followed by negotiations, the ear-
lier efforts demonstrate the inadequacy of unilateral
actions alone as a substitute for negotiated agree-
ments lasting a longer period. When nations disa-
gree. unilateral initiatives 'cannot bridge the gap.
There i!'; danger that each side will merely put
forward L owri (mils on an "all-or-nothing" basis.

Arms control must be a continuing and expanding
process. Measures which limit or restrain competi-
tion in one area must not exacerbate it elsewhere.
For example, despite the obvious importance of
efforts to limit strategic arms, these weapons are
only a small part of the armaments of the superpow-
ers, consuming only a fraction of their military budg-
ets. They by no means even include all nuclear
weapons. As the strategic balance stabilizes, the
tactical or regional balances, both nuclear and con-
ventional, increase in importance. Also, limitations
on nuclear weapons must be supplemented by
limitations on conventional weapons and on arms
transfers. Nor can arms control be limited to the
superpowers alone. The interests of all the nations
of the world are intimately involved in arms control.

1.:(1 toi*; Note : 'Me initiatives concept as introduced in this essay
i r s Hnif icant ty from the Peace [nitiadves Strategy introduced

in the next two essays. Among the differences are the sense of goals,
thy i f vevIce between isolated acts and an initiatives strategy, andOw ;it tomt: in the foil owing two essays to link initiatives in other
fiel (I.; to the probl em of gaining reciprocation when "nations disagree".
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VII. A PEACE INITIATIVES STRATEGY FOR ENDING WAR: Assumptions,

Goals and a Nonviolent Method, by Robert Pickus

Editor's Note: The essay which follows is a concise statement of
an approach to international conflict which takes seriously the goal
of ending war. The essay states the assumptions underlying that
approach, identifies the basic goals which must be achieved to end

war as a legitimate means of resolving international conflict and

introduces the peace initiatives strategy for achieving those goals.

Every context sustaining an approach to intema-
tional conflict involves a number of assumptions.' We
have made some of the most important of ours explicit

here.

ASSUMPTIONS

1) Something is wrong in a world in which war is
accepted as a right and reasonable instrument of
national parr. A world in which nations train men
for mass violence is a world that should be changed.
2) Conflict among men is in the nature of things;

organized mass violence is not. We will not rid the
world of hatred or of individual and small group
violence, but we can end war.

3) Ending war is not contingent on achieving a
world of perfect justice and harmony, nor does it re-
quire a fundamental alteration in human souls or
psyches. Ending war does not require resolving all

the tensions that lead to conflict.
4) A perspective on foreign policy adequate to

present international reality will recognize and meet
the threat to our nation's security and to democratic
values posed by power organized in other national
and ideological camps. It will therefore seek changes
of understanding and policy in those power centers
as well as in America.

5) Rut such a perspective must emphasiz.e initiative
action by our country. For in a time when the agree-
ments essential to controlling the threat of war seem
beyond reach, only action not dependent on prior
agreement can change the situation and make agree-
ment possible. There are initiatives our government

....e.y .o .eac _le worldcould take whieh are more It] I tl

toward a stable peace than our present, dominantly
military policy, or the current most visible alternative
an attempted withdrawal from world affairs.

6) Work for a world without war which takes in-
telligent accoont of threats to democratic valoes and
institutions posed by other power centers is in the
hest interest of our country and expresses the best
in our traditions. It is not a threat to them.

7) Responsibility for such work rests with indi-
vithial citizens as well as political leaders. Lavnico
as well as experts have a critical role to play in mak-
ing our country a leader in work for a world without
war.

97

8) But government provides the process by which
a world witli_ont war may be hoth achieved and sus-
tained. Our comminnent is to representative, (emo-
cratic government by which majorities role and to
conceptions of individual and minority rights, which
set limits to and legitimize governmental authority.

9) Man can reason and should. With all its short-
comings, a commitment to rationality is ;in essential
requisite in the pro('ess by whMi we will end war.

10) Whatever the odds, we are required to try.
We make no formal ;uaininent for the validity of all

the assumptions stated. To do so would involve a long
and difficult analysis of alternative assumptions and
an attempt to establish the superiority of those we
have accepted. Some evidence for the validity of sonic
of these assumptions has been provided in other sec-
tions, but a hill argument cannot he made within the
confines of this book. We have, therefore, simply
stated the ideas believed to be true which undergird
the political .statement that follows.

ESTABLISMNG TUE COAL

Working to bring an end to war requires estab-
lishing alternative means through which nations can
resolve their conflicts and &fend their values as they
act on their presently divergent views of what con-
stitutes justiee and security. The obstaelos to ending
war are not simply in the domain of geography and
power- that is, of geo-politicsbut also in the domain
of psycho-politics, the current crisis of mind and will.

In the shadow of Hiroshima the will to work for
ari end to war was manifest. It is no longer. Instead,
new and old justifications for war urge niankind to dis-.
aster. At the heart of the context presented here is a
reaffirmation of the right goal; ending war.

Elements in our American heritage turn us to this
goal. Our religious tradition: timelt mates innate dig-
nity and worth. From them has emerged a gradually
developing concept of lasy that protects us from the
arbitrary use of power and insists that the state is the
cl."I'v a t and not the master of men.

Reprinted from To End War (New York: Harper & Row 1970), copyrighted

by the World Without War Council
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Our own recognition of contemporary t hreats to
these values dictates acceptance of the goal of ending
war, for the power of other states is not the only
threat to this tradition. It is also threatened by the
inexorable requirements of organization for modern
war and by the tragic parallel rejection of a 'eat-
violent democratic process by many of our own voting
people, caught in the moral and political contradic-
tions of an America that is waging war.

The root values of our political tradition, the flexible
pluralism of our nation, its immense powerall make
possible a significant contrilmtion to attempts to end
war. One can recognize the limitations of \Oat the
United States can do, while still rejecting many voices
now calling for a lowering of goals. The perspective
presented hbre reqects a withdrawal from international
responsibility, as it rejects the belief that a dom..
inantly military policy can Milli that responsibility or
secure our own ftintre.

THE ESSENTrAT. Onjvc-rrvEs

'What are the essential objectives of those corn.
mitted to achieving a world without svar?

A world without war is a world in schich tigreement
on universal, complete and enforceable disarmamert
has been achieved and put into effect. Bitt disarma-
ment alone is not a suffleient objective, for it cannot
ho maintained withont alternative procedlires for re-
solving conflict and establishing justice in world af-
fairs. It cannot be maintained without law. Aehieving
disarmament and establishMg law are, therefore, the
first two objectives. But there can be no law without
a sense of world conitounity. If a disarmed world
under law is to be based on consent, instead of Un-
posed by violence. there must be a developed sense
of unity and mittnal responsibility among men. The
third objective is, therefore, a strengthened sense of
world coMmunity.

Most men, however, do not want law and stability
if that entails keeping things as they are. They live
under conditions of deprivation or exploitation, and
they want change. In Asia, Africa and Latin America,
ecottoinie, political and social th;mge eon cornt with or
without mass violence, but it will come. A fourth
jective, then, for those committed to work for a world
without war is to 'provide peaceful channels and
well-conceived programs for needed change and
development.

Those seeking to commit this nation to leadership
in achieving a just and stable peace must also find
ways to change those attitudes and policies of other
nations that block the road to peace. The single-
minded foeus on the Communist enemy that for se
long gave cohesion, whether sensible or not, to U.S.
policy ha.s given way to a new realization of a rapidly

changing world, one in which sixty-six of the 141
nations on our State Department's list are new nations
which have achieved independence in this generation.
The primary concern of these new nations is to estab-
lish national unity and a national character. Their
desire to project their new identity adds new prob-
lems to the obstacles posed by the older nationalisms.
In this explosive scene it is more important than ever
to assess realistically the power and purpose of key
elements in the Communist world, Such an assess-
ment rejects both the view of Communism as a de-
monic, unchanging, monolithic force, and also the
unwarranted optimism which ignores the threat to
democratic values and world peace posed by some
current attitudes and policies of Communist nations
and political forces. A fifth objective, then, is to move
other nations to join us in pursuit of a disarmed world
under lawone in which change can come without
chaos, and hopeful trends toward material well-being,
education and freedom for all men can be encouraged.

Since values must be defended and needed change
is often rejected, those who turn away from mass vi-
olence must propose other means by which conflict
ean be resolved and change achieved in the Com-
munist world in the developing nations and in the
West. Thus peace research, particularly the applica-
tion of the theory of nonviolence to international
conflict, and experimentation with nonviolent tech-
niques for conflict resoltition, is another essential
requisite of progress on the road to a world without
war.

Finally, progress in the achievement of ':he other
six objectives is unlikely unless men and nations are
impelled to work for them. That recognition of obli-
gation conies when men touch those root values which
assert the brotherhood of all men or encounter that
knowledge or authority which sustains the command-
ment 'Thou shalt not kill." Whether based on a hu-
manistic ethic or a religious dictum, widespread
understanding of why men should turn from war, and
action consonant with that understmiding, is a seventh
essential requirement if governments are to lead in
ending war,.
: Seven objectives, then, together make up a world
without war approach to foreign policy disclissiontt

1. General, complete and 'enforceable disarma-
ment
2. Growth toward world law
3. World community
4. World economic and political development

Bringing other nations into agreement on the
pursuit of these goals
G. Enabling change without violence
7. Affirming fundamental values

A DYNAMIC:

flow can the perspeutive ()whiled above provide
standards for judgment when a specific war/penee



iscni emounhred"!" Before deriving tho,:e standards
frow Oro di-enssitni tl.os far. 'Xf. MHO flro not,
limitatioe of the approai. (Iola:ed. It ir wei,khes!!

that is widely recogni;(11 ti,t ,..1,1,6,.
Mrs! so many thonylitrid ra 11r) 111,!;:r ihter-

ester! in universal disainunneht ,,vor!r: laW state-
rrywt,,: to ha me:minc,hil eaeh of the obi,ctivt's
requires agreement. Arid the hrimarv lesson fr.-::m

twentv.foor veal, of international Ii,''i,tjitlrIi I. !lmt

w cannot reach agreetuent. The lift!: ohjectivetiws
encompasses ;11111 tha prerequisite to taest Of the
others.

Is there a poliev which begins with today's reality.
\ ail!! :tat ii situations where agreement has not
lwen achieved, and act to produce new incentives and
pressiircc that mnko :igrarmnt more likely?

There is snb a policy perspective. It is policy of

Auenican

ANTI:FM:AN NITI ATI vES

A policy of American initiatives is based on the
belief that a dominantly military U.S. foreign policy
cannot koduce growth h,w;o-ci a world withinit war
or develop successfni opposition to the spread ctf
totalitarian political systems. A favorable judgment
of the feasibility of an initiative policy does not re-
qnirc an optimistie assessment of the realities of power
and policy in the Soviet Union or China. One can,
for example. be profoundle pessimistie about present
pohcy in Peking and yet come to the conclusion that
initiative proposals for U.S.-China policy involve less
risk and greater promis for improvement than does
continned isolation and potenti;d military confronta-
tion. The heart of the ihitintive approach lies in the
very different question it seeks to answer: instead of,
"How can our military power best influence their
political and military policy," a peace initiative ap-
proach nsks, "What non-military ucts con we take that
give promise of producing the change in their atti-
tude and policies that must come if we are to reaeh
agreement on disarmament awl world law?"

The initiative approach works with the processes of

change. It rejects acquiescence to an opponent's will

as it refuses to seek his destruction. It seeks instead
to change him. A policy of peace initiatives is dis-

tingnished by its goalsworld disarmament and world
lawfrom the more familiar military initiatives that
constitute an arms rare. But its method is a very sim-

ilar one. It doe.s not wait for agreement. it pnrsues its

purpose by nnilateral actions. A peace initiatives
policy recognizes that any final settlement must be
has,,d (in common consent, hut assorts that there are
situations (Vietnam is clearly one) in which only
independent action taken witlumt prior agreement
can (treaty a siniati,m in which agreement beeomes
possilile. A peace initiatives policy seeks to form vec-
tors of influence on and within an opposing
system that could move that system toward agree-
mynt on world dis,trnwinent and world law.'
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CoNNTION 1,011 A SHCCKSSMI.

ISMATtyks

act:: create the canditu.ns that
.ts

tio Onvin»Inn'llt (!t'
i.:1.(it!,'5 Of oil Allstulns cut.

The principle here is the same one that urges a
t.s...linuation of the arms race: men respond to their

. !. Au initiative policy seeks to create an
hich Mcreases internal pressure on Rus-

sia!, a:Id c..inse leaders to respond to Peace initia-
Sitaflarivin initiative policy focuses external

forces and world opinion on the need for claange in

these leaders' military pMi-ies, as well as in our own.
changing the balance of political forces within

the oppos'ing systents. leadcnvhip.
Proponents and opponents of ABM deployment,

of -ttlick" and "thin" systems and all th e. other ele
merits in our ABM or NI IIIV controversies, surely exist
in the Soviet Union. "Dove" and "hawk" camps exist .
in every nation. U.S. initiatives could vitally affect the
r_mteotne of internal arguments over the feasibility of
negc,-ttng it general and complete disarmament
te-recmcnt.

i. Bi,/ bringing pressure for reciprocal action to bear
On and within the opposing system.

The American failure to bring significant pressure
to hear on Hanoi and the NLF to end the war in
Vietnam is a case in point. Could gemiine peace
initiatives do what military pressure has failed to do?
What would be the impact, for example, of a unilat-

eral American cease-fire (save under attack) com-
bined with political initiatives that opened the way
for the NLF to pursue their political objectives by

means other than violence?
Most of the people of Vietnam are fighting neither

Communist aggression nor American imperialism.

They are Sghting for their lives. Hanoi and thc NLF
have felt no pressure from them to end the killing
because the U.S. has been snccessfully identified in
the minds of many (in Vietnam and around the
world) as the force that makes the killing go on.
American initiatives to end the killing and to identify
the forces that prefer victory to peace could change
the situation. This approach is very different from

enrrent discussions of "Vietnamizing" the war,

whether presented in the Nixon administration's con-
text or in that of a peace movement that concentrates
solely on withdrawing American power instead of on
ending the killing. An initiative approach aims at
ending the killing in a way that moves us toward
control of the threat of war. It &fines negative and
nositiye incentives that could move the Vietnanwse
combatants toword a negotiated settlement 301).

Similarly, the arms race is an obstacle to most of

the world's population participation in the fruits of
inaustrialization. A strategy of American initiative
acts, even if unsuccessful, would bring pressure to
bear on the powers which prefer the risks of an arms
race to the risks of disarmament: for such powers are
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obstacles to the new nations' desire for rapid two-
mimic development. Tnrning to internal pressures,
today's stndents are one example of an important
group in most of the major powers that would work
internally for a positive response to genuine peace
initiatives.

(1. rtf Opening alternative nonviolent courses of
action through which an opponent may pursue hisgook

An initiatives policy offers hope of regaining a per-
spective on security and the pursuit of justice that canturn men fmm present reliance on mass violence or
national military power. For many, despite thermonu-
clear weapons, there now appears to be no alternative.
A peace initiative. policy would reject and seek to
control violence, even as it accepted and opened chan-
nels mi political conflict and its nonviolent resolution.

Initiative acts may not be immediately reciprocatedin a given situation hnt may still be useful and im-
portant steps. Properly undertaken they can aid in
estaldkliing the understandings and precedents neces-
sary to contain new stages in the arms race or newthreats of war. Since confusion over who is initiating
a new stage, and who is merely responding to theother side, is the usual justification for each newstage, there is enonnons valm. in act; which help
identify and isolate those political forces committed
to continuing the arms race.

B1211,InNE AN INITIATIVES POLKA"

llien is nothing new in the idea of uni::kteral ini-
tiatives. The Soviet Union has for years jainmed or
stopped jamming the Voice of America as a way of
signaling a change in Soviet attitude. As simple anact as inviting a foreign head of state to visit this
country, as potentially significant an act as President
Nixnn's announcement regarding American cessation
of research and stockpiling of bacteriological weapons,and even the very limited steps taken recently to
change U.S.-China trade relations are unilateral initia-
tive's. President Kennedy's announcement, in his 1963
Amerioan University speech, of a unilateral American
cessation of nucli.ar testing in the atmosphere was an
important peace initiative that clearly aided in the
sucees,ful :whievement of agreement on the nuclear
test ban treaty.

What would be new would he a policy of initiative
action toend war. There was a period early in the
sixties when attention for a time focused on the initia-
tive idea, Preniier Klinishchey called for a policy of
"mutual example." 1 he Carnegie Endowment's fiftieth
anniversary project in 1961 sought suggestions of uni-
lateral steps the United States could take to improve
the puisperts of peace. Other research agenciesworked on lists of American initiative acts they
deemed desirable and feasible.

But no poliey was ever enunciated.
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Doing so would involve a clear and comprenensive
statement of goals essential to achieving a ex odd with-
out war. It would reqnire a planned series of initiative
actsnot isolated gestures, but a deliberate, graduated
set of initiatives designed to move us toward each
goal. Such a policy would include careful thought asto what must be done to create or exploit the condi-
tions (outlined above) that would make reciproca-
tion most likely.

With regard to disarmament, for example, agree-
ment on complete banning of arms in Antarctica and
outer space has been achieved. What could be done
to extend zonal disarmament to other areas? Could
the United States designate a segment of this coun-trysay New Englandas a disarmed zone open to
international inspection? How could that initiativeengage the U.N. and other international agencies?
What other acts by our government and private agen-cies could maximize internal and external pressure onthe Soviet Union to reciprocate by naming a single
disarmed area within the Soviet Union? How couldthese zones be extended? What would be the mostlikely countries in Africa willing to designate a dis-armed zone? What approaches should be made togovernments there?

Since inspection, is a key.to the disarmament prob-lem, at what point should the United States authorize"inspection by the people" of all U.S. disarmamentinitiatives? That is, specifically state the U.S. citizen'smoral obligation to report any violation of disarma-ment initiatives (or any subsequent internationalagreements) to an international agency. What appealsto specific elites and age groups within the SovietUnion; what Russian traditions, what realities ofdomestic Soviet politics and what possibilities of pres-sure from world opinion give promise, if properlyexploited, of a favorable response to this initiative?
How eau the facts of extensive governmental controlswithin Soviet society' and the ideological barriers toa sense of world community, be overcome?

It is this kind of detailed thinking extended to eachof the major goals considered above that would benecessary' to construct an initiatives policy.
Any initiative approach requires a carefully thoughtout policy involving prior public announcement ofthe act and its intention and snggested possible re-ciprocal moves. The degree of risk involved in eachstep would.have to be carefully calculated. What, forexamph., would we risk if we took seriously the pro-posal to make the DEW line (Distant Early Warningline) an international guarantor of warning againstnuclear attack, a warrant that America seeks securityfrom such an attack, not only for our nation, but forothers, or, what would we risk if we tied reductionin our arms budget to problems of capital needs inthe developing nations?



An initiatives policy wotild relate disarmament
moves : acts strengthening growth toward %York]
law, There hay, been, for example, proposals for
American initiatives to internationalize control of the
Panama Canal. Such an agreement conic] provide :1
model for international control of international water-
ways and tinis a step toward elimiluiting situations
that have in the past led to war. Repealing the Con-
nally Reservation (thus ending a situation in which
the United States and not the International Court of
Justice determines when the Court has jurisdiction in
cases involving what the U.S. might regard as a domes-
tic issue) is another example of a unilateral act in
the world law area that properly undertaken could
encourage reciprocation by other nations committed
to growth toward world law, An imarmed World
Peace Brigade for service on war-threatened borders;
opening selected American editorial columns to Com-
munist Chinese editors (and re(juesting reciproca-
tion); U.N. chartering of international corporations
there is no shortage of specific ideas of hose initiatives
by our country could have a beneficial impact on eco-
nomic and political relations, international law and
international organization and problems ranging from
population and spate research to economic develop-
ment. We do not attempt here to list these, or to sort
the sound from the unsound. Our purpose is to intro-
duce the idea, not to spell out a full policy of Amer-
ican initiatives.

There have been two widely different apnroaches
to a policy ol American initiatives. One emphasizes
the reduction of international tension and sees as the
central problem creating an atmosphere of mutual
trust in which agreements, previously thought impos-
sible to achieve, may be reached, Just as an arms
race is a form of unilateral but reciprocal tension-
increasing activity, this approach recommends uni-
lateral hut reciprocated tension-decreasing activity.
Another initiative approach views more soberly the
reality of the conflict that produces the tension, and
focuses on the problem of producing sufficient pres-
sure to move recalcitrant national leaders to make
the desired reciprocal response. A combination of
reduction of threat and coercive pressures, both
nal and external, to force reciprocation, is the ap-
proach recommended here.

We face a situation in which every plan for peace
comes up against the fact that it reqnires agreement
and we do not agree. In that situation many say we
either surrender to other nations' will, or continue to
rely on our military power to prevent them from
imposing that will. There is a third choice. It re-
quires that we act in situations where agreement can-
not be reached in ways most likely to create a changed
situation in which agreement becomes possible. A
policy of Amerieart.initiatives for peace provides the
needed dynamics:"A policy of American initiatives en-
gages us in the right endeavor: progress on our part
toward the right goals and the attempt to define what
must change in Soviet, Chinese, and others' attitudes
to make possible the achievement of those goals.
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Needed ch.nige we not come easily. It will not
come in response to culls for trust in international
affairs (as if nations were men). It will not conic at
all except iu response to pressure for such changes.

of pressnres are now apparent in our
society and in others, A world without war approach
culls for an American policy primarily focused on
defining and taking the steps we Con take to maximize
the clunces for hopeful change.

an American initiatives policy could immedi-
ately provide the dymunies for at least thi: minimal
goals: no ft irther expansion of the arms race; a serious
attempt to begin closing the gap between the very
rich and verv poor nations of the world; and tempo-
rary political settlements to defuse the three key ex-
plosive areas of Southeast Asik-the -Middle East-and
Cormany, Such a policy, however, gees far beyond
initial steps and temporary settlements. It recognizes
that the awesome threats to man in the remainder
of this centurynuclear war, hunger, population, the
poisoning of our environment, the fragmenting new
separatisms and the developmental agonies of the new
nationsare of such a magnitude that only interna-
tional cooperation by presently opposed great powers
and new world organization can resolve them.

Can we form the will which is the essential reqnisite
for the pursnit of such a policy? Have we a President
capable of such an initiative'? Are we now a nation
capable of responding to such leadership?

One need only examine the character of our present
peace movement to see that we do not yet have even
a citizens' peace effort with such a perspective, .let
alone a government committed to it.

93t
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VIi. D.: PEACE INITIATIVES REVISITED, by Robert Woito*

The preceding essay was written in the 1960's, when .the balance of
strategie armaments hegan si fting from clear U.S. superiority to equiv-
alence with the Soviet Union. This shift plus other factors--the failure
to conclude a SALT 11 agreement, the likely impact of new technological
innovations such as the guidance systems of the Cruise missiles and the
new Missile X, and nuclear proliferation--necessitates a rethinking of
the initiatives strategy.

Tbese changes suggest the following questions:

-- Given strategic equivalence at significantly higher levels of
forces, does rt In reduction of such forces become a less sig-
nificant Pence initiative act? Or would such an act endanger
allies?

-- Given that the Cruise missile may eliminate the distinction
between strategic and tactical nuclear weapons (a distinction
critical to the success of SALT I), does the impending deploy-
ment of Cruise missiles hinder further arms control negotiations?

-- Given nuclear proliferation and the evolution of highly soph-
iSticated conventional armies such as Iran's, how would a peace
initiatives stragy be carried out with many power centers
instead of just two?

In addition to such new questions, there remain many old ones:

-- Given the effects of the Vietnam war and Watergate plus the
domestic conflicts of the 1960's, is the U.S. capable of
carrying out on initiatives strategy?

-- Given the preeminence of dictatorships in international organ-
izations, can such organizations be reformed to fulfill the
role outlined for them in a peace initiatives strategy?

A complete answer to each of these questions is beyond the scope of
this essay. The basic question which i answered is this: Are there in
1977, ron-military peace initiative acts which this country should take
wheh could gain the reciprocation of other powers?

*This essay is a reworking of a policy statement adopted by the World
Without War Issues Center-Midwest Board of Directors, March 30, 1976,
[ have benefited from comments by William Epstein, Jim Green, Tom italstad,
Cone LoRoque, and Many others. Lowell Livezey and Karen Minnice provided
editorial comments and Laura Akgulian substantially edited and revised
the manuscript. Each of the above would no doubt disagree with parts of
the esr,aY for which i am atone responsible.

8 t
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During 1977 negotiations are expected in an effort to complete
SALT II_ and to achieve mutual, balanct., force reductions in Europe.
At the Utl. and elsewhere, proposals will be put forward concerning
nearly every facet of the arms race. Informal and formal discussions
will be held. But over 30 years of such discussions has produced
only minor agreements (see page 67). These agreements have diverted
the arms race into different areas without altering the basic thrust
to higher and higher levels of armaments by more and more states.
When negotiations fail, peace initiatives remain the only realistic
choice between yielding to an opponent's will and increased bellig-
erency.

Many, of course, argue that no one really wants arms control
much less disarmament. A peace initiatives strategy is designed
for those who do.

A peace initiatives strategy could break negotiating deadlocks.
ILcould do so by altering the international political climate and by
bringing into greater influence, those seeking arms reductions. The
peace initiatives strategy does not de pond upon the existence of a
peacekeeping/peace-making system to replace the balance of terror at
the outsetit is designed to aid in the creation of such a system.
The goals essential to a world without war are stated in the preceding
essay; here many specific peace initiatives toward the goal of general
and complete disarmament are offered.

Examples of initiative acts toward the other goals concludes this
essay. The prospects for reciprocation to disarmament initiatives is
enhanced by initiative acts toward the other goals. The development

of a comprehensive set of interrelated, mutually reinforcing peace
initiatives acts remains an unfulfilled, urgent research task. Accom-
pli!3hing that task is needed if we are to test whether it is possible
to achieve a world without war.

Toward Arms Control and Disarmament

Today the basic steps needed to halt and reverse the arms race are:

Intention-clarifying peace initiatives.
2 Force-reducing initiatives reducing one side's armaments.
3. Reciprocal force reduction by all other equivalently armed

powers.

4. Proposals leading from an arms race to arms reduction and
finally to disarmament. These proposals could become the
basis of negotiations; however, if such negotiations fail,
the proposals would be replaced by force reductions peace

initiatives, or even nonviolent, coercive initiatives
(designed to elicit reciprocation).

5 Strengthening of peacemaking/ peace-keeping institutions as
the arms race abates.
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6. Verification of arms reduction measures after disarmament is welladvanced. Although national technical means are adequate at the
outset, and throughout most of its process, achievement of dis-armament requires international, on-site inspection: thus, ferexample, the existing consultative framework in which the'U.S.
and the U.S.S.R. question each other about compliance with SALTmust be broadened.

7. Enforcement of negotiated agreements by the international com-munity, using non-military incentives to achieve this end. Likeverification (step 6), enforcement is not essential at first, butbecomes indispensable as disarmament procedes.

Peace Initiative Acts

The phrase "peace initiatives" has acquired many connotations. Asused here peace initiative acts are: (a) tanzible; (b) goal-oriented;(c) designed to lessen military threat and gain reciprocation.

Speeches announcing new policy or statements of intent are sometimescalled peace initiatives. However, frequently a verbal commitment by oneside is contingent upon action by the other side and thus is consistent
with preparation for or continuation of war. A sincere peace initiative
act should therefore involve tangible change: for example, a unilaterally-
initiated cease-fire, a percentage force reduction, or even the actual
governmental reorganization necessary to pursue disarmament goals.

Since every peace initiative act is a small step towards a goal,keeping sight of that final objective is crucial: otherwise, tempting
short-term decisions might steer reciprocation and further initiativeefforts in the wrong direction.

Finally, peace initiatives are either a form of sacrifice or a less-ening of military threat to others seeking the same goal; for example, apercentage force reduction, a 1% GNP contribution to world developmentprograms, or a transfer of revenues derived from a national canal to an
international waterways authority all constitute valid initiatives whichone nation might undertake. Such moves by one country will hopefully
set an example for others and when combined with other initiatives,in-
crease the pressure on an adversary state for a positive response.

Peace initiative acts in the disarmament field can be divided intoat least three categories:
intention-clarifying, force reduction, andnonviolent coercive initiatives. Each is briefly introduced, then

specific initiative proposals designed for the 1970's are offered.

I. Intention-Clarifying Peace Initiatives

Intention-clarifying peace initiatives indicate an active desire to
pursue disarmament goals, but are not themselves reductions in armaments.
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Collar ,The U.S. should announce its willingness to seek general and

complete disarmament under effective international controls, as agreed

to in the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, and should demonstrate its

commitment to that goal by the following acts:

Peace Initiative #1: The U.S. should publish statistics on its own

forcts, etc., ag well as estimates of all other counties' forces; it

should fhen turn this information over to the U.N., emphasizing that

corrections and explanations by other Towers are essential for more

accurate) useful statistics the following year. The U.N.' sF-1 s in-

analvited to discuss these reports and to suggest appropriate int.,

institutions and procedures for verifying such data.

Peace Initiative #2: The U.S. should continue to require.every U.S.
conventional arms or military technology manufacturer and exporter
(including government agencies) to obtain an export license specifying

thp contents and destination of each shipment; it shculd now require that

sgch information be made available to the U.N.

Peace initiative #3: If other countries have not begun supplying similar

information en their armaments and arms transfers after six months, the

14S. should volunteer its satellite surveillance system plus intelligence

infervation on world military armaments to the U.N.; in addition, it

shsogla offer to pay one-half the costs of maintaining the satellite

,system for the international agency handling disarmament (whether it is

the U.N., International Atomic Energy Agency, etc.). Non-governmental

institutions Uhich now make such estimates, e.g., the Stockholm Interna-

tional Peace Research Institute, would then check the completeness and

accuracy of such information, thereby stimulating voluntary participation

of other states in this process.

By verifying current force levels, the above initiatives would help

define levels of parity in reciprocal, percentage armaments reductions.

Moreover, they would signal a change in attitude and priorities to the

international community. By including all countries in its statistics,

yet leading itself, the U.S. by these initiatives would recognize the

eXistence of many centers of military power today.

Changes in governmental organizations and programs also indicate

commitment to disarmament goals. The U.S. should undertak t! the following:

Peace Initiative #4: The U.S. should significantly increase the U.S. Arms

Cc ol and Disarmament Agency budget and broaden its mandate, enabling it to:

--research peace initiatives, non-violent international conflict, civ-

ilian (non.-violent) defense, and peaceful methods of effecting needed

change. Developed in this century by Mahatma.Gandhi and Martin Luther

King,.Jr., non-violent tcAlniques can build a-sense of community bet-

meen.adversaries in a conflictl further investigation of their use

in. international conflicts is urgently needed;

--explore the factors which encourage or discourage reciprocatin, this

to be done in conjunction with similar governmental P.genc/::-: and non-

governmental peace research centers;
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--update plans for converting U.S. armaments manufacture frommilitary to peacetime production; also, the agency could developappropriate legislation limiting the impact of military contractlosses on workers, industry and communities;
--make the currently required Arms Control Impact statements con-cerning new weapons systems public; publish disarmament impactstatements as well, indicating the problems and feasibility ofparticular force reductions, disarmament initiatives, etc.

Peace Initiative #5: The President of the U.S. should support creationof a United Nations University, a National Peace Academy, and a U.N.Research and Analysis Center for Arms Control and Disarmament; he shouldensure that among these institutions' main tasks are the refinement ofthe goal of general and complete disarmament and the.development of peaceinitiatives or negotiable plans for achieving it.

Peace Initiative #6: The President should include the head of the ArmsControl and Disarmament Agency in the National Security Council; heshould also expand the ACDA's consultative
framework.to include know-ledgeable peace researchers from private schools and organizations.

Peace initiative #7: The Executive Branch should publish annual reportsdelineating the purpose and present status of
disarmament initiatives.

Peace Initiative #8: The U.S. Congress should insist on representationin all international
arms control and disarmament

negotiations; it shouldstudy the arms control impact statements now provided and, should use itsauthority to limit or stop armaments programs and transfers which damagearms control negotiations or counter force reduction peace initiatives.

Peace Initiative #9: The U.S. President should issue an executive orderauthorizing U.S. citizens who learn of or suspect U.S. violations ofinernational disarmaments agreements to report such infractions to theappropriate international authority; Congress should Pass a companionresolution. The Presidential order should be automatically
renewed every two years if other countries

establish Corresponding auth-orizations forrtheir citizens; however, ailure to reciprocate here maynot be crucial if electronic and other espionage devices adequatelyassure compliance with an agreement or response to initiatives.

Peace Initiative #10: U.S. scientific organizations should require membersto report breaches of international disarmament agreements. Once done,these organizations should persuade other national and internationalscientific groups to adopt similar rules. The U.S. government shouldmake such a commitment a prerequisite to researching military contractsor technology with military implications.
. In addition, scientific organ-iz:-..tions should insist that all research be open and publishe4, and thatnational and international bodies of scientists study,and evaluate the,military impact of scientific investigation and discoveries.

Peace Initiative #11: Non-governmental U.S. organizationsreligious,labor, businers, professional, educational and civic--should intensify
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their interest inerms control and disarmaraent issues, inform their mem-

bers of pending decisions, and insist that government lead in initiating

force reductions. Through either their branches or analogous groups in

other countries, they should rouse an international constituency pressing

for initiative action by their respective governments. Each of these

non-governmental gups could contribute a different area of expertise:

religious groups could clarify the values underlying efforts to achieve

a world without war; labor and business could discuss.positive and negative

.
consequesnce of disarmament on their income and how to minimize the neg-

ative effects; educational institutions could study how traditional sub-

jects relate to the arms race, etc.

LI. Mutual Force Reduction Peace Initiatives

Once a nation declares that it shall seek general and complete dis-

armament, it can actually reduce forces in four distinct ways while nego-

tiations continue. These are:

a. A Freeze: halting production of new weapons systems--a significant

step towards breaking thr, momentum of an arms race since weapons

production is a lengthy process.

b. Percentage Reduction: r. unilaterally initiated, fixed percentage

force reduction which is repeated if the first reduction is reci-

procated by an adversary.

e. Zonal Disarmer declaring a particular area of the earth a

disarmed zone ..g., Antarctica, the sea-bed, and outer space);

or the banning of a particular weapons system within a zone (e.g.,

Latin America is a nuclear-free zone).

d. Conventional Armaments Reduction: applying techniques (a), (b),

and (c) to stem the tide of conventional as w..21.1 as nuclear arms

races.

[Ia. A Freeze

i;oal: To prevent nuclear proliferation, e advocate: (1) a comprehensive

test-ban treaty beginning with a moratori n on underground testing by the

U.S. and the U.S,S.R.; (2) universal monitoring of nuclear power plants by

the International Atomic Energy Agency UAW; and (3) the conducting of

nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes only when authorized by some com-

petent international authority under the U.N. If these goals are not

achieved through negotiation we recommend the following:

Peace Initiative #12: The U.S. should unilaterally stop testing all nuclear

devices for two years and agree to make this test ban permanent if the

Soviet Union reciprocates. If they do not, the U.S. should resume testing,

but only on a one-to-one basis.
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Peace Initiative #13: The 1.JS. should unilaterally place all of its nuc-lear power plants under IAEA safeguards and urge all other nations poss-essing nuclear facilities to do likewise.

Peace Initiative #14: The U.S. should either require that all spentnuclear fuel be returned to the U.S. for reprocessing, or build regionalreprocessing plants and ban all nuclear assistance to countries thatacquire national uranium enrichment or plutonium reprocessing technology.

Peace initiative #15: The U.S. should make information on peaceful
nuclear explosions readily available; it should coordinate detonationefforts with other nuclear and non-nuclear powers if the anticipatedbenefits of such an explosion outweigh environmental damages.

Peace initiative #16: The U.S. should implement improved secuitymeasures when transporting nuclear materials. In addition, the U.S.should step up research on reducing the weapons potential of nuclearwastes and on alternative energy sources, thus sparking internationalefforts to meet energy needs through a less dangerous means.

Peace Initiative #17: Pending acceptance of an international convention,the U.S. should pledge cooperation in preventing theft and pursuing stolennuclear materials, as well as refusing asylum
to nuclear thieves and ter-rorists.

Coal: To prevent qualitative refinement of existing armaments or creationof new nuclear or non-nuclear weapons of mass destruction, we recommendending production of all nuclear weapons systems and a halt in the manufac-ture oE other weaponry. If negotiations to achieve this are unsuccessful,we recommend:

Peace Initiative #18: The U.S. should unilaterally freeze its developmentand production of all nuclear weapons delivery systems for one year. Spec-ifically, we advocate a freeze on at least these systems: (1) the B-1Bomber; (2) the Trid nt submarine; (3) MARVs; (4) Cruise missiles; (5) themoNile MX missile; and (6) other systems not publicly known. The U.S.should ask the Soviet Union to reciprocate by freezing development of theirRackfire Bomber, their new generation of ICBMs, and others not disclosedpublicly.

Peace Initiative #19: The U.S. should sign the draft treaty abolishinguse of lethal chemical weapons. Then it should begin,a phased destructionoE existing weapons stock, verified by international inspectors, and shouldcomplete such destruction when the Soviet Uniun and other nations are con-ducting equivalent programs.

IIb. Mutual Force Reduction Initiatives

The intention-clarifying initiatives described above demonstrate theU.S.'s willingness to pursue disarmament. As reciprocation to such initia-tives occurs, mutual force reduction initiatives begin (although forcereduction is not contingent upon prior initiatives and could thereforestart any time). Mutual force reduction initiatives are unilateral cutsin existing forces which are repeated if an adversary reciprocates.

9 0
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Goal: The numbers of strategic delivery systems possessed by the super-powers

should be mutually reduced. Since negotiations have consistently failed to

achieve this end, we recommend:

Peace Initiative #20: The U. S. should unilaterally reduce each of the triad

of forces currently operational - 5% for SLBMs, and 10% for ICBMs and bombers.

(If the preceding initiatives have been reciprocated, these percentages could be

increased.) Based on 1975 figures, this would entail removing 116 land-based

missiles, 33 submarine-launched missiles and 42 long-range bombevs from opera-

tional readiness. The iaitial reductions should include MIRV'd delivery systems

in the same proportion as they exist in current forces; MIRV'd warheads should

not be transferred to the remaining strategic delivery systems.

If the Soviet Union reciprocates, reducing its respective forces by a

similar 5 and 10%, the U. S. should cut away an additional 5 and 10%. This

process could then be set up on an automatic, six-month basis which, after

four years, would continue only if other countries owning strategic delivery

systems participate.

One reason for the previously advocated freeze on new systems is that

Cruise and Missile MX weapons are not as easily detectable by national verifi-

cation, plus an enlarged Consultative CoMmittee (part of the SALT I agreement)

could monitor and check reciprocation to the above initiatives.

In addition to strategic delivery systems, the U. S. and the U. S. S. R.

possess numerous tactical nuclear weapons, many of them stationed in Western

and Eastern Europe.

Goal: le U. S. and the U. S. S. Ro should continue discussing mutual, balanced force

reductions in Europe. Since lengthy negotiations on this subject have made

little progress, we recommend:

Peace Initiative #21: The U. S. should reduce its tactical nuclear warheads in

Europe by 25%, and should agree to remove another 20% when the Soviet Union

reciprocates the first 25%.

During this process, European regional organizations should aid in

inspecting and verifying compliance with negotiated agreements or reciprocation

to peace initiatives. This assistance could include permitting access to

national technical means of verification and admittance to the SALT I - established

consultative committee. Other regional arms races should be approached in like

manner, with their regional organizations playing a similar role.

IIc. Zonal Disarmament

A disarmed zone is a geographical area in which weapons of war are

prohibited. The purposes of a disarmed or "nuclear-free" zone are: a) to

prevent the arms race from spreading to new areas; b) to psychologically prepare

people in specific locations for security without weapons; c) to break an

impasse in percentage reductions (e. g., when a force reduction initiative is

not reciprocated, but one o-the powers wants to keep the disarmament procnss

..going); and d) to increase the number of people living in nuclear-free - and

hopefully, weapons-free - areas.

9 1
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Goal: Through negotiations, the U. S. should seek establishment of nuclear-freezones in Africa, the Middle East, East Asia, the Micronesian Trust Territories,and the Indian Ocean. If these goals cannot he react.e,l, we recommend:

Peace Initiative #22: The U. S. should sign Protocol I of the Treaty ofTlatelolco, and should also encourage France to do so. Protocol I would thenbe ratified when the Soviet Union ratifies Protocol II, which commits nuclearpowers not to use or threaten use of nuclear weapons against signatories.

Peace Initiative #23: The U. S. should pledge not to use or threaten use ofnuclear weapons against non-nuclear states, as encouragement in the creationof other nuclear-free zones.

Peace Initiative #24: The U. S. should declare the Micronesian Trust Territoryin the South Pacific a disarmed zone; it should then begin phased withdrawal ofits forces, continuing down to local police levels if other naval powers promiseto respect the zone.

'Id. Conventional Armaments

The techniques of freeze, percentage reduction and zonal disarmament applyto conventional as well as nuclear arms races. The suppliers of conventionalarms are now many, although the U. S. remains the largest manufacturer andexporter. We believe that as the above initiatives are taken, reciprocated, andnew international verification and inspection agencies are created, new approachto conventional arms control will be feasible.

Goal: Through mutual, balanced reductions, the U. S. should seek ultimateelimination of arms transferral and export abroad. If agreement on these goalsis not reached, we recommend:

Peace Initiative #25: The U. S. should halt shipment of all conventional armsfor three months; it should extend this halt if other arms suppliers agree Firstto ceilings on shipments, then to a timetable for
eventual elimination of suchshipments. Conferences securing regional arms reductions and providing 1.1.5..,:zna-tional peace-keeping forces plus peace-building programs should accompany thisinitiative.

Peace Initiative #26: The U. S. should require that domestic weapons manufac-turers report arms production and exports to the U. N.; it should request allother manufacturers in the world to make similar reports. The U. S. wouldcontinue this procedure if other countries reciprocate after two years.

Peace Initiative #27: The U. S. should place the same controls on exporters ofarms technology as those imposed on arms exporters.

Ending conventional arms races would occur more rapidly if there existed apermanent, standby, U. N. peace-keeping force armed only with light weapons foruse in self-defense. Such a force would act as an intermediary, policing cease-fire lines, moaitoring the fulfillment of negOtiated agreements, and perhapssupervising elections to resolve conflicts. If negotiations fail to achievethis end, we recommend:

Peace Initiative #28: The U. S. should designate and train communications andother appropriate units to aid U. N. peace-keeping missions.
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Peoce Initiative #3l: Tho U. S. should invite journalists from other countriesto investigate any U. S. human rights problem.
Newspapers should be asked tocooperate by providing space for such assessments and for governmental and non-governmental responses. The other countries involved should then reciprocate bypermitting similar access by U. S. journalists and space in their newspapers.

Goat: A sustained attack on world hunger and a long-term economic developmentprogram.

Peace Initiative #32: Vie U. S. should pledge six million metric tons of grainper year to alleviate hunger
or to help create a World Food Reserve and call onthe Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) to provide an equivalentshare of the needed fertilizers.

Goal: Au increased capacity for ncnviolent con`'lict.

Pt.ace [nitiative 033: The U. S. should support the development of a nonviolentinternational peace force trained to act as intermediaries and as conflictresolution specialists. These intermediaries should be assigned to U. N.agencis working in crisis areas, thus developing on site contacts useful incrisis situations

Problems and Opportunities

Once a process of descalating the arms race and progress toward the abovegoals beg,ins, f_here will be new opportunities and new problems. How far, forexample, can 1)(! Soviet Union disarm without changing the balance of forcesbetween it au.: r:hina? When should conventional force reductions be phased intothe process? How much progress must be made toward each of the related goalsto make continued
disarmament initiatives feasible? Although the answers toeach of these questions is important, not having the answers should not preventa coup rv from beginning a strategy of peace initiatives.

Thosc questions suggest difficulties, which must be solved to achievegeneral and complet,c disarmament. We believe that if the super-powers wouldbegin a process such as that outlined above, the obstacles would be signifi-cantly easier to overcome. There would be created a new climate, withdifferent assessments of intention, a new willingness to express in behaviorthe commitment to world without war goals, and different assessments by worldpitklir opinion al'out who or what is blocking the path to peace.
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VIII. g4SUES
D 4 4C--,-ons concerning each of the specific proposals 1Ls Led In Part

IV 0,11 be made this year. Such decisions will he made hy national and

inteior1al leaders, by non-governmental organization leaders and by

conc erhed citizens.
StIch decisions become issues when you must choose "yes" or
ileibw are listed the major areas of the arms control and cnsarmamen

field, following by questions which will probably be answered, at least
tempolstivily, ys or no in the next few years.

I. ttetegic Armamenc
O Will a SALT II Agreement be reached? Will ic limit the strategic

01.1115 race?

b Will the U.S. build the B-1 Bomber?
c Will the U.S.S.R. build the "Backfire" bomber?
d Will the U.S. refine the Cruise missile? Other new systems?

e. Should new Trident submarines be built? Should the communications

OYcem be improved?
f. Will new MIRV's be added to existing strategic armaments?
5 Should the Mobile X missile be developed?
b. Will the Soviet Union build a new generation of ICBM's?
i. Can the naval arms build-up bo ,,versed?

2. SkIlear Proliferation
0. Will new countries go nuclear:
0. Sould the International 'tomic Llorgy Agency he strengthened to
ertilble it to prevent diversion of spent fuel to military weapons
coriatruction?
c. Can a comp rehensive .ar test ban be achieved?

d. Is there a need for Nuclear Explosions?

3. fNional Arms Races
0. Will mutual balanced force reduction in Europe take place?

b. Can nuclear weapons in Europe oe reduced?
c. Can the flow of arms to the Middle East be reduced? reversed? ended?

e. Can the build-up of armaments in Africa, Latin America, and Asia he

etlded or reversed?
e. will new disarmed zones be created?

4. T4&litary Spending

0. Bow much should the U.S. appropriate for military spending this year?

b. What percent of a country's GNP goes for military spending?

C. What are the human costs oE the arms race?
5. Cntiventional Arms

0. 7:an a suppliers' agreement be reached to halt the arms trade?

b. Can conventional arms control, reduction and disarmament be aeUeved?
c, Will conventional and environmental weapons be banned?

6. Domestic
0. Will the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency be adequately funded?

b. Is this country prepared for conversion to peace-Lime production?

C. Is peace research adequately funded? conceived? relevant?

7. Lllternational

A. Will intarnadowd organizations be able to play an effective role

the disarmament area? Will they have the authority? the will? the values?
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Periodicals

Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, Bernard Feld, Editor in Chief, Samuel Day, Jr.,

Editor, published monthly. Focuses on disarmament issues, their technological

as well as social implications.

Bulletin of Peace Proposals, Marek Thee, Editor, Internatipnal Peace Research

Institute, Oslo, quarterly. Covers a wide range of peace 7elated problems

including the arms race and disarmament issues. r
Fellowship, Jim Forest, Editor, Box 271, Nyack, New York 19960. PUblistied.bY

the Fellowship of Reconciliation, it brings a pacifist perspective to.bear on

disarmament issues.

Foreign Affairs Quarterly, Hamilton Fish Armstrong, Editor, 58 East 68th Street,

New York, N. Y. 10021. Regularly publishes articles on arms control issues.

It usually focuses on arms control measures or shifts in strategic doctrine

concerning superiority versus parity.

ll
Foreign.Policy Quarterly, Samuel Huntington d Warren Demian Manshel, Editors,

w345 East 46th Street, Ne York, N. Y. 10014 Often challenges the assumptions

of Foreign Affairs by introducing minimum det rrence arguments into the national

- debate.

International Security, Albert Carnesals and Michael Nacht, Editors (quarterly),

9 Divinity Avenue, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.

Specializes in arms control and security issues.

Scientific American, Gerard Pi611, Editor, 415 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

10017. Regularly presents articles on arms control issues and on the dangers

of the continuing arms race.

Other publications, like Saturday Review, and newspapers like the New York

Times and Christian Science Monitor, regularly include articles on the arms

race and on disarmament issues.
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is expected, encouraged. but not a conditon of con
Uniting the disarmament process by one power.
035. Civilian Defence.. An Introduction, T.K
Mahadevan, Adam Roberts and Gene Sharp, 265pp.
1967, Gandhi Peace Foundation. 15.95 An ant hrology
of writings applying Gandhian teachings and techniques
to thr problem of a non-military, national defense.
036. War Without Weapons, Non-Violence in
Nationdl Defense, Anders. Boserup & A ndre luctfack,
194pp. 1975. Schoclien, $2 95 Based on a judgement
about what is the most practiCal and workable means
of defense, the authors argue that a nation trained in
nonviolent techniques would be more secure and less
vulnerable to destruction than a nation trained in the
techniques of mulear deterrence The authors arc
symting tor ailvtu ate. ot mit tear deterrent c to begin tile
discussion ot risks.

Peace Conversion
037. Basic Problems of Disarmament. United
Nations, 264pp, 1970. United Nations. i2 50 Pre
sents three U.N. studies; I) On the Economic and
Social Consequences of Disarmament ; .21 The effects ot
the Use of Nuclear Weapons; 31 Effects of the use of
Chemical and Biokigical Weapons
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. Peace Conversion, IntorMiloon Packet,
Arno-nag &lends Service Committee, fooseleal. Yylp.
19 American Friends Sertice Committee, 12.50
Reprints Walter Reuther' proposals tor an extensive
military production to peacetime production conversion
plan. George McGovern... prvposed legislation based
on Reother's testimony and repri-as other essays point-
ing out the costs, wastes and conversion problems re-
lated to the antis race

itt Testing the Theory of the Military-Indus-
trial Complex. St::: cy is'/,es ,ed 191.
Lexington Books, $12 50 Is there a military-ind..istnal
complex promoting the arms race for private purposes?
Do military (fakers and top defense contractors form an
irresistable lobby in Wp ington? Or is the public
interest protected by curitit inspection. cost account.
ing and bid procedures? Are che mated reasons for
building new weapons systems the one's which should

seriousli consideletlf This anthology suggests him.
tk test these theses .

The Consequences oiNnclear War
0-1 . Worldwide Effects of Nuclear War . . .

Sonic Perspectives, U.5 Arms Control and Disarma-
ment Agency. 24pp, /975, U.S Gov-rnment Printing
Office, $.50 This study update:, previous assessments of
the effects of nuclear war on tl.e environment, moms-
phere, ozone and on people at .1 concludes that there
may be unforeseen consequences in the interaction of
the above.. -Despite_ 30 years of development and
study, there is still much that sie do not know. '

Long-Term Worldwide Effects of Multiple
Nuclear-Weapons Detonations, Committee, Na-
tional Research Council, 213pp. 1975. National
-Academy of Sciences, $8.50 A detailed study of The
effects of an equivalent of 111 hilliut or.. of '17s:T being

esploiled Northern Ihninsphere including the
effects on the ozone, climate, radiation, somatic and
genetic effects on humans and ological damage.

Consequences of Conventicaal War
i'1.13 The Wages of War. It.6-1965: A Statistical
f fandbook, I David Singer and Melvin Small, 419pp,

pro, .1 statistical su MeV of
war in rei history w his 11 nmes trends, how wits
begin and end, and conclu:Ts that ;ertain nation's are
'war prone''.

How Much War in History?. Definitions,
F,timatec, Ectrapolat,ortI. , Franel,

/9'4. S 410 A eon,

parative study of conventional war OM% front -;601)

It C. to 197-1 A 1),. with estimates .cif casualties, and
trends. We use to have rmire,war:. butlewe: casualties
than at proem.

Consecinences Of Disarmament
-11 The United States it a Disarmed World,

lCuitert. Robert Osgood. Robert Tucker,
others. 236pp, /96o, John Hopkins Press. $2.95

In 1962 the U.S. offered a specific plan fur achiev-
ing general and complete disarmament. That plan is
sumniarized here and criticized by seven scholars. Their
analyses of the shon-cominp of the plan are valuable
for those studying the proble.ns in achieving disarma.
merit and of developing an adequate plan.

International Terrorism
L4(i. International Terror an. National. Be.

gional and Global Perspectives. Yoriah Alexander
fed.), 392pp. 1976. Praeger. $225117Twelve scholars
from different parts of the world provide conflicting per-
spectives on terrorism. Terrorism in the 1.1-S. (the

KKK . the Weathermen. the SI.A) is considered, as is
terrorism in Latin America (the Tupamaros. esp),
Ireland: Smith Africa :dhe Middle East and Smith Asia.

SI.!et' attitude towaid international terrorism is
discussed. as are Paleninian terrorists grump', The
volume concludes with a description 01 the U.N.'s
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Persons

Other Studies
1:.17 Psychiatric Aspects of the Prevention of
Nuclear War. Group lice

9/pr. V.g.t. 5 I I his qt,der,
of the psi, taf !,. 01, noCle.if
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Arms Control and Disamarnetit Agency, 210 21st
Street, Washington, D.C. 20451. agency also
publishes an aintilal "DOCuntents mu Disarmament-
which reprints all of the official letters, treaties and the
like which occurred during.the year.
049. Nuclear Theft: Risks and Safeguards. Macon
Willrtch and Theodore Taylor, 252pp. 1974. Bal-

linger, $q_ 95 A valuable study of the increasing risk of
nuclear thet from nuclear power plants with recom-
mendations tor unproved safeguards.
0511. Oil and Security. 51PRI Monograph, 197pp,
1975, Humamiies Press. $13.50 This volume grew.
out of the concern .genrrated by the 1973 MI embargo
and studies thy potential effectiveness of od on v a; mos
regions of the world. The study concludes with J
On the military uses of oil, and the ethics of energy.
051. A Study of War. Quincy Wright, 451pp. 1944
(abridged edition published in /970; Unit'city of
Chkago Peers! $3 45 The classic iv. !-!, which defined
war as a subject to ....Adv in itself As a problem to be

eliminated.
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C. DECISION-MAKERS ON ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT ISSUES

I. The United States

The President
The White House

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, D. C. 20500

National Security Council
Old Executive Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20505

Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D. C. 20505

General Advisory Committee on
Arms Control and Disarmament

Department of State Building
2201 C Street

Washington, D. C. 20451

The-Honorable
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Committees - Senate
Appropriations
Foreign Operations
Armed Services

Subcommittee on Arms Control
Subcommittee on Nuclear Test
Ban Treaty Safeguards

FOreign Relations
Democratic Policy Committee
Republican Policy Committee

Joint Committee on Atomic Energy

Commission on the
for the Conduct

2025 M Street

Washington, D. C.

Secretary of State
Department of State
2201 C Street

Washington, D. C. 20520

United States Mission to the United Nations
799 United Nations Plaza
New York City, New York 10017

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
Department of State Building
320 21st Street
Washington, D. C. 20451

The Honorable
House of Representat7ves
Washington, D. C. 20515

Committees - House
Appropriations
Armed Services

International Relations
Subcommittee on International Security
and Scientific Affairs

Subcommittee on International Organi-
zations and Movements

Joint Committee on Defense Production

Organization of the Government
of,Foreign Policy

20506

International Organizations

Secretary General
-United Nations
New York City, New `fork 10017

Disarmament Affairs Division
Department of Political and Security
Council Affairs

United Nations
New York City, New York 10017
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European Office of the U.N.
Palais des Nations
Geneva, Switzerland

International Atomic Energy
Agency

Kaerntnerring
Vienna 1, Austria

Organizations of American States
Pan American Union
17th Street & Constitution Avenue
Washington, D. C. 20006

III. Other Countries

France
Office of the Embassy
2535 Belmont Road
Washington, D. C. 20008

Israel
Office of the Embassy
1621 22nd Street
Washington, D. C. 20008

Conference of the Committee on
Disarmament (CCD)

United Nations
New York City, New York 10017

International Court of Justice
The Hague
Netherlands

Germany
Office of the Embassy
Reservoir Road
Washington, D. C. 20007

Great Britain
Office of the Embassy
3100 Massachusetts Ave.
Washington, D. C. 20008

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Office of the Embassy
1125 Sixteenth Street
Washington, D. C. 10036

India
Office of the Embassy
2107 Massachusetts Ave.
Washington, D. C. 20008

Peoples Republic of China
Mission to the U. N.
United Nations
New York City, N. Y. 10017

Others available on request.

IV. Organizations (.a select list of organizations with programs in the
disarmament field)

American Friends Service Committee
1501 Cherry Street
Philadelphia, PA 19102

Arms ControI.AssociAtion
11 Dupont Circle, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Center for Defense Information
122 Maryland Avenue, N. E.
Washington, D. C. 20002

Council for a Livable World
100 Maryland Avenue, N. E.
Washington, D. C. 20002

Fellowship of Reconciliation
Box.271

Nyack, New York '10960

SANE
318 Massachusetts Avenue, N. E.
Washington, D. C. 20002

United Nations Association of the USA
345 East 46th Street
New York City, New York 10017

War Resisters League
339 Lafayette Street
New York City, New York 10012

World Without War Council
175 Fifth Avenue
New York City, New York 10010

Friends Comm. on National Legislation
245 Second Street, N. E.
Washington, D. C. 20002

Write: Board of Church and'Society, United Methodist Church, 100 Maryland

Avenue, N. E., Washington, D. C. 20002, for "Register Citizen

Opinion"14hich-lists,religious,organizational offices_and_additional
non-governmental organizations, pub1i6ations and U. S. House of
Representatives.and Senate Committee Assignments, plus how to write

,to various governmental officials.
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THE WORLD WITHOUT WAR COUNCIL

The principle purposes and functions of the Council are...

to establish the goal of ending war as a guiding force in American life;

to clarify the elements of understanding and belief and to define the
strategies and tasks essential to achieving the goal%

to engage mainstream organizations and institutions in appropriate
work through their own constituencies to translate these
ideas into national policy;

to offer, through national and regional centers of thought and activity,
the catalytic, training,

model-building; programming and
coordinating servides and resources needed;

to_provide a continuing overvieW'of peace efforts by voluntary.
organizations with the purpose of aiding in the develop-
ment of common standards and priorities for more effective

0work;

to articulate the .basic moral and political values Which provide the
motiVation needed for a sustained engagement in that
work.

Write the office nearest you for a compleie introduction to the Council's
programs, publications, ideas, people and work opportunities,

National Office: 175 Fifth Avenue, New York City, N. Y. 10010

Northern California Regional Office:
1730 Grove Street, Berkeley, California 94709 .

Midwest Regional Office: 110 South Dearborn, Chicago, Ill. 60603,

Northwest Regional Office: 1514 N. E. 45th Street, Seattle, Watt. 91105

Other Offices: 1838 S. W. Jefferson, Portland, Oregon 97201 '
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